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COMPU~R-ASSIS~D INS~UCTION: THE APPLIOATION OF THEOREM-PROVING

TO ADAPTIVE RESPONSE ANALXSIS

Adele Goldberg

ABS~CT

In a CAl qyqtem for teaching elementary mathematical logic, in

order to provide tutor~al adv~ce qimilar to the quggeqtionq a human

tutor might give, a theorem-prover iq employed aq a proof-analyzer

to generate appropriate dialogue with students who need help with a

proof. It ~p shown that the heuristically programmed theorem-prover,

by embodying techniqueq thought to be used by the students, constructs

derivations for expressions in the elementary theory of Abelian groups

within the constraints on rule usage imposed on these qtudents. To

demonstrate its capabilities, the theorem-proyer was tested on a list

of theorems and problems chosen arbitrarily from a standard curriculum

in elementary algebra. The proof-analyzer mocks the adaptive behavior

of a human tutor; it can determine relevant hints when a student requireq

help in completing a solut~on, and can encourage the students to discover

diyerse solution paths, The proof-analyzer is incorporated in a new in

structional system for mathematical logic, an ex~ple of a "student~

oriented" CAl qyqtem which emphasizes actiye participation of the students

w~th the computer by providing methods by which a student can initially

qpecify or extend the ax~omatic theory he is studying, while qtill re

ta~ning the error analysis and teaching fac~lities Of an ~nteractive

proof-checker.
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ClfAPTER I

THE COMPUTER AS TUTOR

One of the main criticisms of computerized instruction alleges that

it deprives the student of the dynamic and personalized interaction afforded

him by an attentive human tutor. The intention of this dissertation is to

answer this criticism by examining some of the features which distinguish

the tutorial role and, in light of these features, studying the computer's

ability to assume that role.

1. Humanizing the Mechanical Tutor

An attractive feature offered by a human tutor is his ability to

provide .a flexible environment in which the student can freely explore the

material he is expected to understand. In such an environment the student

can rehearse factual material, study relationships between theories, make

up examples which clarify the ideas, and experiment with newly acquired

skills. Through his guidance, the human tutor not only shows the student

how to proceed, but is sensitive to his difficulties and misunderstandin~s

as well. By analyzing the student's work, the tutor can tide him over rough

spots, show him where he went wrong, and encourage him to explore promising

paths.

An ideal tutor adjusts his teaching to the singular requirements of

each learner. It is this notion of individualized attention, of shaping

1
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instruction to the unique history of each individual, which is most fre

quently associated with the tutorial process. The tutor analyzes each

student's work, and extracts information from each student's responses,

especially when they are only partial or erroneous, so as to make decisions

about how instruction should proceed. Thus the tutor provides an adaptive,

or response-sensitive, teaching system.

If the computer is to simulate a human tutor, it must be such an

adaptive system~ The computer must make decisions relevant to the imme

diate needs of individual learners. Computer teaching systems which are

nonadaptive, or response-insensitive, are static lesson drivers which

present prestored questions, or analyze student responses only on the

basis of comparisons with prestored answers. They do not consist of

algorithms which enable an instructional system to develop dynamically;

that is, they do not include routines which generate new problems, process

unanticipated answers, analyze erroneouS answers and find out what went

wrong so as to comment on the error, and so on. The ability to program

elaborate branching strategies has allowed utilization of some aspects of

a student's performance in determining subsequent instruction. But the

instruction is usually limited to a set of predetermined decision processes

and is dependent on prestored remedial help sequences. Even when the de

signers of instructional programs manage to avoid passive multiple-choice

or fill-in-the-blank response formats (developing, for example, flexible

question-answering systems [Carbonell, 1970]), they tend to fall back on

remedial branching schemes in order to provide help for the less skillful

students.
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Historically, computer-assisted (CAl) teaching systems, designed

either for use in an actual classroom or for studying conceptual problems

of an educational nature, have claimed the ability to adapt to individual

needs. The appropriateness of these claims is dependent on the designer's'

redefinition of the word "individualization," a definition which is usually

not as broad as the one uSed here. The next chapter traces the development

of CAl systems, examining how, if at all, they include features associated

with the tutorial process.

To the extent that CAl systems require constant and active partici

pation from every student, and keep detailed statistics about each student's

performance, the computerized teacher can carry out tasks which the human

teacher of a class of forty to fifty students.canu[lL, But to realize a

computer sYstem which tutors a particular subject, a system which is both

dynamic and personalized, one must go beyond the issue of how to present

the main body of material, or Of how to obtain optimal teaching strategies.

The question presently confronting CAr researchers asks how the computer

can simulate a human tutor, and expects answers relevant to individual

subject areas. For a solution, one must inquire into the behavior of a

tutor for that subject area: what strategies does a tutor employ in

encouraging the student to explore the material so as to understand the

structure as well as the content of the subject; what rules, if any, does

a tutor use to decide what to say to the student who requests help; more

basically, where does the information for that decision come from; and,

ultimately, can the process of tutoring, of providing especially atten

tive helP, be understood sufficiently well so as to be embodied in a

computer progr~.
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Another significant feature of a human tutor is that he knows how to

do the work the student is expected to do. The tutor can solve algebraic

word problems or translate English sentences to German, solve integrals

and analyze poetry. Much research has already been done in having computers

perform tasks normally carried out by hurnans: tasks such as carrying on

conversations in restricted subsets of English; problem-solving (with and

without human interaction); retrieving answers to Questions, or making

inferences from,large bases of irSormation; playing games which are intel-

lectually challenging, such as chess; and so on. Much of this work is

applicable to having the computer act as a tutor, because, like its human

counterpart, the computer-tutor should be able to sol~e the problems that

1students are expected to solve. It is through this ability to carry out

the student's tasks that the computer might indiVidually examine each stu-

dent's erroneous or incomplete work so as to generate a tutorial dialogue

aimed at helping the student understand his error or continue his work,

to give adVice adapted to each student's individual need.

Implicit in the word "dialogue" is the idea that· the computer can

carryon a natural conversation with the student, much the way the human

teacher does. This of course means that the program both understands and

generates sentences in a natural language, a task which has yet to be

fully accomplished (Simmons, 1970). However, the need to analyze student

responses reQuires that the computer carry out at least a Inaited conver-

sation. (Note that "responses" includes whatever vehicle the student is

l"The first rule of teaching is to know wha.t you are supposed to
teach. The second rule of teaching is to know a little more than what
you are supposed to teach" (G. Polya, 1957, p. 173).
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permitted to use to demonstrate that he has carried out the task set for

him.) Dialogues in restricted subsets of English have already been suc~

cessfully implemented for situations in which the information needed to

generate statements is already available, or is directly obtainable from

immediate storage or sentences in anticipated formats (Minsky, 1968). The

tutorial dialogue can, in general, be restricted to the vocabulary and

grammar of the subject area being taught, avoiding the unsolved problem

of conversing in the full natural language. Thus an investigation of the

dialogue problem focuses greatest attention on the basic problem of obtain~

ing the information from which the dialogue can be generated.

2. A Tutor for Mathematical Logic

Take, as an example, an interactive program for teaching elementary

mathematical logic, in particular, for teaching the students skills in

constructing mathematically valid proofs. Here the student's problem

could be to construct a proof that an expression E, say in elementarY

algebra, is a consequent of a set of statements already designated as

true. The student's response is a proof, that is, a sequence of steps

each justified in some valid way, such that L
n

is E. The steps would either be names of logical rules, proof procedures,

or instances of axioms or already established theorems; and the lines, the

well-formed expressions inferred by each step. A proof is well defined in

terms of either the sequence of steps or the actual lines. In an inter-

active system the student types the steps, using commands from a specially

devised command language. The computer determines the validity of each
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step, and, if the step is acceptable, generates the corresponding expression

as a new line of the proof.

A minimal facility such a ~I system must provide is that of a proof-

checker to verify that the student correctly demonstrates that the expression

E is in fact derivable from a given set of premises. The proof-checker would

check each step of the proof as the student makes it to determine if the step

is valid. Here the student can be taught the applicability of inference

rules and the proper use of axioms and proven theorems.

To clarify what is meant by "proof-checker," an example from the Stan-

ford logic and algebra . prqgrSilll. is given (Suppes, 1971). The student

works on the keyboard of a standard teletypewriter; he types commands which

are requests to have the computer generate lines of a proof. Example com-

mands the student can use are M, CP, and WI'. M is the mnemonic for

"affirm the antecedent" (a rule of inference with which a formula Q may be

;inferred from formulas P and P ->Q), WI' signifies "working premise," and

CP is the conditional proof procedure as shown below. The student's work

1might look· like:

WI' (1) P -> (p -> Q)

WI' (2) P

102M (3) P ->Q

2.3M

LINE 2 MUST BE A CONDITIONAL.

3.2M (4 ) Q

I Henceforth, the
typed by the student.
lines, error messages)

convention will be to
All other information
is computer output.

underline the information
(proof line numbers, proof
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LINE 4 MUST BE THE ANTECEDENT OF LINE 3.

(5) P ->Q

(6) (p -> (p ->Q)) -> (p ->Q)

The above is a proof of the expression shown in line 6. The "commands" are

the sequences of numpers and mnemonics at the left margin of the proof. Line

numbers referenced in the command must refer to a particular type of expres~

sion, such as a conditional statement, or to a line generated by a particular

code, such as a working premise. Otherwise, an error message is printed.

The commands have certain formats (e.g., AA requires two line references);

the student receives an error message if the command syntax is incorrect or

if the command cannot be applied to the lines referenced.

Examples of other proof-checkers are illustrated in the next chapter.

The comments which follow are applicable to these other proof~checkers as

well as the one described above.

In constructing a proof in an interactive system, the student may

find that he has taken several steps but is unable to finish. The computer

teacher, in assuming a tutorial role, is expected to help the student by

giving him advice on how to utilize his own partial proofs to arrive at

complete ones. The tutor might also, after examining the student's partial

or completed work, suggest alternative solution paths. That is, he could

point out another strategy known to lead to a successful proof, and, in

this manner, encourage the student to explore diverse solution paths for

each problem.

The ability to decide what strategies to diSCUSS, and when it is

necessary to make further suggestions, depends on the tutor's knowing
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what the student has already done and what other paths are available. The

computer which purports to tutor a student constructing proofs should first

find out what the student has done so far with the problem. Using this in-

formation, the computer can initiate a dialogue which will direct the student

towards a successful solution of the problem. There are many different solu-

tions which constitute derivations of a true expression in a theory; for,

lthat true expression, there may' not be a proof procedure which uses a natural

approach for setting up at least one possible derivation. The dialogue prob-

lem is compounded by the fact that the student may have attempted several

different proofs in a given response, several or none of which can be com-

pleted successfully. In such a case, the questibiL arises; as' to. which solution

paith, ijj' any, the., tutor., shamd"discuss, : and, whe,ther the student should be made

aware. of other valid'approaches he may have started.

In. the past, instructional programs such as the proof~checker presented

above have virtually ignored the problem of figuring out what the student has

already done. Instead, the programs offer hints which direct the student to

finding a solution thought up by the course author at the time he wrote the

curriculum. These hints are usually prestored with the problem on a periph-

eral device. They are rarely responsive to the student's needs, as no attempt

is made to determine those needs. Comments produced from predetermined hints

are often inappropriate or irrelevant: inappropriate in the sense that the

student may have already carried out the suggestions, or irrelevant to the

task of completing a valid solution already started by the student.

lEy "natural" :is implied a conventional mathematical proof such as
those found in Suppes and Hill, 1964.
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Consider another technique which was suggested for helping the students

using the Stanford program: store solutipns for each problem: and then com

pare the student's partial proof, line by line, with the stored ones in search

of a likely candidate for discussion. Since it would probably be impossible

to store all possible solutions for each problem, the hints might still be

irrelevant. Moreover, other than declaring the similarity between a stored

proof and the student's partial one, this technique lacks the information

needed to explain why a particular S11ggestion was made at all.

Several possible features of an interactive system for teaching proof

construction exist which introduce fUrther arguments against the stored-hint

or stored~proof approach. The two suggested here, although not available in

the Stanford program, are incorporated in a new instructional system to be

presented later.

The first feature permits the curricul-wn writer to prohibit the use

of certain commands in a problem. (This is useful in encouraging the stu~

dent to try new derivations.) 'rhe set of stored proofs for that problem

should exclude solutions using the disallowed commands. But, further, sup

pose the instructional system were designed so as to let the student freely

explore the command language; the proof-checker does not monitor the stu

dent's work with the intention to direct the search for a solution. In'

such a system, the student could successfully complete a derivation using

a prohibited command, The computer-tutor would let the student finish his

solution, but might then comment on its incorrectness due to the special

restriction, and request a different solution.

Suppose now that the student requests help, that his partial proof

can be successfully completed, but that the student has used a prohibited
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command. A tutor depending on either sto,ed hints or stored proofs could

not give advice on an acceptable solution while still commenting on the

student's partial proof; this is because no information about that proof

is available.

As a second feature, what if the instructional program were flexible

enough to let the student make up his own derivation problems? Thetutor

could not have any anticipated hints or solutions to these problems, and

so would not be able to help those students adventuresome enough to make

up their own examples. These difficulties arise because the so-called

proof-analyzer, the tutor, cannot find its own solutions to the derivation

problems.

3. Using a Theorem-Prover to Teach Theorem Proving

A solution for the dialogue problem, for helping the student who

requests aid in constructing a mathematically valid proof, is presented

in this dissertation. The solution is to employ a mechanical theorem

prover, one which is capable of doing the problems the students must dO,

as a proof-analyzer. In its new role as a proof-analyzer, the theorem

prover examines the student's incomplete proof and extracts information

which can then be used to give hints and advice on how' the student might

continue his work. The theorem-prover assumes tha.t the proof-checker

portion of the instructional system has verified the correctness of the

student's partial proof. And so the theorem-prover can use the student's

steps, much the way it uses a set of premises, as a guideline for dis

covering one or mOre valid derivations. (This analysis process is described
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in detail in Chapter V.) The computer-tutor then uses these derivations as

a base from which to generate a simple tutorial dialogue.

Because the theorem-prover may discover more than one valid derivation,

it can provide information for discussing diverse solution paths. From the

set of derivations determined by the theDrem-prover, the computer-tutor can

decide whether there are other solutions which the student should try; for

example, solutions which require the student to use recently learned commands

or recently proven theorems, or solutions which require significantly fewer

steps than the student's first derivation. In encouraging the students to

try diverse solution paths, the computer-tutor can attempt to keep the stu

dents from becoming "set" for a particular solution approach and, thus,

unable to handle new problem situations.

The existence of an appropriate theorem-prover, one which can do the

problems which the students are expected to do, does not necessarily imply

that the theorem-prover can be made to interact with an instructional system

such as the one illustrated earlier. This interaction is of the following

nature. As part of a problem in the curriculum, the student is told what

expression to prove, and within what constraints. He then tries to find a

solution. If the student cannot find the solution, then the instructional

system gives this same information to the theorem-prover, This information

includes any work already done by the student. The theorem-prover attempts

to find one or more proofs, especially ones using solution steps already

thought up by the student. The prover tells the instructional system,

the computer-tutor, about these solutions. Then the tutor, in turn, based

on strategies expressed in Chapter V, determines what suggestions to make

to the student.
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Subse~uent chapters will explain how two programs, a theorem-prover

and an instructional system, operate and communicate with one another. How

ever, one comment should be made here: that is, if the theorem-prover makes

use of rules and procedures which the students use, the task of examining

the steps already taken by the student, of using the student's ideas, is

facilitated. This is one reason, of several to be cited, Why a heuristically

Programmed theorem-prover was chosen as the proof-analyzer, rather than one

with a more formal basis.

Several problems arise in using a theorem-prover as a mechanical

device for extracting information from an incomplete proof. A central one

is the ~uestion of justifying the choice of the type of theorem-prover it

self. Not every theorem-prover will behave correctly in an interactive

tutorial mode. A theorem-prover embodying heuristics thought to be used

by the students was chosen. The inference rules used by the program were

emp~ically determined by observing students doing proofs, from experience

tutoring these students, and from investigations in using numerous versions

of the program. The underlying idea behind the design of the program was

to have the theorem-prover produce proof steps which one could expect a

student to produce, not steps re~uiring converging inferences so large

only a computer could handle them.

The purpose in carrying out empirical studies, even those of an

informal nature, was to provide information on how the theorem-prover

might incorporate methods used by the students. The idea WCdS less to

imitate the good students than to have the theorem-prover use strategies

which could be taught to the less skillful students. For example, the

theorem-prover could use methods for reducing the problem to a simpler
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one, for organizing the given information to determine which rules are

applicable, and for manipulating the proof steps so as to reduce the dif-

ference between a given step and the desired expression. Heuristics could

especially be developed to reoognize similarities between axioms, or proven

theorems, and the expression to be obtained, so that substitution se~uences

might be computed and subsidiary derivations established. If steps of a

proof completed by the theorem-prover would correspond to particular strate-

gies, then these strategies could be commented upon in the tutorial dialogue.

The basis of the dialogue would be to teach the strategies, to point out

those methods the theorem-prover found could be used to generate a solution.

In the survey on mechanical theorem-provers given in Chapter III, the in-

appropriateness of some other types of theorem-proving programs is noted.

Although the rules of inference used by the heuristic theorem-prover

are generally characterized, and some results of a mathematical naturec

offered, subse~uent discussions and examples are restricted to an Abelian

group under addition. This is done for several reasons. One, several

efforts have already been made by ~I researchers to develop systems for

teaching elementary algebra. Their experience has provided some empirical

data on the types of difficulties students have in constructing elementary

proofs. Second, from a curriculum for elementary algebra developed at

Stanford University, a set of theorems and derivation problems about addi

tion were readily available.
l

The theorem-prover could thus be designed

ISince July 1, 1970, the author has been responsible for the operation
of the Stanford logic and algebra program.
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to find proofs for the theorems, and then be tested on a fairly large selec

tion of the derivation problems. Third, the Stanford program USes the stored

hints approach for giving the students help. Difficulties arising from inap

propriate hints were recorded and could be compared with the help se~uences

afforded by the theorem-prover/proof-analyzer. Human tutors, experienced in

helping students of the Stanford program, were also available. A study could

be carried out to compare the human tutor's work with that of the theorem

prover/proof-analyzer, and to further decide how well the analysis techni~ues

work. FinallY, these techni~ues can be examined with a view toward their

application to other areas of instruction.

Subse~uent chapters will demonstrate the ability of the theorem-prover

to construct proofs of certain true statements of elementary algebra, and

will include some mathematical results concerning the set of inference rules.

Then they will exhibit how this theorem-prover can

1. examine a partial proof produced by a student using an instruc

tional system of the kind described earlier (that is, one utilizing

the response format of the Stanford logic and algebra program);

2. determine one or more solution paths which will successfully

continue that proof;

3. adapt to alternative SOlution paths taken by the student, even

when those alternatives appear in a single incomplete proof; and

4. provide information from which a simple tutorial dialogue can be

generated.

The tutorial dialogue employs the kind of ~uestioning suggested by

Polya (1957) for helping the student solve the immediate problem and de

veloping the student's ability SO that he may solve future problems himself.
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Consequently, in the initial dialogue shown in Chapter V, attempts were

made to use general suggestions which do not give the answer away. It is

uninstructiveto:merely present a correct derivation to a student who cannot

understand how it is possible to discover such an argument. Skinner, in out-

lining the resemblances between programmed instruction and tutoring, stated

that a good tutor does not lecture; instead by his hints and questioning he

helps the pupil to find and state answers for himself (Skinner,l958). And

so the hints try to show the students where to find solution ideas. Polya

commented that the teacher should make suggestions which could have occurred

to the student himself. By using procedures which mirror those of the student,

the theorem-prover comes up with more natural and more instructive hints.

4. A Generalized Instructional System for
Elementary Mathematical Logic

So far, the discussion on individualization in a CAl program has fo-

cused attention on the computer's ability to help a student who is encoun-

tering difficulty. Hypothetical features of a computerized system for

teaching elementary mathematical logic have been introduced, specifically

to highlight reasons for using a theorem-prover to analyze a student's par-

tial or erroneous proofs. Several of these features reflect ideas known by

educators to be effective teaching aids. In fact, the theorem-prover does

interact with an instructional system embodying many of these ideas. This

interactive ~I system serves as an environment in which research on devel

oping and on teaching JITonIOg:j:ca'T~ axiomatic theories can be carried out. l

lA more detailed account appears in Goldberg (l97l).
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The system is a new approach to using a computer to teach mathematical

logic. It was designed to increase the active participation Qf the students

with the computer-teacher by providing methods by which a student can (a)

experiment freely with his new skills in proof construction, (b) receive

immediate feedback on errors, (c) ask about previously learned material,

(d) make up his own examples, and (e) receive advice and comments on his

work which take into account only the material he knows (i.e,." :'has,

been already taught or has developed himself). Such features are available

beCause the instructional program is actually a powerful interpretive system

in which an indiVidual, be he student, teacher, or researcher, can develop

and then study anonlog:j:b:aJ:,. axiomatic system along whatever lines he himself

specifies. The justification for such an elaborate facility rests on two

conjectures. The first is that if the student can develop his own examples,

then he might develop a better understanding of what an axiomatic theory is,

i.e., where theorems and rules come from, and how dependency relationships

between theorems affect the ability to find proofs (Suppes and Crothers,

19(7). The second appears in Polya: "The mathematical experience of the

student is incomplete if he never had an opportunity to solve a problem

invented by himself" (Polya, 1957, p. 68).

The interpretive system is able to support formalizations of the full

predicate calculus with identity. The user can specify a vocabulary and a

set of axioms with corresponding names, prove and name theorems ,and lemmas,

and derive new rules of inference. In so doing, he builds a command language

for COnstructing proofs such as that suggested in Section 2.

The program "knows" only primitive rules of predicate calculus, but con

sists of rQutines which compute and learn new commands from the well-formed
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formulas of the system. When the user attempts to construct a proof w~th~n

the system he so spec~fies, he types commands from h~s command language. In

order to interpret such commands, generalized processing routines check each

command for correct syntax and usage, and compute appropriate error messages

if the command is not a valid one. Moreover, the system is able to provide

teaching seCl'-\ences for these "learned" commands upon demand by the student.

Thus the features for specifying axiomatic theories are built around a kind

of interactive proof-checker which has broad tutoring fac~lities.

The instructional system presented here is representative of a mode

of computer-based instruction which gives the student those computer facili

ties usually available only to a teacher or a curriculum-writer. Th~s mode

~s contrasted with the usual CAl programs in Which the teacher, or programmed

algorithms, entirely determine the sequence of questions the students receive.

It may be the case ~n the program for teaching logic, that the command lan

guage and a curriculum are constructed by a teacher, and then the students

follow the curriculum.· But the students always have the option to interrupt

the linear sequence of problems and make up their own problems, or prove

lemmas, or derive new rules of inference to help make the teacher's problems

easier to solve. Here, the d~stinction between a teacher and a student is a

narrow one, because the student h~self can enlarge the command language or

invent a "curriculum" for h~self and his classmates.

A teacher-specified curriculum is not necessary for the operat~on of

the instructional system. The student h~self can specify the nonlogicaL.

axiomatic theory he is to stUdy.l Such a CAl system ~s also a good

I ThiS might be a project for students in a Philosophy Of Science course.



environment for trying out the kinds of logic tasks modeled after the

R, L. Moore method of instruction. One such task is a "Finding"Axioms"

e~ercise, in which the students are given a list of formulas and are asked

to choose at most N as a~ioms. rhe rest are to be proven as theorems.

Success in this exercise may rest on the skillful choice of the order of

proving the theorems.

rhe Finding-Axioms exercise was used in an elementary course in

logic at Stanford University, a computer-based course usually taught

exclusively by the logic"algebra program. Several students, with no

mathematics background, were experiencing difficulty in getting through

the linearly organized curriculum when they were given the new exercises

to tryon the new instructional program. After working one or two Finding

Axioms exercises, one stUdent expressed delight in finally "understanding

what was going on." The opportunity to specify axiomatic systems, to make

up lemmas, and organize the curriculum proved invaluable in this stUdent's

understanding of sentential logic and elementary algebra. More details on

the Finding"Axioms exercises can be found in Goldberg and Suppes (1972).

Seventh graders, who also tried the exercises, had more difficulty

with them than with the logic and algebra program. Their bottleneck was

not in constructing the derivations, but in deciding which problem to. work

on next; in the context of the logic-algebra program, their only former

encounter with proof construction, they were too used to being told exactly

which expressions were axioms and which and in what order the rest were

theorems to prove. Jerome Bruner discusses this problem in considering

how to stimulate thought in the setting of a school:
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By school age, children have come to expect quite
arbitrary and, from their point of view, meaningless demands
to be made upon them by adults--the result, most likely, of
the fact that adults often fail to recognize the task of
conversion necessary to make their questions have some in
trinsic significance for the child. Children, of course,
will try to solve problems if they recognize them as such.
But they are not often either predisposed to or skillful
in problem finding, in recognizing the hidden conjectural
feature in tasks set them. But we know now that children
in school can quite quickly ·be led to such problem finding
by encouragement and instruction (Bruner, 1966, pp. 157-158;
underlining mine).

The kind of CAl system offered here might provide such encourage-

ment. Experience using the new instructional system for mathematical

logic has been favorable as an experimental laboratory in which to ex-

plore new ideas about using theorem-provers for teaching about theorem

proving, and as a better way to use the computer for instructional

purposes.

5. Research Design

The outline of the research design presented in this section re-

flects the organization of subsequent chapters. It might also serve as

a directive on how to read the dissertation.

The next chapter surveys the use of computers as teaching machines,

and includes examples to illustrate proof-checker programs. More. infor.-

illation is also given on the Stanford logic and algebra program. This

leads to Chapter III, an expansion on the reasons why a heuristic theorem-

prover was chosen as the method for extracting information from the stu-

dent i S ·work. Reasons are also given for choosing a heuristically based

theorem-prover above other kinds of provers.
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Chapter IV contains details about the theor.em-prover itself:

the characterization of the inference rules, which are shown to be com

plete for a subset of the elementary theory of Abelian groups; and a

description of a heuristic that cuts down the amount of time spent in

searching for a solution. If the tutor is to be used in actual class

rooms, such heuristics will be needed.

~he theorem-prover was written in LISP (McCarthy, 1962) for the

Digital Equipment Corporation model PDP-10 computer at the Computer-

Based Laboratory of the Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social

Sciences (IMSSS) at Stanford Vniversity. lts operation, and that of the

instructional system with which it interacts, do not depend on any special

resources of the Stanford laboratory; however, the time-sharing facilities

certainly expedited the large-scale implementation required.

Solutions for theorems found in the IMSSS algebra curriculum are

given in Appendix II, and described in Chapter IV to illustrate the style

Of proofs that are generated. Chapter V is devoted to demonstrating the

adaptive capabilities of the theorem-prover to complete partial proofs.

A Case study was carried out in which a seventh-grade girl, Lisa, tried

derivation problems. At the points in a proof at which she needed help

in order to continue, she typed the command HELP. fue theorem-prover

then determined possible ways to' successfully complete her work. Examples

of a simple dialogue with Lisa, based on the information provided by the

theorem-prover, are given. A second study was conducted, an investigation

of the tutoring behayior of the human tutors who had been employed to help

the students of the Stanford logic-algebra course. It prOVided further

information about how well the proof analysis works.
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Chapter VI summarizes the features of the framework in which the

theorem-proving research was carried out, that is, a generalized in

structional system for teaching elementary mathematical logic. This

summary includes examples of the automatic tutoring facilities of the

system, and the other ways in which mechanical theorem-proving procedures

are incorporated in the teaching program.





CHAPTER II

COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION

1. Background of CA.I Research

"Individualization of the learning process" is the dominant theme

recurring through the now abundant articles, books, surveys, and progress

reports on the subject of computer-assisted (-applications-to, -aided,

-administered) instruction (which will henceforth all be implied

the acronym CA.I). The stated goal of most authors is to provide improved

learning conditions for school children: learning at a better, more con

veniently administered, self-paced level. Then, they claim, the con

ventional teacher will not have to face the drudgery and repetition of

presenting factual material, will be able to change freqpently the content

of presentations, and will have more time for classroom interactions. Also

mentioned is the computer' s ability to provide a controlled environment for

doing research on teaching, since the teaching conditions can be maintained

or manipulated easily, and to collect and analyze ample records of student

performance Q

The above paragraph, packed as it is with cliches of the rapidly

expanding field, does summarize apparent intentions of CA.I researchers.

Although the above goal is not yet achieved, the last decade saw a surge

of activity and experience in the use of computers in education. Aided

by advances in computer technology and increased funding, many CAl

22
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projects have been initiated. Some, such as that of the Stanford University

group, have demonstrated clearly the feasibility of ~I. They have developed

a computer network which reaches more than a thousand students a day to teach

courses in elementary mathematics, logic, reading, and languages. Most of

the work in the early and middle 1960's centered around problems of optimal

teaching strategies, of increasing the complexity in the methods of evaluating

and processing student responses, and of data-processing and managerial aids

to the school systems. However, from a computer. science point of view,

programs in CAl have just recently begun to take advantage of the computa

tional powers of the time-shared systems in which they operate. In the

past, the instructional systems were input/output bound, with minimal use

of computer processing for evaluative feedback and selection of presentation

material. Programs are now being developed which have been directly influ

enced by results of research in artificial intelligence, e.g., on pattern

recognition, CRT display processing, information retrieval for question

answering systems, symbolic manipulation and generation techniques.

Much of the significant work in CAl has been collected in a number of

books (Atkinson and Wilson, 1969; Bushnell and Allen, 1967; Coulson, 1962).

Substantial surveys can be found in Hickey (1968), and Zinn and McClintock

(1970). It is impossible to discuss here all the relevant work that per

tains to the present research. A review of artificial-intelligence projects

on mechanical theorem-proving appears in Chapter III; some more recent ~I

projects which are directly relevant are reviewed below.

Stolurow (1967) stated that a "model for adaptive, or personalized,

instruction, specifies a set of response-dependent rules to be used by a

teacher, or a teaching system, in making.decisions about the nature of the
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subsequent events to be used in teaching a student." CAl programs can be

characterized by these rules or instructional strategies. The lowest level

of ~I was the outgrowth of ideas of noncomputerized teaching machines put

forth by Pressey (1926) and Skinner (1968). The basic idea is to present

the text material in sequential steps, or frames, and fo require mastery

of each frame before progressing" The student responds by constructing an

answer which is processed for an exact match. All the educational material

is stored in bulk on peripheral devices.. The computer is simulating an

elaborate bookkeeper with a large file cabinet" Individualization is at-

tained here only in the student's rate of completing the material.

Crowder (1962), in !lis "scrambled" textbooks, introduced the branch-

ing concept. The mechanical version, which is either called a "selective"

computer teaching-machine or the tutorial mode of ~I, is characterized by

three operations: storage, comparison, selection. The curriculum-writer

must determine all possible questions, statements, and hints he may want to

present to the student. He must also decide on all alternative responses

he suspects the students will make. The curriculum is stored on peripheral

devices. The student is asked to answer a question by selecting from a

multiple-choice list of anticipated correct and incorrect answers. The

response and the list are compared, and the corresponding prestored infor-

mation is selected as the next item to be displayed. Selection is based on

the immediately preceding response. Individualization is exemplified in the

selection of remedial sequences to assure understanding of the main trunk

or source of items.

More advanced selective CAl programs are referred to as adaptive

tutorial modes (although the use of the adjective "adaptive" advertises
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more than the CAl systems actually provide). These programs base the

selection of material on the history of a series of past responses. For

example, the student's progress through lessons with problems of varying

difficulty might depend on the student's total performance record on all

Or some of the previous lesSOnS. Response processing has also been extended

to partial answer analysis: checking for spelling mistakes, algebraic equiv

alents, partially correct translations in language drills, and so on, Despite

the increased sensitivity to student performance, individualization here still

seems to mean pacing the flow of material in order to get everyone to learn

the same prescribed information.

In an effort to reduce the storage requirements and to increase the

responsiveness of the teacher-student interaction, "generative" computer

teaching machines are presently being programmed. Developed mostly for

mathematics courses, they employ algorith.ms to generate problems and an

swerS. Uttal (1909) has used generative techniques in a tutorial system

for analytical geometry. The algorithm for generating problems mirrors

that used for the diagnostics and remediation lessons. A help sequence

teaches the student how to trace algebraic and arithmetic errors

by sequentially decomposing an expression into subexpressions until

the", 'error is discovered. '.' Uttal maintains that this algorithm simu

lates the human tutor's process of "going over the problem together."

These systems, mainly computer- (and, therefore, teacher-) controlled,

utilize prescribed sequences of exact material. Even Wexler's (1970) more

advanced system for generating questions and answers of a nonscientific

nature still requires this anticipation of stUdent need.s. Some work has

been done, notably with PLANIT at Systems Development Corporation, to let
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the student ask for intermediate information or do some computations on

the computer before responding. In all these situations, despite quite

complex attempts to analyze performance and use the computer as a calcu

lator or problem generator, the student is still under teacher control

for what he can examine and therefore what he can learn. Moreover,the

kind of help (tutoring) he can get is still very limited.

In simulation attempts the idea was to use the computer as a lab

oratory tool with which the student could test his intuition about possible

results of changes in parameters or could, perhaps, make his own discoveries

about the properties of a model. Another example is that of computer games

involving more than one person. These games provide real-life experiences

through models of an economic or political nature. Here the student is

left on his own to explore the subject area. The more sophisticated stu

dents might benefit from this sort of self-discovery method, but what of

the less skillful students who require more personalized help before they

can learn how to test the material presented to them? Perhaps the games

could serve as better, self-contained instructional devices if they co

existed with programs that can play them.

Three 'pro~ects of interest "attempt to opmrvoide less restric

tive learning environments. The first, Uttal's work, has already been

mentioned. The point to be made here concerns the coupling of generation

techniques with adaptive response analysis. Help diagnostics are computed

by using the same procedures used to generate problems. (Wexler, too, em

ploys this coupling of generation and analysis procedures.) As will be seen

in the work on theorem-proving, this coupling affords a significant vehicle

for determining what the student was trying to do in order to respond
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acco):'dingly. It illustrates the idea that if the computer is to tutor a

~tudent, then the computer should be capable of doing what the student is

asked to do in order to use that capability to "understand" what the stu

dent is doing. This need for knowledgeable computer-tutors was also em

phasized by Siklossy [1970],)

The second project is Carbonell's (1970) work on "information

structure-oriented" CA.l versus the aforementioned "ad-hoc-frame-ordented"

programs. His system is called SCHOLAR and is "capable of reviewing the

knowledge of a student in a given context (e.g., geography) by maintaining

a mixed-initiative dialogue with him in a rather comfortable subset of

):i:nglish." Basically a question~answering system, the student as well as

the program can have the initiative to ask questions and be required to

answer them. SCHOLAR can generate multiple-choice, true-false, yes-no,

fill-in-the-blank, and what-why-where questions. By keeping track of the

content of this dialogue, SCHOLAR can effect changes on the basis of rele

vancy and time considerationl3. By representing the "meaning" of words in

the data-base in terms of a Quillian-like l3emantic network (QUillian, 19(8),

Carbonell has moved a large step away from keyword or template-matching

responl3e techniques. (Quillian [1969], too, has applied his work on

natural-language processing to CAl research.) Carbonell does not, as he

points out, consider the general error-analysis problem, although he does

recognize errors in a student's response and pursues them in a limited

manner. Compared with other CA.l programs j Carbonell's program, by taking

advantage of the work in natural-language processing, makes more use of

the computer's computational powers to provide freer exploration by the

student.
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The theme of free exploration, of understanding through active par

ticipation, rather than just passively being taught, can be found in Papert's

(1971) work especially in the LOGO project. There the student is taught a

simple programming language and is then allowed to initiate any task he

wants. This project-oriented approach to teaching, where the student

originates a problem and its solutions, learns to state them explicitly,

and then proves the solution is correct, emphasizes learning to think.

Papert's teaching methods, that is, having the students write and debug

complete programs, emphasizes positive thinking about errors. The stu-

dents learn to accept that wrong answers "are the interesting answers--

that they are pointers to the places where the student's work can be im

proved." This is obviously true for the tutor as well as for the student.

To paraphrase Papert, the motivational aspect of this teaching approach is

that the value of what the students do is proved by success in their goals

rather than by the opinion or edict of a teacher. He works with a computer

just "because it allows the structure, rewards, and pleasures of a complex

project to take on a pure and clear shape, (thereby making) possible and,

especially, (allowing) a new degree of articulate understanding of their

essential unity."

2. Mechanical Proof-Checkers

Having reviewed the history of the instructional use of computers,

this section turns to those CAl programs which specifically deal with

teaching elementary mathematical logic. The intention here will be to

clarify subsequent uses of the word "proof-checker." This is accomplished
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by describing three kinds of computer-based programs which can be used to

verify the correctness of proofs.

The first kind of proof-checker analyzes a complete proof, determining

the validity of each line and filling in missing steps that would make the proof

a rigorous one. "Rigorous," as ui3ed here, implies that no step in the deduction,

no assumption or mediating inference, is omitted. Abraham's (1963) computer pro

gram to verify (but not invent) mathematical proofs exemplifies this kind of

proof-checker. The idea came from suggestions in McCarthy's (1959) Advice Taker

article, in particular, the notion of writing programs which could make deduc

tive inference using some built-in "conunon sense." One part of Abraham's pro

gram translated a proof from a textbook or journal article into a canonical form.

The other part applied ten inference rules to the transformed proof in order to

assure that each line was a valid inference. The verification scheme could find

errors in nonrigorous proofs by attempting to expand the arguments rigorously.

Although it could have been used in checking students' proofs as well, the

program was not actually employed in an educational setting.

The second kind of proof-checker qualifies as a homework grader.

The first alternative to such a grading program is to use the computer as

a batch-processing system, "marking" the students' solutions as a human

teacher might. Clearly, the use of this sort of program benefits the

teacher only (unless comparisons are to be made to a less conscientious

teacher and any help serves the students' interests). In an interactive

mode, the student coni3tructs a rigorous proof, decides that it is com

plete, and then receives feedback from the computer as to the correctness

of the solution. The student is free to make errors in the use of in

ference rules. But one error may be propagated so that the solution
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is invalid, Since a good tutor does not permit false answers to remain

uncorrected, the student would be asked to redo the problem, In fact,

the student may have to redo the problem several times; and, most likely,

it will take him longer to find a valid solution than if each error were

immediately corrected,

The third kind of proof-checker examines each step of the proof as

it is being constructed, rather than waiting until the student presents

an entire solution. If the student attempts to use a rule of inference

incorrectly, he is immediately informed of the error; he can then try

the rule again, correcting his mistake, Objections to using immediate

feedback methods rest on the goals of the curriculum, If, ultimately,

the student will be expected to construct complete proofs without the

aid of intermediary error analysis, then the opportunity to do so during

the course might be necessary, Substantiating evidence will be needed

before anything definite can be said, It may be the case that both inter

active methods are useful; that checking each step as it is stated is

preferable when the student is just learning the rules, and that later

in the course the student could have the option to ask for connnents after

he decides he has completed a solution, In any case, the more difficult

aspect of theorem proving is discovering goal solution strategies; the

main concern of the computer-tutor is to help a student learn how to

discover solution ideas, As similar tutorial re~uirements exist in either

interactive situation, the method discussed in ensuing chapters will be

that of immediate feedback; and the solution to the dialogue problem to

be offered will be illustrated in terms of the response format used in

the Stanford logic-algebra program,
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2,1. Proof-Checkers with Immediate Feedback

Two attempts, other than the one described in Chapter VI, have been

made to use this last type of proof-checker for teaching skills in proof

construction. They are PROOF (Easley, Gelder, and Golden, 1964) at the

University of Illinois, and the Stanford logic and algebra program (Suppes

and Binford, 1965; Suppes and Ihrke, 1970; Suppes, 1971). Both instruc

tional programs employ the kind of proof-checker which checks each step of

the proof as it is being constructed. They both use a keyboard as the input

device and both provide immediate feedback on errors made by the student.

Each program is described below.

PROOF at the University of Illinois, Coordinated Science Laboratory.

The first report of PROOF described a program which was extremely limited

by a clumsy keyset and the inability to reference more than one line (the

last) of the proof. The student had to start with an instantiation of the

problem to be proved, and, by algebraic manipulations on successive lines,

using commands rigidly defined on the small keyset, reduce the expression

to the form X=X. Thus, the proofs were given by a reduction to a tautol

ogy. The authors of PROOF proposed ways to give the student more control,

to change the program so that they were no longer restricted to transforma

tions along a linear chain, and to add new rules to the system. Although

the new system was to be programmed for the PLATO III teaching logic, no

second report seems available.

The Logic and Algebra Program at Stanford University, IMSSS. The logic

and algebra program at Stanford University is a natural deduction treatment

for deriving expressions in an ordered field. The main thrust of the program
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is to let the students construct derivations for expressions in sentential

logic and elementary algebra. The students are taught a simple coded com

mand language in which the codes represent the names of axioms, theorems,

rules of inference, and some proof procedures. These codes, and how they

are used, were illustrated in Chapter I. The student can request any valid

command regardless of its relevance to finding the solution to the problem.

He is provided a hint facility; hints are specified on the disk along with

the problems. A timer is associated with each hint to determine the wait

between the student's responses and offering (not giving) the hint. The

student must explicitly request the hint before it is given. Because the

hints are prestored, they may not always be relevant to assisting the

student's search for a solution.

The logic and algebra program provides a self-contained two-year

course directed at bright fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-graders. The student

must solve a prescribed sequence of problems. However, he is free to ex

plore the command language, to familiarize himself with the result of any

command request. If he forgets how to use a command (the existence and

exact order of line references and names, or what a command does), only

syntactic error messages or human proctors can help him out.

The freedom given the student means that the program is not aware of

what the student is doing. Aside from prestored hints, the program cannot

offer any help in completing a derivation. Perhaps from the point of view

of programming design, the logic and algebra program knows too much--is too

"teacher oriented." Each rule is speeifically programmed and each routine

depends on particular knowledge of character meanings. The program handles

only binary infix operators or one-place predicates. With much effort, it

was reprogrammed to handle operators and rules of boolean algebra.
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The instructional system described in Chapter VI was developed as a

natural successor to the logic-algebra program and many of its features

result from experience obtained through operating in the schools with that

program. The new system, which operates separately from the logic-algebra

program, borrowed the student's response format, as shown in the example

in Chapter I, from the Stanford program. However, the solution for the

dialogue problem is especially important to the success of both instruc

tional systems.



CHAPTER III

MECHANICAL THEOREM PROVING: A NEW APPLICATION

Criticisms that computer-based teaching systems lack the attentive

and personalized interaction afforded the student by a human tutor are

best answered in terms of a concrete example to the contrary. The example

offered here addresses the need for individuality in teaching formal theo

rem proving, Individualization takes the form of helping students who

make errors while working on a problem" and of helping students if they

request hints on how to complete their partial solutions. It is realized

further by determining methods for having the computer-teacher enrich the

student's understanding of a problem, even if it has been successfully

completed.

Methods the computer-teacher has for helping a student while he is

working on a problem are given within the special framework of the instruc

tional system for elementary mathematical logic to be outlined in Chapter VI,

The question answered here is how a computer might give appropriate sugges

tions to the student on how to continue his work--appropriate in the sense

that the suggestions are based on information determined from actual analy

sis of the proof steps already generated by the student.

Two methods for helping a student continue his work were offered

earlier: storing hints with each problem, and storing complete proofs.

These methods were rejected on several grounds, mainly because neither
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was capable of taking the student's work fully into account when deciding

what to say to himo Providing stored hints completely ignores the problem

of examining the student's worko Comparing the student's work to stored

answers in search of a likely candidate for discussion will probably uti

lize some of the student's proof steps, but will be insensitive to the more

uncommon proofs a student may tryo In both cases, the only apparent reason

for suggesting a next step to take is that "it has been done that way

beforeo li

A method which is sensitive to the student's needs must be able to

examine the student's partial proof to obtain information from which rele

vant and helpful suggestions can be madeo The part of the instructional

system which "conducts" the tutorial dialogue requires a base of informa

tion about the student's work: what steps he has already done, how these

steps might enter into complete proofs, which of the several solution

strategies seems to follow the student's ideas, what sorts of procedures

entered into the discovery of that solution, and what other proof strate

gies will lead to successful solutionso

In order to provide this information, a general and knowledgeable

proof-analyzer is needed--a proof-analyzer which can come up with its own

answers to problems the students must solve, but which can also adjust its

solutions,earch to. s:olve the "prcyblem with respect to work already

done by the studenL A computer program which can fulfill this need for

a knowledgeable proof-analyzer is a theorem-prover, one which is capable

of finding the sorts of proofs the students are expected to discover, and

one which can communicate its results to the instructional system in which

the students studYo The intention in using the theorem-prover is (a) to



assure that the computer-tutor comes up with correct responses which help

the student complete his work, and (b) to teach the students good solution

methods which the tutor knows will be useful in obtaining a valid proof to

the given derivation problem. Note that if there is some correspondence

between the solution methods employed by the theorem-prover and the methods

which the tutor teaches the students, then the tutor can discuss the theorem

prover's actual solution search. :150 it would be insufficient for the

theorem-prover lilerelyd,,, accomplish mechanically the task of discovering

solutions without attempting to simulate the processes human problem-

solvers supposedly use. To confirm their usefulness in teaching unskilled

students, the computer-tutor's theorem-prover might employ techniques de

termined from methods thought to be used by good students; as such, the

program would attempt to imitate these good students.

The computer-tutor to be offered in succeeding chapters, with a

theorem-prover as proof-analyzer, is not necessarily offered as a theory

of human problem-solving, although the similarities between this tutor's

theorem-prover and the programs of Newell and Simon (1963a and 1963b), for

which psychological studies have already been conducted, indicate that such

an offering would not be an unreasonable one. Newell and Simon claim that

their detailed protocols (verbatim recording of all that the subject and

the experi.'11enter say during an experiment) support the contention that

what is going on inside the human system is quite akin to the symbol

manipulations going on inside their General Problem-Solver (GPS) program.

These same symbol manipulations form the basis of the tutor's theorem

prover. The investigation of the theorem-prover's techniques, or heuris

tics, was benefited by the work of Newell and Simon on GPS, as well as
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by personal experience in tutoring students learning to construct algebraic

proofs.

Having decided that a mechanical theorem-prover might serve as a

proof-analyzer, and having given some hint as to the type of theorem-

prover actually constructed for the task, the next questions to answer

are: what are the properties of the appropriate theorem-prover; how

can a theorem-prover learn about the student's worK and communicate its

results to an instructional system; is a theorem-prover already available

which can be adapted to operate within an interactive educational system;

and does the use of a theorem-prover as proof-analyzer approximate the

behavior of human tutors? First, what kind of theorem-provers already

exist?

1. Background of Automatic Theorem Proving

The mechanical proving of mathematical theorems has occupied the

investigations of artificial-intelligence researchers since the late

1950's. Mathematicians and psychologists have both participated in

constructing computer programs for generating mathematical proofs or

for checking proofs for correctness (until recently, mostly in the field

of first-order logic). These programs are valuable in advancing the

understanding of the human problem-solving process as well as in ob

taining new formal results. l They may also yet prove valuable in teaching

the notion of mathematical proof.

~ote, however, that new and interesting results found by mechanical
theorem-provers (which have been published) have not been obtained by a
mechanical theorem-prover acting independently, but only in a highly inter
active mode with the human user.



Mechanical generation of mathematical proofs, as opposed to proof

checking (Abrahams, 1963; Mauer, 1966), has typically relied on two

approaches. The more powerful in terms of the size of the class of prob

lems it can handle is exemplified by resolution-based theorem-provers,

that is, programs based on the single inference rule called the Resolution

Principle (Robinson, 1965). The resolution principle is applicable to all

deduction problems that can be reformulated as statements in the first-order

predicate calculus. (See Green [1969] for an example of resolution as ap

plied to a question-answering system.) Proofs using this method are some

times quite difficult to follow; the number of statements generated usually

expands rapidly. Therefore, in order to write a program based on the reso

lution principle, a number of search strategies had to be devised which

could limit the amount of ccmputing and memory space required (Luckham,

1970) •

The second approach, rather than using a few strategies to refine a

formal algorithm, is based mainly on heuristics. Heuristic programming is,

by now, a familiar concept in computer science. One of the earliest

programs based on heuristic devices discovers proofs to theorems in the

sentential calculus: the Logic Theorist (LT) program (Newell, Shaw, and

Simon, 1963). The program operates by attempting to eliminate differences

between a "given" expression and one which is to be proved. Elimination

is carried out by replacing substructures of the given expression to trans

form it into the expression to be proved; the replacements are applications

of substitution or rewrite rules.

A heuristic is a strategy to solve a given problem, whose use may

incur a significant risk. If it is applicable, it may greatly reduce
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the effort expended in finding a solution. However, there is no guarantee

that it is, indeed, applicable to a given problem. The performance of LT

depends on a heuristic, a similarity test, to decide which subproblems to

try to prove so that a difference might be removed.

Constructing a proof heuristically is generally viewed as a problem

in symbolic manipulation; thus LT emphasizes finding syntactic similarities

between the structures of logical formulas. LT introduced the "means-end"

analysis techni~ue (or problem reduction)l in which the program begins with

the statement to be proven. It then attempts to reduce the statement to a

known statement, or one which can be easily established by substitution rules

or standard transformations. This is also sometimes referred to as "working

backward." In this reduction process, subproblems are set up which must be

solved by techni~ues used to solve the original problem. So the search

procedure is recursive.

A second example of a heuristic theorem-prover is the Fortran Deduc-

tive System (FDS) (Quinlan and Hunt, 1968a and 1968b). Like LT, the FDS

is a problem-solver which reduces differences between an initial state (or

structure) and a goal state, using rewrite rules. The rewrite rules are

axioms of the deduction system, and the goals, the theorems to be estab-

lished. If the goal must be of the form ~ = 0, then the initial state

becomes ~, and the goal is 0. The resulting solutions are "line-by-

line" proofs; each rewrite rule can be applied to the results of the pre-

vious rewrite only. The authors of FDS call these solutions "difference-

discoverable." A look-ahead process is used to choose subproblems which

~ilsson (1971) describes other problem-solving methods, called state
space transformations and formal logic (e.g., the resolution principle);
they are used in mechanical theorem-proving programs.
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are less difficult than the original problem, but which help solve that

problem. This process orders the attempts to apply rewrite rules.

Heuristic programs, such as LT and FOS, are usually syntactic. The

program's ability to solve problems depends on the language in which the

problems are stated and the particular structure of the statements. This

approach is useful, and, in many cases, sufficient. But another search

technique, called the search for representation, employs a semantic model.

Often the inclusion of some model of the intended interpretation of the

problem domain (to act as a filter or guide for using the more syntactic

procedures) can improve the algorithms by eliminating unlikely solution

paths. Few programs have successfully included the use of a semantic

model. A good example of one which does use a semantic model is Gelernter's

(1963) geometry theorem-proving program. This program considers as candi-

dates for subproblems only those statements that are true about a diagram-

like representation of the problem.

2. Existing Theorem-Proving Programs Are Not Appropriate
as Proof-Analyzers

As stated in the introduction to this chapter, the computer-tutor can

obtain information for a dialogue from a knowledgeable proof-analyzer, one

which can (a) generate solutions like those produced by students learning

how to construct proofs, and (b) be adapted to the instructional system in

which the students study. Can the sorts of theorem-provers described in

Section 1 serve this purpose?

The resolution principle is a very powerful theorem-prover. One of

the problems with this approach is that. it tends to take very large proof
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steps, proofs which are hard or impossible for a person to comprehend.

Since the object here is not to prove assertions, but to explain to stu-

dents the reasoning which leads to them, resolution-based programs are

not suitable. Moreover, although the proofs might be translated to the

student's response format, the tutor could not give an adequate explana-

tion of why a next step should be taken. The reason a particular proof

step was taken was due to resolution, not to rules the students are cus

1
tomarily taught. If the tutor gives rules without reasons, the unmotivated

rules may not be understood.

A suggestive trait of some heuristic programs is that they perform

in a manner like that used by humans." and so are likely to produce results

similar to those achieved by the human problem-solver. A reasonable sort

of heuristic cannot aim at unfailing rules, but it may endeavor to study

procedures typically useful in solving problems, to attempt to imitate the

behavior a human mathematician displays in searching for and constructing

a proof (and thus the procedures which might be useful to teach to mathe-

matics stUdents). The basic goal-subgoal search techniques of LT and FDS

do seem to produce proofs like that illustrated in Chapter I and Appendix II,

albeit in different formats. But the FDS algorithm is effective only if the

theorem has a proof embodying the "line-by"line" property. FDS must start

with the left side of an identity and reduce it to the right. It cannot

find solutions of a "natural" sort, in which the proof combines two or more

cha~ns of inference. The algorithm used by FDS might benefit students using

the Uliiversi'ty of" Illinois PROOF linrogra.m.

ITh"" t~s J..8 no
taught to students

to say that the resolution principle should not be
of mathematical logic!
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LT is better suited to the proof-analysis problem. Some modifica

tions are, of course, needed so the program may govern a new domain.

Perhaps the search procedure could be improved by expanding the LT simi

larity test. LT's choice routine is purely syntactical: it compares the

goal with the list of axioms (rewrite rules) until it finds one syntac

tically identical with the goal. A new test could look further to examine

semantic Properties. of the axioms. The purpose of this expansion would

be to try to consider the mathematical content of the axioms and theorems,

not just their surface structure.

3. properties of an Appropriate Theorem-Prover

Hence, a different theorem-prover was required to act as proof

analyzer, one utilizing heuristic techniques of previous programs, but

one especially adapted to the rules and procedures available to the stu

dents using the instructional system introduced in Chapter I. This new

theorem-prover has the following properties.

1. The structure of the goal (theorem) and axioms are examined

to symbolically manipulate one of the axioms (the initial

statement) until the goal is obtained.

2. Differences between axioms or theorems and goals are detected.

3. Subproblems are set up to be proved, mirroring the use of sub

sidiary derivations, which attempt to reduce the differences.

4. The size of the steps ofa proof are reasonable so that the

students .. can definitely produce these steps.

5. The heuristics employed to determine the proof steps corre

spond to reasons which miJ,y occur to the students for taking
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semantic filter,

such steps, reaSons of pattern recognition and comparison;

thus the theorem-prover takes steps for reasons which the

students· may· be taught to use.

The theorem-prover formulated resembles the LT and GPS programs,

which are. basIcally· ~ys of achieving a goal by setting up subgoals (sub

problems) whose attainment leads to the attainment of the initial goal

(problem). It does not, however, benefit from GPS-like tables which tell

the program which rules reduce each difference and which differences are

more difficult to resolve. The theorem-prover was designed to prove

theorems of an Abelian group under addition, theorems used in the Stanford

logic-algebra curriculum (see Appendix I). Proofs for these theorems are

given in Appendix II as examples of the style of proofs produced by the

prover, a style which reflects that used by the students of the Stanford

program in that the only rules used are those available to the students.

One aspect of this style is that the students are not given the

statement to be transformed into the desired expression,. i.e., the

initial statement. Rather, they must figure out for themselves some

instance of an axiom or an established theorem which can be so manipu

lated. Moreover, necessary transformations may require establishment

of an expression which in turn requires choosing an initial statement,

and so the recursive nature of the deduction proceeds.

prover uses a simple syntactic algorithm, modified by a

or FEATURE TEST, for choosing these initial statements.

Another aspect of the proof style is that of working forward,.. BY'

"working forward" is meant that the algorithm chooses an initial statement

and tries to transform it into the statement to be proven. If the ~nitial
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statement is a true one and each transformation preserves truth7 then the

sequence of transformations constitutes a proof. However, if a sound choice

method for picking the initial statement is not known, working forward can

be more arbitrary than other heuristics.

The instructional system requires the students to present a proof

resembling a working-forward approach to solving the problem. This is not

to say that the students actually solve the problem in this manner, but only

that the end product looks as though they did. The distinction is signifi

cant in the case where the student must do all his work on the computer.

If he works backward, as does the LT program, then by the time he begins

typing, he should have a clear idea of how to complete the proof. FreQuent

examples of proofs where the student began the derivation with statements

which will actually lead to a solution, but the student "got stuck" and

had to reQuest help, suggests that working backward is not always a suf

ficient search technique.

Norton I s experience in designing a program to prove some theorems

of group theory gives evidence that a procedure which only reduces desired

conclusions to establish statements is not adequate (Norton, 1966). He had

to do a certain amount of working forward to counter problems in determining

and evaluating variable substitutions. (Determining variable substitutions

is one of the hardest parts of discovering solutions.) And so the theorem

prover combines techniques of working backward with those of working forward.

The theorem-prover' s system of inference rules, the F.EA.TURE TEST, and

other heuristic techniQues actually employed, are presented in full in the

next chapter.





CHAPTER IV

A THEOREM-PROVER FOR ABELIAN GROUPS

The purpose of this chapter is to give a formalization of a theorem

prover of the sort projected in the preceding chapters, and to discuss its

adequacies for the proof-analysis task,Jn particular, the theorem-prover

to be described is an idealization of part of the actual computer program

that was written in order to test empirically the.use of a theorem-prover

as a proof-analyzer. It is an algorit~ for attempting to find proofs of

assertions in the theory of Abelian groups by using heuristics for pattern

recognition and manipulation.

We are providing a model of the essence of the theorem-prover in

order to analyze what this prover can and cannot do in its proposed role

of providing ~utorial information. Such analyses (even of a simplified

version of the system) are necessary,. before the empirical tests, so that

the inherent capabilities and handicaps of the basic design of the tutorial

technique can be understood. Such mathematical modeling of a teaching sys

tem, although not widely employed by CAl researchers, should be an essential

part of the methodology of CAl program development.

In subsequent sections, we specify the formal system. This consists

of (a) a language understood by the theorem-prover and denoted by £; and

(b) rules of inference used by the prover for manipulating expressions in

£. A special heuristic, the FEATURE TEST,is also given. This heuristic

is useful in guiding the prover's search for a proof. The presentation of
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the (idealized) theorem-prover is completed by specifying an order in which

the inference rules can be applied to formulas in £. The theorem-prover,

then, is an algorithm which tries to discover a sequence of inference rules

which, when applied to formulas in £, produces a proof for some designated

well-formed formula.

There are basic mathematical questions to be answered about the

theorem-prover, questions having to do with the prover's ability to serve

as a proof-analyzer. For one, are the prover's results valid proofs, or

will the instructional system be given faulty information to pass on to

the students? Can a class of expressions be formulated for which the

theorem-prover is guaranteed to find a proof? This is of both practical

and theoretical interest. From a practical point of view, knowing what

the theorem-prover can do can help in determining problems to give the

students, with some assurance that the program can be used to tutor a

student working on those problems. There are methods, of course, for

circumventing situations in which the theorem-prover cannot find a solu

tion; these are presented in the next chapter. But knowing the form of

provable formulas permits use of the theorem-prover on problems suggested

by the students themselves.

The language and the inference rules used by the theorem-prover are

presented in the first sections of this chapter. Definitions for provabil

ity and truth in the system are followed by a demonstration that if a for

mula is provable by the theorem-prover, then it is indeed true. This

requires proof that each rule only permits an inference from true state

ments to a true statement. It is then shown that the set of rules and

proof methods ,is incomplete with respect to all theorems of the theory
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of Abeliau groups, aud that there exists a subset of true expressious of

that theory for which proofs cau always be coustructed by the theorem-

prover.

The seventh and final section of this chapter is a more iuformal

presentation of heuristics included in the actual computer program. The

desire to USe heuristics as a means of decreasing the tutor's response time

and as a way of producing proofs that capture some "teachable tricks" was

discussed in an earlier chapter. We note here that even the idealized

theorem-prover includes such a heuristic, in the choice of initial patterns,

which limits the number of axioms considered iu order to limit the amount

of time spent searching for a solution. QUick response time, so that the

computer can retaiu the student's attention, is, of course, an essential

ingredient of a CAl system.

This chapter, as well as Appendix II, contains examples that illus

trate proofs found by the theorem-prover; the examples in Appeudix II are

printed in a format resembliug that used by students of the Stanford logic

algebra program.

1 . The lAnguage -£

We define the language -£ used by the theorem-prover to be the set

of all expressious geuerated by the following grammar W. W is a non

ambiguous context-free grammar with the set of terminal symbols

;I = {A,B,C,D,=,=>,+,-,',-"O,(,)}; the nonterminal set {F,V,T}; and

the following production rules:
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Wl. V --> A w8. T --> (T + T)

W2. V --> B W9. T --> (T - T)

W3. v --> C WlO. T --> (-T)

w4. v --> D Wll. F --> (T T)

W5. V --> V' Wl2. F --> (F => F)

w6. T --> 0 Wl3. F --> (--,F)

Wi. T --> V

Note that F, V, and T are read as formula, variable, and term, respec-

tively. We introduce the following notation:

,/ is the set of all nonempty strings of terminal symbols of finite

length;

dV = [a € J+ I V ~ a}, the set of all variables generated by W if

V is the starting symbol;

~ = [a € J+ I T ~ a}, the set of all terms generated by W if T

is the starting symbol;

iT = [a € J+ I F ~ a}, the set of all formulas generated by W if

F is the starting symbol; and

Note that we will use the words "formula" and "well-formed formula"

synonymously in referring to elements of iT' The expressions listed

below are examples of well-formed formulas. They are used in subsequent

sections and referred to by the given name. They are, in fact, the axioms

for Abelian group theory.

CA ((A + B) = (B + A))

AS (( (A + B) + C) = (A + (B + C)))
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AI ((A + (-A)) = 0)

Z ((A + 0) = A)

N ((A + (-B)) = (A - B))

2. Some Preliminary Definitions

In this section we introduce some notation and definitions in order

to specify the seven inference rules. As a parsing algorithm is not an

interesting part of the theorem-prover, we can simply assume that expres-

sions can be rewritten, by the program, into a derivation tree for that

expression.

A binary tree is a subset T b {O,l}* such that (a) wi E T ~ wO E T,

and (b) wn E T, n E {O,l}* ~ wET. We let A E T denote the empty word,

and #S denote the cardinality of any set S. Intuitively, the elements

of T are the nodes of the tree, and #T is the number of nodes in T.

The following vocabulary will be used for trees.

1. A, the empty word, is the root of the tree;

2. If w E T and wn E T for all n E {O,l}*, then wn is a

descendent of w (note that, under this definition, w is a descendent

of w) ;

3. If w,wO E T, then wO is the left direct descendent of W",

4. If w,wl E T, then wi is the right direct descendent of w·,

If wET but wO,wl ~ T, then w is a leaf of T', and

6. The subtree whose root is wET, denoted T/w, is the tree

*{n In E (O,l} and wn E T}.
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An example of a binary tree is [A,O,l,OO,Ol,OlO,Oll}, illustrated

as:

A labeled binary tree <T,~> is a tree T with a labeling function

~: T .... A, where A is a set of symbols.

To specify the inference rules as binary tree manipulations, we give

a labeling of nodes which is essentially a lexicographic ordering with

A < °< 1, L: T .... [N], where fJ' ~ Nand [N] ~ [0,1,2, ••• ,N-l},

defined by

(i) L(A) ~ 0;

(ii) If w,wO E T, then L(wO) ~ 1 + L(w);

(iii) If w,wl E T, then L(wl) L(wO) + I(T/wO).

We call wET, where L(w) ~ fJ', the rightmost leaf of the tree. For

the tree illustrated above, this labeling is:

°

2

1

4

:3

6

5

Henceforth, we feel free to refer to wET by its label L(w).

The theorem-prover manipulates "patterns" of expressions in.e. We

will define a pattern of E E.e to be a simplification of the derivation
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tree of E to an "operator-operand" structure. The pattern ptE) will,

of course, be a labeled binary tree (T,I,) with 1,: T --. ,.p.

The subtree manipulation or replacement system used to obtain the

pattern for E consists of an infinite set of subtree replacement rules

generated from the finite specifications presented below as rul.e-schemata

RI-Rll. Note that we present the rules as diagrams since this is somewhat

clearer and more intuitive than a formal algorithm for pruning and replacing

nodes of the tree. The diagrams use the notation introduced by Rosen (1971)

of hatched triangles and squares for "arbitrary trees"; we are to substi-

tute any tree structure for the hatched triangles and any variable for

the squares. l The set of all instances of a schema obtainable in this

way is the set of rewrite rules generated by the schema.

RL V--. D
I
D

R2. V --. D '
/\

D ,

R3. T --. 0

I
0

R4. T --. V

I I
V D
I

D

R5. T--. D
I

D

R6.

R7·

R8.

T --. +

(~l~ /\
liE, Jj}.

T --.
1\dl~

(1iE,-.A) & Jj}.

'I' --. -
//~ I
( - A ) A

F .->

1\41~
(&=411) A Jj}.

IBy saying "any" we (unnecessarily) allow' rules that should never be
applicable to a derivation tree of E E .e..
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Rll.

We "apply" rewrite rules to a tree T by first matching the left

half of a rule against a subtree of T. Second, we replace that subtree

by the right half of the rule so that T becomes a new tree, T'. We

then try to rewrite T' , etc. Since our rules are schemata, "matching"

means we see whether a subtree is an instancel of the left half of a rule

and replace it with the corresponding instance of the right half. We con-

tinue until no more rules can be applied to the resulting tree. Rosen

calls such a tree the "normal form."

Definition 1. The pattern for E E "- is the normal form of the- -- --- --._-

derivation tree ~ E using subtree replacement rules Rl-Rll.

Since W is context-free and unambiguous, each E E "- has a unique

derivation tree. The proof of the uniqueness of the pattern for E then

follows from results on subtree replacement systems reported in Rosen.

According to Rosen, the normal form is unique if the rule-schemata meet

~wo conditions: unequivocal (set of rules generated by the rule-schemata

is a partial function) and closed. The closure property says that if a

rule <P --> ~ is applicable to the left half of another rule <PO --> ~O'

the result being <PI' then we can apply <P --> ~ to ~O at appropriate

places (defined by a "residue map" of subtrees of <PO to subtrees of ~O)

to obtain ~l such that the result, <PI --> ~l' is also a rule of the

system. (That is, every instance of every schema is a rule of the system.)

l"Instance" is defined formally by Rosen (p. 50) and later by us in
this section,
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That our rule set is closed is easy to check. The resulting rule

<Pl ...., ~1 is necessarily of the same form as

of the form <PO"'" ~O is in the rule set,

<PO ...., ~O· Since every rule

<Pl ...., ~l is in it also. Fur-

thermore, each rule is an instance of a unique rule-schema because there

are no two rule-schemata such that both the left halves and the right halves

are trees with identical labels at the roots.

We need to show that the required residue map exists. Our replacement

system fulfills the three properties set down by Rosen: (1) parameters

(hatched triangles and squares) occur only at leaves of each part of a rule

schema; (2) no parameter occurs twice in the left half; and (3) every param

eter that occurs in the right half also occurs in the left half. So the

residue map is the natural one given by Rosen (his Lemma 1) of mapping each

parameter on the left half to the identical parameters occurring in the

right half. The replacement system is closed. Closure means that the

chance that applying one rule might interfere with the ability to apply

another is a harmless property.

It is left to show that no two rules have the same left half. But

this follows from the fact that each rule is an instance of a unique rule

schema and no rule-schemata have identical left halves. So the subtree

replacement system is unequivocal closed; by Rosen's Main Theorem, the

pattern is unique.

As an example of a pattern, take E ~ ((A + B) ~ (C + (-D))). The

derivation tree in W is:
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(~l~)
dl~ Al~
(T+T) (T+T)

II I~
v v V(-T)
I I I I
ABC v

I
D

and the pattern is the tree [A,O,l,OO,Ol,lO,ll,llO} with labeling t:

/~
+ +
/~ /\
ABC -

I
D

Examples of two other expressions and their corresponding patterns are

shown in Figure l.

We will use the following definition of length to carry out proofs

in the next sections.

Definition 2.

(l) The length of the pattern for a variable in ~ is:

length (v) ~ 0 v is A, B, C, or D

length(v' ) ~ l + length(v) v E~ .
(2) The length of the pattern for a term in ..; is identical to the---

length of the term, where ~ define the length.9!.§: term to be:

length(t) ~ °
length(O) ~ °

t E ~
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E
l

~ ((A ~ B) '" (((A + B) + e) ~ (A + (B - (-e)))))

E
2

~ ((A '" B) => ((A + (B + e)) '" (A + (B - (- e) ) ) ) )

P2 with labeling L:

l.~'-'
/""'---.

2,//- '-'''---.3

P2 wi th labeling J,:

o

Fig. l.--Patterns of expressions E
l

and E2 .
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length(t
l

+ t 2) ~ 1 + length(t
l

) + length (t
2

) t l ,t2 E'4
length(tl - t 2) ~ 1 + length(t

l
) + length(t2) t l ,t2 E'4

length(-t) ~ 1 + length(t) t E '4
(3) The length of the pattern for a formula in ~ is identical to

the length of the formula, where we define the length of ~ formula to be:

length(tl ~ t 2 ) ~ °
length(fl ~ f 2 ) ~ 1 + length(fl ) + length(f2)

length(~ f) ~ 1 + length(f)

In manipulating the patterns, the prover might replace part of a

pattern or subpattern by another pattern according to some rules. Let

P ~ (T,.e). Then the subpattern S(p,w) of P is the labeled subtree

(T/w,.e') where w € T and .e' is the restriction of .e to T/w. Ob

viously, by virtue of the definition of pattern, S(Pl,w
l

) ~ S(P
2

,w
2

) if

and only if Tl ~ T2 (set equality) and .el(w) ~ .e2(w) for all WE Tl ~ T2,

where Pl is (Tl'~) and P2 is (T2,.e2 ).

For a tree T and wET, let w\T ~ T - (wn In € T/w} (set sub

traction). That is, w\T is the operation of removing subtree T/w from

T. Let T[w,T'] ~ w\T U {wn In E T'}, the result of removing subtree

T/w from T and replacing it with T'.

As an example, let T ~ {A,O,l,lO,ll,llO}, and T' ~ {A,O,l}. Then

T/l ~ {~,O,l,lO}; l\T ~ T - {In In € T/l} ~ T - {l,lO,ll,llO} ~ {A,O}.

T[l,T'] ~ {~,O} U {In In E T'} ~ {A,O} U {l,lO,ll} ~ {A,O,l,lO,ll}.

We can easily extend this notation to define what we mean by the

substitution of a pattern for a sUbpattern, p[w,P']. Let P ~ (T, .e),



and P I = (T I , i,' ).

5'1

Then p[w,p I J = (T", i,"), where wET, T" = T[w,T' J,

and t'(w.) = i,' (w.) for all
~ ~

x."(wi ) = J,(w
i

) for all wi E w\1''',

wi E [wnln E T' } = T"/w.

Continuing the above example, let E be (C (A + (-B))). Then

P is

Let pi be

clearly, P = (T,i,) and P' = (TI,i,I) for T and T' shown in the above

example. Then, for 1 E T, P/l is

+/""A -
I
B

1 \P is

and P[l,P'J is

/
C ,

To define what we mean by a substitution instance of P, we must

introduce some more notation. We call an ordered sequence

a substitution sequence if the W IS
i

are

all distinct words (nodes) and the T. 's are trees.
~

Then
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T[Z] ~ T[wl,Tl ] [w2,T2]···[Wm,Tm], where wi +l E T[wl,Tl] ..• [wi,Ti ],

1 < i < m. If, for some i, wi +l ~ T[wl,Tl] .•• [wi,Ti ], then T[Z]

is not defined.

The extension of the notation to patterns is obvious. We let

Z ~ (Wl,Pl ) (w2'p2)··· (wm'Pm),

expression in~. Then prE]

where P. is the pattern for some
l

then P[Z] is not defined.

E P[wl,Pl] ••• [wi,Pi ],

~ P[wl,Pl]···[wi,Pi ],

Suppose P ~ (T,~)

1 < i < m. Again, if, for some i,

such that vi E ~v and Pi is the pattern of some term in dT. We want

to specify a substitution sequence E. which will effect the substitution
l

of each occurrence of vi in P by Pi'

(*) For with the w. 's
l

distinct and lexico-

graphically ordered, let Zi be the sequence

As an example, let P be

~-~
+ +

/~+" +/~C
/" / ""B CAB

(wl,P.) ... (w ,P.).
l m l

(So T ~ {A,O,l,OO,Ol,OlO,Oll,lO,ll,lOO,lOl}). Let

(J ~ (A, (A + Bl>(B, (C + Dl>(C,A). Then, v
l

~ A, ~-l(Vl) ~ {00,100},

and Zl ~ (00, (A + B»(lOO,(A + B». The substitution P[Zl] results

in the replacement of all occurrences of A in P by (A + B).
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concatenate all sequences Li , I ~ i ~ k, in order to obtain a

substitution instance of P.

~ that, for I < i ~ k,

( i) for each i,

occurs in lJO, and

(iii) if vi ~ "'. for ("'i'Pi)' (vj,Pj ) occurring in lJ, then p. ~ Pj'
J -- l

Let Li , for I < i ~ k, be defined as above (*) • Then, for L ~ ~1~2" '~k'

the concatenation of all ~i' p[lJ] ~ p[~] is a substitution instance of P.

Continuing the above example, we have

1. v2 ~ B, ~2 ~ (OlO,(C + D)(lOl,(C + D);

2. V
3

~ C, ~3 ~ (OU,A) (U,A);

3· ~ ~ ~1~2~3; and

4. p[ (J] ~ p[~], a substitution instance of the associativity axiom

for addition, is
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General substitution is affected by the order in which

are specified. (A quick check of prE] where P is

(w.,P. )
l l

,

E = (Ol, (A + B»(O,E) and then E = (O,E)(Ol, (A + B» convinces one of

this point. The first substitution is defined, the second is not.) However,

the construction of E in Definition 3 depends on the fact that the order

in which pairs (w.,P.) appear in E does not change the result.
l l

Theorem l. The order in which pairs (w. ,P.) appear in the substi
l l

tution sequence

result.

E = (wl,Pl) ••• (w ,P ) does not change the substitution
m m ---- --

Proof. We show that, for any adjacent pairs in E,

(w ..,P.), p[w.,P.][w.,P.] = p[w.,P.][w.,P.].
JJ llJJ JJll

Since wi is a leaf of T, T/Wi = [wi}; T[w.,T.] = w.\T U [w.n In E; T.}
). J. 1 l J.

cannot begin with a sequence

The corresponding identities hold for= (T - (w.}) U [w.n In E T.}.
l l l

The sets [w.n In E T.} and (w.nl nET.} are disjoint because
l l J J

(Definition 3), and (b) for all n E Tj , wjn

(a)
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equal to wi (nor win with a wj ) since such an equality would imply

that wi (Wj ) is not a leaf.

We will use the following result in the proof:

If T, A, B are sets, A ~ B, then (T - A) U B =T U B.

(T - A) U B = [x (x E T and x ¢ A) or x E B}

= [x (x ¢ B and x E T and x ¢ A) or x E B}

= [x (x ¢ B and x E T) or x E B} since x ¢B=>x¢A

= [x x E T or x E B}

= TUB.

We can now show that any transposition of adjacentpa~rs in ~ yields

a substitution sequence ~I such that p[~l = p[~I]. Since such trans-

positions generate the group of all permutations, we can then conclude that

any permutation ~I of ~ yields the same substitution result.

Part 1.

T[Wi,Ti ]

T[wi,Ti ] [wj,Tj ]

= (T - [w.}) U [w.n I nET.} = T U [w.n I nET.}
1 1 1 . 1 1

= ((T U [w,n I nET,}) [w.}) U [w.n I nET.}
~ ~ J J J

= (T U [Win n E Ti }) U [wjn I n E Tj }

= (T U [w.n nET.}) U [w,n I nET,}
J J ~ ~

= [(T - [w)) U [wjn I nET)] U [win I n E Ti }

= T[Wj,Tj ] U [win I n E Ti }

= (T[w.,T.] -[w.}) U [w.n I nET.}
J J ~ ~ ~

= T[wj,'rj][wi,Ti ] •
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Part 2.

Let

Then

Let

Then

1 (Tl,i).P = p[w.,P.] =
~ ~

i(w) = i,(w) for all WE T - [wi} ,
.el(w) = .ei(w) for all WE [win I n E T

i
} .

2 1 (T2, l).P = P [wj,pj ] =

l(w) = hw) for all w E ~ - [w),

l(w) = .ej (w) for all w E [wjn I nET. }
J

That is,

l(w) = .e(w) for all WE T - [w.} - [t"j L,
~

l(w) = .ei(w) for all we [w.n nET. } ,
~ ~

l(w) = .e/w) for all w E [wjn nET. } ,
J

because the sets T - [w.} - [w), [win n E T
i

}, [wjn I nET. } are
~ J

disjoint. We get the same result when we carry out the above analysis

3. The Rules of Inference

The theorem-prover has both a language £ and a set of rules for

obtaining patterns of some elements of £ from other patterns. The rules

used by the (idealized) theorem-prover are presented in this section. Each

rule operates on patterns in order to produce a new pattern. In the follow-

ing definitions of the rules, let ~ be a (possibly empty) sequence of

rules, W a sequence of patterns. We will use ~[n] to denote a sequence

of n rules; ~[O] is the empty sequence (with similar meanings for W[n]

The ith rule in the sequence is ~i; the pattern obtained

by application of rule ~i (with respect to ~[i-l]) is denoted by



~e asterisk, *, denotes the operation of concatenating

Elements of AX

an element onto a sequence of n elements,

Let AX be a set of patterns for elements of iF'
are called ~ioms. Each of the seven inference rules has four parts: the

first part adds the rule to a given sequence of rules the second de-

fines the pattern obtained by application of that rule; the third specifies

the set A, elements of which refer to patterns commonly called assumptions

or premises; and the fourth defines the set DA, elements of which refer to

"discharged" patterns. An element of DA either refers to (a) a premise

which has been used as the antecedent in forming a material conditional,

or (b) a rule whose justification for being in the sequence of rules depends

on a premise such as that described in (a). Presence in the set DA indi-

cates that a rule can no longer be referenced by subsequent applications

of the inference rules. Each node w is referred to below by its label

JRl. SUBSTJWTJON P [IY]

Jf p[lY] is defined for some substitution sequence IY and P € AX,

then

~ [n+l] '" ~ [n] * SUB(IY,P) ,
W[n+l] '" W[n] * p[lY] ,

An+l '" A , andn

DAn+l '" DAn

The second inference rule, the replacement rule, allows us to obtain

a new pattern from patterns Wi and Wj by replacing the kth subpattern

in Wi by the right-hand side of the identity Wj' Such a replacement
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~s only perm~tted if the left-hand s~de of W. is identiGal to the
J

subpattern.

;I:R2. REPIACEMENT RE(i,j,k)

Jf i,j:S n, i,jlDA
n
, k € T;i.' Lj (0) ~s the ~dentity symbol =,

and S(W~,k) = S(wj,l), then

~(n+l] = ~[n] * RE(~,j,k) ,

W[n+l] = W[n] * W~[k,S(~j,m)], for m the right direct descendent

of the root of T.,
J

Observe that we cannot add a new rule to the sequence ~f the inference

depends on a rule referenced ~n the set D&.

JR3. COMMUTE EQUALS eEl ( i)

;If i:S n, Li (0) is =,

~ [n+l] = ~ [n] * eEl(i) ,

. ~[n+l] = W[nJ * Wi [~J ,

An+l = An' and

D&n+l = DAn'

where, for ~ = S(W.,l) and
~

In p~ctures, IR3 for~s the pattern from
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IR4. DETACHMENT DE(i,j)

If i,j S n, i,j ~ DA , .e. (0) isn l

~ [nH] ~

~ [n] * DE(i,j) ,
W[nH]

~

W[n] * S(W·,k) ,
l

and S(W·,l),
l

then

DA ~DA
n+l n

of the root of ~i'

Inference Rule 4 is just the classical law of detachment which says that

from patterns in the form Wi we.can infer x·

IR5. REPETITION REP (i)

If i < nand i ~ DA, then
n

~ ~[n] * REP(i) ,

,I, * '''.
~'[n] 'l'

None of the above rules changes the set of premises, A, nor the set

of "discharged" premises, DA. The next rule allows us to introduce a new

pattern as an assumption. This premise can be discharged by forming a

conditional statement from it and the last pattern in the sequence (IR7).

IR6. ASSUMPTION AR(P)

If P is a pattern for some formula in ~, then



W[n+l] ~ WCn] * P ,

AnH .~ An U (n + l}, and

DA ~ DAn+l n

lR7. CONDlTlONAL PROOF CP(i,n)

If i:S n, such that i E A (i,e.,
n Wi is a premise), then

'[n+l] ~ ~[n] * CP(i,n) ,

W[n+l] ~ Wen] * P , where S(P,l) ~ Wi' .en+l(O) is "",

and S(P,l +h.) ~ W,
1 P

An+l ~ An - (i), and

DAnH ~ DAn U {j I i E1 DEP (j)}, where we define DEP (j), the set of

all i E A, such that ~. derives
n J

(indirectly or directlY) fram i,

as fallows:

If ~j is lRl, DEP(j) ~~;

If ~. is CE(k) or REP(k),
J

DEP(j) ~ DEP(k);

If ~. is RE(k,m,n) or DE(k,m),
J

DEP(j) ~ DEP(k) U DEP(m);

If ~. is AR(P), DEP(j) ~ {j}; and
J

If ~. is· CP(k,m), DEP(j) ~ DEP(m)
J

U DEP(k).

lR7, the deduction rule, states that we can take an assumption ~de (a

premise referenced in the set A) and form a c6nditional statement from
n

it and the pattern specified by the last rule in the l>equenCe. We must



th~n discharg~ th~ assumption from this activ~ s~t and add th~ r~f~r~nc~

to it, as w~ll as to all th~ rul~s d~p~nding on it, to an inactive set, DA.

Given the seven inference rules generating the pattern se~uence W,

w~ can now defin~ what w~ m~an by a proof of a formula E ~ £.

Definition 4. ~[n] is a derivation of Wn from {Wi liE An} if

IRI-IR7·

i, 1 < is n, is one of the inf~r~nc~ rul~s-------

Definition 5. ~ [n] ~ ~ proof of Wn if and only if ~ [n] is a

d~rivation of Wn from ~ (~.~., there ~ E£ active assumptions in ~[n])'

Definition 6. E E £ is provable if and only if there exists a ~ [n]

such that

4. Truth in £

J;'(E) •

A structur~ M for th~ language £ is an ordered 2-tuple (D,R).

D, th~ domain of discours~, is a non~mpty set; R is a function which

assigns to each n-place predicate and n-place operation symbol in £ an

n-place relation and n-place function d~fin~d on D, r~sp~ctiv~ly. Th~

truth of a w~ll-form~d formula in £ in M is defined through the notion

of satisfaction in M, which is a r~lation between assignm~nts and formulas.

In this s~ction, we will d~fine what is m~ant by truth for a patt~rn and

prove that, if E E £ is provable, then E is true in M. The compl~t~-

n~ss th~or~m for logic then t~lls us that the theorem-prover will not con-

struct a proof for an untrue statem~nt.

Definition 7. Let M; (D,R) b~ a structur~ for £. Then ~ assign-

m~nt on M is a function g: .fv -'! D.



Definition 8. Let M ~ (D,R) be ~ structure for £, and g be ~

assignment ~ M. Then the extension of g to terms, gT: otT..., D, is

defined :&,:

gT(t) ~ g(t) if t € .tv,
~ B(t) if t is 0,

~ R(f)(gT(tl)···gT(tn)) if t is (ftl ... t n)·

In the examples we will use in this chapter, f is one of +,

unary -, and R(f) is just the usual arithmetical functions.

, or

Definition 9. Let M ~ (D,R) be~. structure for £, and g be ~

assignment ~ M. ~ the extension of g to formulas (satisfaction of

~ formula by g), ~: 4"" [O,l}, ~ defined :&,:

~ 1 if and only if gT(tl ) ~ gT(t2), t l ,t2 € otT;
~ ° otherwise.

~ 1 if and only if gF(fl ) ~ ° or gF(f2) ~ 1,

f l ,f2 € iF;
~ ° otherwise.

~ 1 if and only if gF(f
l

) ~ 0, f l € iF;
~ ° otherwise.

If gF(8) " 1, we say that 8 is satisfiable 2E M, and that g

satisfies 8.

to patterns.

In the next definition, we extend Definitions 7, 8, and 9

Then

Definition 10. Suppose E € 4 and M ~ (D,R) is a structure for £.

g(P(E) ) ~ g(E) for E € .tv,
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gT(P(E) ) ~ gT(E) for E E "'T,
gF(P(E) ) ~ gF(E) for E E 4.

That is, a pattern P(E), E E 4, is satisfiable in a structure

M ~ (D,R) for -£ if and only if E is satisfiable in M.

Definition 11. A formula E is true in a structure M ~ (D,R) for

-£ if every assignment on M satisfies E in M. ~ pattern P(E) is

true in a structure M ~ (D,R) for -£ if and only g E is~~ M.

Definition 12. ~ A be ~ set 2! formulas in 4, M ~ (D,R) be

a structure for -£. Then M is a model for A if and only if every

element of A is true in M.-.- ----- Similarly, if AX is ~ set of patterns for

formulas in 4, then M is ~ model for AX E: and only if every element

of AX is true in M.

Our stated intention in this section is to show that if a formula in

-£ is provable from AX (the axioms), then it is true in every model for

AX. The arguments, which are based on satisfaction of patterns, follow

easily if we prove several lemmas. In the following, let M ~ (D,R) be

a model for AX, and g be an assignment on M.

Lemma 1. If A E 4 is true in M, CT;= (vlIP1)(v2,P2)'" (vn,Pn )

~ that A[CT] is a substitution instance 2! A, then A[CT] is true ~ M.

D:R1, SUBSTITUTION RULE]

Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of A (Definition 2).

Atomic~ (length(A) ~ 0). A is in the form (~~ ~), and ~,~

are patterns for terms in "'T; A[CT] is in the form (~* ~ ~*), for

~* ~ ~[CT] and ~* ~ ~[CT]. By Definition 9, gF(A) ~ 1 only if



satisfies A[lY].

To show A[lY] is true, we prove any aSFlignment on· M

Pick any assignment h on M and define the assign-

ment g on M, .g satisfies A, by:

(l) gT(v) ~ h.r(P)

(2) gT(v) ~ hT(v)

in ..!y.

if (v,P) is an item in rr, and

for all other v the pattern for a variable

We have to show. that gT("') ~ gT(~) implies hT("'*) ~ ~(~*). To do so,

we first show that ~(t) ~ h (t*) for any t the pattern of a term inT

iT and t* ~ t[lY].

Subproof. This part of the proof is by induction on the length of

a pattern for a term.

Atomic case (length(t) ~ 0), Either t is the pattern for a variable

in ..!y or t is O• In the first case, if the pair (t,P) is an item in

rr, t* is P. By (l) above, gT(t) ~ hT(P) ~ hT(t*)· Otherwise, t* is

t and, by (2) , ~(t) ~ hT(t*). If t is 0, then t* is also 0 since

no pair (o,p) is an item in rr. By (2), gT(t) ~ hT(t*).

Inductive hYPothesis. Assume ~(s) ~ ~(s*) for all patterns of

terms in iT, s* ~ s[rr] a substitution instance of s, and length(s)

< length (t) •

For l < i ~ n, t is in the£orm (fSl",Sn)' where

length(si) < length(t); t* is in the form (fsi"'s~), where

st ~ si[rr]. By Definition 8, gT(t) ~ R(f)(gT(sl) ••• gT(sn» and

hT(t*) ~ R(f)(hT(sl[lY]) •••hT(sn[rr]». By the inductive hypothesis,

gT(si) ~ hT(si[rr]), for l < i < n. Therefore, substituting hT(si[rr])

for gT(si)' gT(t) ~ hT(t*). By the induction, gT(t) ~ hT(t*) for
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all t such that t is the pattern of a term in iT and t* is a sub

stitution instance of t.

Returning to the main proof, we now have that gT(~) = hT(~*) and

gT(B) = hT(B*). By the transitivity property of identity, hT(~*) = hT(B*).

Therefore, h satisfies A[~J. Since we carried out this proof for any

assignment h on M, A[~] is satisfied by any assignment on M and so

is true in M.

Inductive hypothesis. Assume that, if B ~ iF is true in M,

length(B) < length(A), B[~I] is a substitution instance of B for some

~' = (vl,Pl>(v2,P2> ••• (vn'Pn>' then B[~IJ is true inM.

A is either of the form (fl ~ f 2 ) or (, fl)' where f
l
,f2 are

patterns for some formulas in iF, and length(f
l

) and length(f
2

)

< length(A). Suppose A is in the form (f
l
~ f

2
). Then A[~J is

in the form (fl[~J ~ f2[~])' If A is true, then for all assignments

g on M, either gF(fl ) = 0 or gF(f2 ) = 1. If gF(f2 ) = 1, then

gF(f2[~J) =1 by the inductive hypothesis, and so A[~] is true in M.

Else, ~(fl) =O. To say A[~J is true in M, we have to show that

gF(fl[~J) = O. Assume gF(fl[~]) = 1. Clearly we can construct a ~I

such that fl[~J[&'J = fl' Sincelength(fl[~J)< length(A), we know

by the inductive hypothesis that fl[~J[~I] is true. That is, f
l

is

true in M, contradicting the assumption that gF(f
l

) = O. Hence,

gF(fl[~J) must be O.

Suppose A is in the form (, fl)' A is true only if ~(fl) =O.

By the same argument used above, we can show that gF(fl[~J) = 1 implies

the contradictory result gF(fl ) = 1. Therefore, gF(fl[~J) must be 0,

and A[~J = (, fl[~J) is true in M.



By the induction, for all A E4, A true in M, A[o-] a substi

tution instance of A is true in M.

Lemma 2. If g

and ~ = S(Pl,l + fa),

EQUALS RULE]

satisfies the identity Pl , ~, for a = S(Pl,l)

g satisfies P2 = Pl[l,f~][l + f~,a]. [IR3, COMMUTE

Proof. Clearly, Pl is in the form (a = ~), Elf the sUbstitution,

we have that S(P2,1) = ~ = S(Pl,l + fa),

is, P2 is in the form (~= a). Since

S(P2,1 + ~) = a = S(Pl,l). That

g satisfies Pl , gT(a) =gT(~)'

By the commutability property of identity, this is identical to saying that

= gT(a) (i.e., g assigns the same value to both sides of the identity

By Definitions 9 and 10, g satisfies P2•

Lemma 3. Let Ij[~] be defined for Ij the pattern for~ term in

4, ~ = (w,~), s{!j,w) = a, such that g satisfies (a = ~). Then

gT(Ij) = gT(Ij[~])·

Proof. By induction on the length of Ij (Definition 2).

Atomic case (length(lj) = 0). Either Ij = p(t) for t E iV or t

is O. In both cases, because we assume that a is a subpattern of Ij,

= gT(~) = gT(Ij)·

Inductive hypothesis. Assume ~(S) = ~(S[~]) for S[~] defined,

~ = (w,~), S(S,w) = a, and g satisfies (a = ~), such that length(S)

< length (Ij).

Ij is in the form (ftl ••• t n). By Definitions 8 and 10, gT(Ij)

= R(f)(gT(tl) ••• gT(tn)), where length(t
i

) < length(Ij), 1 SiS n.
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where t~" t. [L:]
l l

t~ "ti otherwise. gT(~[L:])" R(f)(gT(ti) ••• gT(t~)). By the inductive

hypothesis, gT(t~)" gT(t i )· Repl~cing each gT(t~) in gT(~[L:]) by

gT(ti ), we have gT(~(L:])" gT(~)'

By the induction, therefore, gT(~)" gT(~[L:]) for any ~ the

pattern of a term in iT' L:" <w,~), S(~,w)" a, g satisfies

(a " ~).

Lemma 4. Given patterns P
l

and P2, suppose P2 is an identity

and, for some w 1E Pl , S(Pl,w)" S(P2,1). If g satisfies Pl and

P2, ~ g satisfies P
3

" P
l

(w,S(P2,m)], where m" 1 + #S(P
2
,1).

(lR2, REPLACEMENT RULE]

Proof. The identity P2 is in the form (a" ~), ~"S(P2,m).

g satisfies P2, so gT(a) " gT(~) by Definitions 9 and 10. The proof

is by induction on the length of Pl'

Atomic case (length(Pl )" 0). Pl is in the form (p" 0), for

p,O patterns of terms in iT' and S(Pl,k)" o. P3 " Pl(L:], L:" <w,~),

and S(Pl,w)" Ct. Since g satisfies Pl , gT(P) " gT(O)' g satisfies

P3 only if either

(1) gT(P(L:]) " gT(O) for L(w) < k, or

(2) gT(P) " gT(O(L:]) for L(w) > k.

By Lemma 3, gT(P) " gT(P (L:]), case (1) , or gT(O) " gT(O(L:]), case (2).

In either case, g satis~ies P
3

.

Inductive hypothesis. Assume that, if g satisfies 6, L:" <w,~),



g satisfies PI only if

PI is either in the form (f
l
~ f 2 ) or (~fl)! f l ,f2 patterns

for formulas in dF' and length(fl ) and length(f2 ) < length(Pl ).

Suppose PI is in the form (f
l
~ f 2 ), S(Pl!k) ~ f 2• g satisfies

PI' so either gF(f
l

) ~ 0 or ~(f2) ~ 1. There are two cases to consider.

Either w ~ k, or w < k.

Case 1. w>k. Then P
3
~Pl[~] is in the form (fl ~fi~])' ·If

gF(f
l

) ~ 0, then g satisfies P
3
• If gF(f2 ) ~ 1, then! by the induc

tive hypothesis, gF(f
2

[E]) ~ 1, and g satisfies P
3
.

Case 2, w < k. P
3

~ Pl[E] is in the form (fl[~] ~ f 2 ). If

gF(f2 ) ~ 1, then g satisfies P3• If gF(f
l

) ~ 0, we must show that

gF(fl[~]) ~ O. Assume that gF(fl[E]) ~ 1. Clearly, we can construct

a ~' such that fl[E][~I] ~ f
l

, By the inductive hypothesis, if

gF(fl[~]) ~ 1, then gF(fl[~][~I]) ~ 1 ~ gF(f
l

). This contradicts

the assumption that gF(f
l

) ~ O. Therefore, gF(f
l
[~]) must be 0

and g satisfies P
3

•

Suppose PI is in the form (~fl)'

gF(fl ) ~ O. To prove that g satisfies P3 ~ (~fl[~])' we show that

the assumption that gF(fl[~]) ~ 1 leads to a contradiction. This is done

in the same manner as above. Therefore, ~(fl[~]) ~ 0 and g satisfies

By the induction, for any PI the pattern for a formula in ~, if

S(Pl,w) =~, E = <w,~), g satisfies (~~ ~), then g satisfies

P
3

= Pl[E].

Lemma 5. Given patterns PI and P 2, suppose PI is in the form of

~ material conditional and P2 =S(Pl,l). If g satisfies PI ~ P2,

then g satisfies S(Pl'k)! where k ~ 1 + /S(Pl,l). [IR4, DETI\.CHMENr RULE]
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gF(S(Pl,k)) = 1. g i3atisfies P2,

= S(Pl,l), we have that ~(S(Pl,l))

must be 1.

::: 1.

is

satii3fiesg

where

B.r Definitions 9 and 10,

Proof. Pl is in the form

f 2 is S(Pl,k).

if gF(S(Pl,l)) = 0 or

~(P2) = 1. Since P2

'L'berefore,

Lemma 6. If ~[i] is ~ derivation £! 'I'i from AS = {'I'i liE An}'

and g satisfies each 'I'i E AS, then g satisfies 'I'n'

Proof. The proof is by induction on the leqgth of the pattern sequence

'I'[n] for each '1'1 E AS.

Atomic case (n = 1). If AS is the empty set, ~[l] must come from

SUBSTITUTION (IR1). By Lemma 1, g satisfies '1'1 = A[o-], A € AX, 0- a

substitution sequence. If AS is not empty, then '1'1 might belong to AS

if ~[l] is obtained by IR6. Then g satisfies '1'1 by assumption.

Inductive hypothesis. Assume, for all j ~ k, if ~[j] is a deriva-

tion of '1'. from AJ3= {'I'i I i EA.} , and if -g satisfies each '1'. € AS,
J J l

then g satisfies 'I'j'

Now suppose ~ [k+l] is a derivation of ~k+l from AS = {'I'i liE Ak+l}'

is obtained from inferenceif ~[k+l]

We want to show gg satisfies each '1'. € AS.
l 'I'k+l'

rules 1-4

is obtained

satisfies

~[k+l]If2 and 5, respectively.

and

That g satisfies 'I'k+l

follows from Lemmas 1, 4,

from IR5 (~PETITION), is the same as some '1'. iW'I'[k-]l_
and g

satisfies 'I'i by the inductive hypothesis. If ~[k+l] is obtained from

IR6 (ASSUMPTION), then k + 1 € Ak+l' and'l'k+l € AS. So, g satisfies

'I'k+l by a,ssumption. If ~ [k+l] follows from lR7 (CONDITIONAL PROOF),

then 'l'k+l is in the form ('1'1 ~ 'I'k) for 1 < i < k. By Definitions 9
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and 10, g satisfies o/k+l only if either gF(o/k) ~ 1 or gF(o/i) ~ O.

But gF(o/k) ~ 1 by the inductive hypothesis.

By the induction, the lemma holds for all k > 1.

Theorem 2. Let M ~ (D,R) be a model for AX. If E € ot is

provable, then E is true in M.

Proof. If E is provable, then there exists a rule sequence ~[n]

such that is a derivation of prE) from the empty set. Every

assignment g on M satisfies the empty set. By Lemma 6, every assign-

ment g on M must satisfy f ~ prE).
n

By Definition 10, prE) is

satisfiable in M if and only if E is satisfiable in M. Therefore,

every assignment on M satisfies E.

inM.

5. Proof Methods

By Definition 11, E is true

So far, we have defined what we mean by a proof of a formula E € ot,

but have not indicated what proof procedures the theorem-prover uses in

order to discover that proof. There are four procedures specified in this

section. Each will be defined as a function that constructs a sequence of

m rules from a sequence of n rules, 0 < n < m. The theorem-proving

algorithm, then, specifies an order in which these procedures are

attempted.

Given the algorithm, we will be able to define a class of true

statements of an Abelian group for which the theorem-prover can always

find a proof, This proof of the adequacy of the algorithm for a class

of formulas is offered in the next section.



Suppose the theorem-prover must f;i.nd a proof, or a derivation, for

some formula E E.e. vie call peE) the goal. According to the first

method we will present, the prover chooses a pattern which can be transformed

into the goal by sequential applications of the inference rules. If ~[n]

!

is a proof or derivation for the goal, then ~l is the initial pattern

chosen according to the next definition. Note that it is obvious from the

specifications of the inference rules that the initial pattern must either

be an assumption or a substitution instance of an axiom. ~e particular

substitution is chosen in such a way as to pick an initial pattern that

closely resembles the goal. So, for example, we specify that the main

cOnnectives of *1 and the goal, G, must be identical. The definition

clearly omits, in many cases, instances of axioms that might be useful in

solving the goal. This limited definition was chosen, however, to cut

down the breadth of the theorem-prover's search in order to save time.

Definition 13. I = (Tl,Ll > is an ;i.n;i.tial pattern for G = (T2,L2>

if and only if--.----

(i) L
l

(0) = L2(0),

(ii) either (a) I =P (for P E.e) or (b) I =P[~] (for p[~]

defined), and

(iii) one of the following is true:

(a) I = G,

(b) S(1,1) = S(G,l), or

(c) S(I,l + #8(1,1)) = S(G,l + #8(G,l)).

For now we assume that any pattern in AX which fulfills one of (i),

(ii) or (iii) above can be taken as an initial pattern. We emphasize this

point because later we will discuss a ~TURE TEST heuristic. ~e purpose

of this heuristic is to alter the choice of an initial Pattern.



To rewrite one pattern so that it is identical to another pattern,

the theorem-prover must find out how the two patterns differ and then.

reduce that difference. It compares the patterns to dete~mine if they are

identical, and, if not, forms their difference set.

Definition 14. The difference set of PI and P2, D(Pl ,P2), is

{k I 1 ~ k ~ min(IPl ,IP2), and S(Pl,k) ~ S(P2,k)}.

Suppose, in searching for a proof of G, the theorem-prover begins

with an initial pattern I for G and then determines the difference set

of G and 1. If D(I,G) is not empty, the prover tries to use the rules

of inference to construct a proof of S(G,i) = S(I,i), for some i E D(I,G).

The intent is to show that:I can be rewritten by replacing S(I,i) by the

equivalent S(G,i). To accomplish this task, the theorem-prover sets up

a new goal which we call the subgoal.

such that----subgoal, SG(Pl ,P2,k) is the pattern <T,~)

( i) ~(O ) is the ident i ty symbol =,

(ii) S(SG(Pl,P2,k),1) = S(Pl,k), and

(iii) S(SG(Pl ,P2,k), 1 + IS(Pl,k)) = S(P2,k).

A simple diagram of~ subgoal SG(Pl,P2,k) is:

kth

As an example of a sUbgoal, we refer to PI and P2 in Figure 1.

The difference set is D(Pl ,P2) = (4,5,6,7}. For 4 E D(P
l
,P2),
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S(P
l
,4) ~ ((A + B) + C) and S(P2,4) ~ (A + (B + C)). ~he subgoal

SG(Pl,p2,4) is (( (A + B) + C) ~ (A + (B + C))).

The proof for the subgoal SG(I,G,k) is a subse~uence of the proof

for G. If We have ~[m] and assume that ~ ~ I and ~ ~ SG(I,G,k),n m

m ~ n, then the theorem-prover can form a neW pattern by application of

the REPLACEMENT rule, RE(n,m,k).

The theorem-prover's basic proof method is to transform one pattern

into another by reducing the difference between the two patterns in the

manner outlined above. This method consists mainly of two functions, one

iterative, the other recursive. We first examine the recursive part of

the method. Suppose we compute the difference set of two patterns, I

and G. Using a function we call GOAL (Definition 17), we search for

some k E D(I,G) such that a proof for SG(I,G,k) takes the form of

se~uential applications of the REPLACEMENT rule. We explicitly define

this proof form as SUBGOALn(~[k],G).

In this definition, the recursion terminates (at level n ~ 0) either

(a) when the prover finds an initial pattern identical to G; or (b) when

~[k] contains a P such that G is identical to P, or G is identical

to the application of the COMMUTE EQUALS rule to P. Otherwise (level n

~ 0), the prover picks an initial pattern for G, or picks some pattern

already in the pattern se~uence, ~[k]' Call this pattern Pl. The

prover tries to show that the difference between P' and the goal can be

reduced. Here, the difference yields a subgoal SG(P',G,m). The proof

of the subgoal, ~', is appended to ~[k] * e (where e is IRl, IR3,

IR5 or IR6) to form the se~uence ~[j]' A new rule se~uence is obtained

by the REPLACEMENT rule: ~[j+l] ~ ~[j] * RE(k + l,j,m). The new
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pattern, ¥j+l' should be usefUl in reducing the difference between G and

the initial pattern chosen at level n - 1.

Definition 16.
o

SUBGOAL (~[k],G);= ~[k+l]' if and only g G ;=¥k+l and ~[k+l] is

obtained from either IRl, IR3, IR5, 2£ IR6 [subgoal is provable in one step].

SUBGOALn(~[k],G) ;= ~[j] * RE(k + l,j,m) if and only g

(i) ~ [k+l] is obtained from IRl, IR3, IR5, 2£ IR6, where

be an initial pattern for G [select some initial pattern I];

(ii) mE D(Wk+l,G) [determine difference between subgoal and I];

(iii) ~ [j] ;= SUBGOALn-l(~[k+l]'SG( Wk+l,G,m)) [difference can be shown

equivalent]; and

(iv) Suppose,!£! each SUBGOALi(~[k],G), i < n, we denote G by G
i

.

Th SG( G) .J. Gi ,~ Wk+l"m.,.

pression tWice].

[no attempt to prove same ex-

Restriction (iv) prevents the prover from trying to find a proof for a sub-

goal which is like a previously established, but not yet resolved, subgoal.

Take, as an example of a pattern whose proof takes the form of

The example is

restricted to axioms of an associative system without the eE rule (IR3).

Thus, AX;= {CA,AS}. An initial pattern for G is eA[O"];= ((A + (B + e))

;= ((B + e) + A)). We will follow the construction of the proof with diagrams

of trees whose nodes are labeled by patterns, the initial patterns and the

subgoals. The leaves of the tree are patterns that are immediately solvable

by one of the inference rules. The subpatterns marked by dotted circles make

up the next subgoal. Proof of G;= SUBGOALn(A,G), n ~ 0, is the following

steps (follow the diagrams by the arrows pointing to the. sequence) •
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2. D(tl,G) = {6,7,8,lO}

~t ~a = SG(~l,G,6)

= (( (B + C) + A) =

Then, SUBGOALn(I\,G)

n-l )
= SOOGOAL (~[l]' ~a

n-l( )3. SOOGOAL ~[l]'~a

~2 = SOO(Cr' ,AS), cr' = (A,B)(B, C)(C,A)

((A + C) + B»

4. D(~2'~a) = {6,7,8,lO}

Let ~b = SG(~2'~a,6)

= ((B t (C + A» =

Then, SOOGOALn-l(~[l]'~a)

n-2 )
= SOOGOAL (~[2]'~b * RE(2,b,6)
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5· SUBGOALn"2(~[2]''I'b)

~ '" SUB(cr"~CA), 0-'" ~ (A,B)(B,(C >I- A)
3

6. D('I'3'~b) ~ [6,7,8,9}

Let 'K ~ = SG('I'3''!'b,7)

= (( C + A) = (A + C))

n-2( )
~en, SUBGOAL ~[2]'~b

n-3( ) ( )~ SUBGQAL ~[3]''I'~ * RE 3,~,7

G

'I'
b

~ cM cr"]

n-3() ( "" )7• SUBGOAL ~ (3]' 'I' c ,,~ (3] * SUB cr , CA

~4 "SUB(cr'''',CA), cr'''' ~ (A,C)(B,A)

= CA[cr""]

8. ~erefore, n = 3, and a proof for G is SUBG~L3(A,G).

Assigning 4 to c, 5 to b, 6 to a, we have
. 3
SUBGOAL (A,G) " ~[7] ~ ((~[4] * RE(3,4,7)) * RE(2,5,6)) * RE(1,6,6)

G obtained by RE(1,6,6)

'1'1 '!'6 by RE(2,5,6)

'1'2 'I'5 bYRE(3,4,7)

'1'3 '1'4 by SUB(cr"",CA)

(Notice in the final diagram that the subgoal at each node is obtained

by RE(i,j,k), Where i and j are the node's direct descendents.)

~e function GOAL sear~hes the difference set D(I,G) for an integer

j su~h that a derivation of SG(I,G,j) is SUBGOALn(~,SG(I,G,j)), n> O.



Definition 17. GOAL(I,G,j)(w) = e if and only if e is

(i) <I> if j:S 0;

(ii) j if j E D(I,G)

W[k] = SUBGOALn(W,SG(I,G,j»;

(;iii) GOAL(I,G,j.- l)(W)

and there is an---

othenrise.

n 2: 0, k > 0, such that----

Now suppose we want to find a proof for G and we can find·a

k E D(I,G) such that k ~ 0, k = GOAL(I,G,#G). Then we can, by IR2,

replace S(I,k) by S(G,k) and form a new pattern, I'. We continue

the search for a proof of G by computing D(I',G) and trying to further

reduce any differences between the last pattern formed and G. This pro-

cedure continues until either (a) D(I',G) = <1>, that is, the proof is

complete; or (b) GOAL(I',G,#G) = <1>, in which case we say that the differ-

ence between I and G cannot be further reduced by this method. This

iterative part of the proof procedure is defined below as REPLACEn(w,G).

Definition 18.

REPLACEO(W[i_l],G) = W[j] * RE(i,j,k) where

(i) W[i] is obtained from either IRl, IR3, IR5, ~ IR6, where o/i

must be ~ initial pattern for G [there is a difference between G and

the initial pattern I];

(ii) k = GOAL(o/i,G,#G)(W[i])' k.~ <I> [that difference is derivable

by definition of SUBGOAL]; and

(iii) W[j] = SUBGOALm(W[i],SG(o/i,G,k», m> 0 [the rep~acement does

not, however, generate G].
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REPLI\.CEn(~,G) ; ~[j] * RE(i,j,k) where

( ,) n-l( , [
;1. ~[i]; REPLI\.CE \~,G) differences have already been reduced;

this is a further attempt] ;

(~;i) k; GOAL('l'i,G,#G)(~[i])' k f. <p [the kth snbgoal is provable]; ,.nd

(iii) t[j]; SUBGOALm(~[i],SG('l'i,G,k)), m?: ° [~[j] is the proof].

The proof procedure we call REDUCE is now easily stated.

Method 1. REDUCE(~)

G 1:'. obtainable & REDUCE(~) if and only if there ~ ~ n 2: 0,

k> 0, such that ~ [k] ; REPLI\.CEn(~,G), and G; 'l'k'

Several examples of the REDUCE method follow.

1. A s;imple example is G; ((C + D) ;= (C + D)) and CA E AX. Then

G ; 'l'3' where ~[3]; REPIACEO(A,G) in the following way.

°REPLI\.CE (A, G) ; ~[2] * RE(1,2,4) where -

(i) ~[l];= SUB(",CA), (J'; (A,C)(B,D) /< ;>s(~
eDt D/h

':I.'l;((C+D);(D+C)) ~/

(ii) GOAL(':I.'1,G,6)(~[l]);=4 ~nitial
because D(':I.'l,G); {4} and I<~J+\" pattern for G

° C D~D C); cAl,,]
~[2] ; SUBGOAL (~[1J'SG(':I.'1,G,4)) ~---~

; SUBGOALO(~[lJ'((D + C) ; (C + D))) A _
- ~ * SUB( I CA) ':1.'1 ':1.'2 - SG('l'1,G,4)
- [1] (J'"

(iii)

0" ; (A,Di(B,C)

There was only a single difference to reduce.



2. Let G be ((A + 0) = (A - 0)), AX = {N,AI,AS,CA,Z}.

°Then G = '1'7' ii[7] = REPIACE (A,G) in the following way.

REPIACEO(A,G) = ii[j] * RE(1,j,3)

(i) iil = SUB(er,N), er = (A,A)(B,O)

(ii) D('I'l,G) = {1,3},

GOAL('l'1,G,6)(ii[1]) = 3, because a proof for

SG('I'1,G,3) is constructed by:

(1) SUEGOAL
n

(ii[1],SG('I'1,G,3))

ii 2 = SUE(er' ,AI), er' = (A,O)

/-Y(-"o
, I '\°I, I

~- tL
G

"~CG("'G'3:
'1'2' initial pattern

for SG('I'1,G,3),.

= AI[er']

(2) D('I'2,SG('I'1,G,3)) = {1,2,3}

Let 'I'a = SG('I'2,SG('I'1,G,3),1)

= ((0 + (-0)) = (-0))

Then SUBGOAL
n

(ii[1],SG('I'1,G,3))
n-l

= SUBGOAL (ii[2],'I'a) * RE(2,a,1)
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(3) SUBGOALn-l(~[2]'Ya)

~3 ~ SUB(cr",CA),

cr" = (A,O>(B,(-O)

G

Y =Z[cr"H]
b

G(4) D(Y
3
,y

a
) = [5,6}

Let Yb ~ SG(Y
3

,Ya,5)

~ (((-0) + 0) ~ (-0))
n-l )Then SUBGOAL (~[ 2]' Ya

= SUBGOALn-2(~[3]'Yb) * RE(3,b,5)

(5) SUBGOALn-2(~[3]'Yb)

= ~[3] * SUB(o-"",Z), 0-'''' = (A, (-0)

Therefore, n = 2; a proof for the subgoal is SUBGOAL2(~[1],SG(¥1,G,3)).

Assigning 4 to b, 5 to a, we have that
2

SUBGOAL (~[1],SG(Yl,G,3)) = (~[4] * RE(3,4,5)) * RE(2,4,5)).

Therefore, j = 6.

G obtained by RE(1,6,3)

(iii) Then

REDUCEO(A,G) = ~[6] * RE(1,6,3).
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3. Let G be (((A + (~o)) + (C + 0)) = ((0 + C) + (A + 0))). Then G = Y9
where ~[9] = REPLACEl[A,a) in'the following Way:

(i) REPLACEO(A,G) = ~[3] where

~[l] = SUB(o-,CA),

0- = (A,(A + (~O)))(B,(C+6))

°~[2] = SUBGOAL (~[l],SG(Yl,G,lO))

=SUBGOALO(~[l]'((C + 0) =(0 + C)))

= ~[l] * SUB(o-',CA), 0-' = (A,C)(B,O)

Y
3

, obtained by RE(1,2,10)

~=~

/+~ r~+~
/\ /'\ //\ /\

A ~ C 0(0 C A ~I \ "- __ / I
o 0

Y
l
, initial pattern for

G = CA[o-] =CA[o-']

(ii)

~ [3] = ~ [2] * RE(1,2,lO)

Y3 = (( (A + (~O)) + (C + 0)) = ((0 + C) + (A + (~O))))

1
REPLACE (A,G) =~[9] = ~[8] * RE(3,8,15) where

o
~ u] = REPLACE (A,G)
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W[8J = SUBGOAL
2

(W[3J,SG(Y3,G,15))
2

= SUBGQAL (W[3J'((-0) = 0))

Y8 = ((-0) = 0)

The five-rule proof of ((-0) = 0) was constructed in Example 2

and is only repeated here in the diagram.

G

'"------=~+/""'+ / ""'+
/\ (" /\. /'\ ....

A TOO C A <y_)
o

Y8 = SG(y
3
,G,15),

obtained by RE(4,7,1)
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The second proof method is useful in finding a proof for G only if

G is in the form of a material conditional. The antecedent of G is im-

mediately included in the pattern sequence by IRb, ~[l] = AR(S(G,l)). The

prover then attempts to find a derivation for the consequent of G,

S(G,l + fS(G,l)), given ~[l]"

In. searching for a derivation of the consequent of G~ the theorem-

prover can try to use any of the four proof methods~ including Method 2.

It might choose ¥l as the initial pattern for G and construct the

derivation using Method 1, REDUCE(~[l]); it may prove a subgoal using

IR5, ~[k] * REP(l), k ~ 1; or it may not reference ~l in a rule until

the last step. If ~[j] is the derivation of the consequent of G, where

¥l = S(G,l), then the last rule of the proof or derivation for G is IR7,

~[j+l] = ~[j] * CF(l,j).

Method 2. CONDITIONAL-PROOF (~ )

G is obtainable by CONDITIONAL-PROOF (~) g and only if

(i) G = <T,~> and ~(O) is ~ [G is a material conditional];

(ii) ~[j] = ~ * AR(S(G,l», IR5 [we assume the antecedent of G]; and

(iii) there exists a k> 0 such that ~[j+k] = ~[j] * ~[k] is a

derivation of S(G,l + fS(G,l» [there is a proof for the consequent].

Then ~[j+k] * GP(j,j + k) is ~ derivation of G.

Some examples of Method 2 follow.

1. Theorem 7 of Appendix II.
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2. Let G be ((B=A)=o(A=B». Then ~l=AR((B=A», '!'l=(B=A).

The derivation of s(G,4) = (A =B) is:

~[2] = ~[l] * CE(l)

The proof of G is

~[3] = ~[2] * CP(1,2)

'!'3 = ((B =A) =0 (A = B».

3. Let G be ((A = B) =0 ((A + B) = (A + A»). Then ~[l] = AR((A = B»,

'!'l = (A = B). Let G' = S(G,l + #S(G,l» = ((A + B) = (A + A», the

consequent of G.

(i) For k = 3, G' is obtained by REDUCE(~[l]) in the following way.

REPIACEO(~(lJ'G') = ~[4] where

~[2] = ~[l] * SUB(o-,CA.),

0- = (A,A)(B,B)

= SUBGOALO(~[2],SG('!'2,G',5»
o

= SUBGOAL (~[l],(B = A»

= ~ [2] * CE(l)

~[4] = ~[3] * RE(2,3,5)

G'

/
. /-~

/\ -,/\• •. .•••. A B (!C) A

'!'2' initial pattern for G'

= CA.[0-]

\

(ii) The proof for G is ~[5] = ~[4] * CP(1,4).
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The third method, which uses the DE~CHMENT rule (IR4), attempts to

find an initial pattern I such that (a) I is in the form of a conditional,

(b) the goal is obtainable from the conse~uent of I by applications of the

inference rules, and (c) a proof can be constructed for the antecedent of I.

Since the conse~uent of I is to be transformed into the goal, I is chosen

in such a way as to have the consequent of I be similar to G, i.e., ful-

fill the requirements listed in the definition of an initial pattern for G.

Method 3· DE~CHMENT(~[n])

G is obtainable by DE'J;'ACHMENT(p [n]) if and only if~ is ~ pat

tern I = (T,.t) such~

(i) .t(0) is '" [I is a conditional];

(ii) I' = S(I,l + #6(1,1)) fulfills the three conditions of an initial

pattern for G [I' is the conse~uent of I];

(iii) there is ~ j?- 0 such that P[k] = p[n] * ~[j] is ~ derivation

or proof of S(I,l) [antecedent of I is provable];

(iv) ~ [k+l] is obtainable by IRl, IR5, or IR6, such that . I = 'l'ktl

[add I to the pattern sequence]; and

(v) (~[k+l] * DE(k + l,k)) * p[m] is a derivation of G [G provable

from consequent of I].

As an example of Method 3, let G be (( - (-A)) = A), and let

AI,ST E: AX where ST is (( (A + B) = 0) '" (A = (-B))). Also, let

I = ST[cr] = (((A + (-A)) = 0) '" (A = (-(-A)))), cr = (A,A)(B,(-A).

The antecedent of I is ((A + (-A)) = 0) and the consequent of I

is (A = (-( -A) ) ) •
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We must first shoW that the antecedent of I is provable. In this

case, the proof is by substitution, ~[l] = SUB(~I,AI), ~I ~ (A,A), and

'1'1 = ((A + (-A)) = 0). From the definition of Method 3, we note that

n = 0 and j = k = 1.

Now, using I = ST[~] given above, We add I to the pattern se~uence:

~ [2] ;= ~ [1] * SUBk,ST), '1'2 = I.

By Inference Rule 4, we obtain

~ [3J = ~ [2] * DE(2,1),

G

l

'1'3 = (A = H-A))).

;"''\
- A
I

l
A

G

proof of antecedent
of l = AI[~']

'1'3' obtained from DE(2,1)

We can now try to prove G given ~[3]' Thus, '1'3 can be an initial

pattern. G is e~ual to CE(3); so theprQof is ~[4] = ~[3] * CE(3).

Note that G is listed as Theorem 13, and ST as Theorem 10 in Appendix l.

The fourth method attempts to find a proof for a pattern G by first

trying to simplify G. This simplification takes the form of replacing

subpatterns of G by other e~uivalent (but not identical) sUbpatterns of

G. For example, a proof for G, where G is ((A + B) + (-(B + A))) = 0)
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is easily found if S(G,2) ~ (A + B) is replaced by s(G,6);= (B + A).

A proof for the pattern formed from S(G,2) and S(G,6) is SUB(~,CA),

~ ~ <A,A)<B,B). After showing that ((A + B) ~ (B + A)), we can si)nplify

G by replacing S(G,2) by (B + A). The new pattern,

G' ~ (((B + A)+ (-(B+ A))) ~ 0), isa substitution instance of the AI

axiom. So the proof of G takes the form of ~[l] ~SUB(~,AI),

~ ~ <A,(B + A), plus the replacement of S(~1,2) ~ (Bc+A) by (A + B),

the reverse replacement carried out in the simplification process.

In the following specification of Method 4, we indicate an exhaustive

search of G for equivalent subpatterns. The next two defin~tions are the

required search algorithms. FINDA(PI ,P2,k) searches the pattern P2 for

a subpattern equivalent, but not identical, to Pl' FINDB(PI ,P2,k) in

crements k looking for a subpattern, S(PI,k), which FINDA finds is

equivalent to a subpattern of P2•

In the following, let PI ~ <TI'~I) and P2 ~ <T2'~2)'

iseif and only if
-.-~----

Definition 19. FINDA(PI ,P2,k) ~ e

(i) t if k ¢ T2;

(ii) k if PI ~ not syntactically identical to S(P2,k) and, for

there is ~ n 2: 0,P3 equal to /~~ ,

PI S(P2,k)

~ [j] ~ SUBGOALn(A,P3) is §: derivation of P3;

(iii) FINDA(PI,P2,k + 1) otherwise.

j > 0, such that

Definition 20. FINDB(PI,P2,k) ~ e if and only if e is
-~~-

(1) t if k ¢ TI ;

(ii) k if FINDA(S(PI ,k),P2,1) f t;

(iii) FINDB(P
I
,P2,k + 1) otherwise.



The fourth method, wh~ch we call the SUBSET-TEST, uses FINDR and

FINDB in order to modify the pattern for which the theorem,prover ~s trying

to find a proof. The recursive definition of SUBSETn(j,G) specif~es the

simplification process. When SUBSETn(j,G) = SUBSETn.l(j,G), for some

n > 0, we Say that no further simplificat~on replacements can be made.

If SUBSETn(j,G), the simplified goal, is different from the orig~nal

goal, then the prover tries to find a der~vat~on for it. The proof of

the original goal is then the proof of SUBSETn(j,G) followed by the

sequence of replacements which "reverse" the simplification replacements,

That ~s, if a were replaced by ~, then the reverse action is to replace

the appropriate ~ by a.

Definit~on 21.

SUBSETO(j,G) = G.

SUBSETn(j, G) = e if and onl;r if e is

n-l( )U) G' [j,S(G' ,k)] where G' = SUBSET j,G,

k =FINDA(S(G',j),G',l), j,k'l-<\>;

(ii) SUBSETn-l(j,G) otherwise.

j = FINDB(G',G',l),

Clearly, by "simplifying," we mean to decrease the number of distinct

sUbpatterns in the goal G. The fourth proof method, then, follows.

Method 4. SUBSET-TEST(~)

G is obtainable ~ SUBSET-TEST(~) g ~nd onl;r if there exists ~

n > 0, j >0, such~ SUBSETn(~,G) = SUBSETn-l(j,G), SUBSETn(j,G) ~ G,

and j[j] ~s! derivation.£f SUBSETn(j,G).
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Another example may clarify how the actual derivation for G may be

obtained from a proof of SUBSETD(w,G). Let G be (((A + B) + (C + D))

~((D+C)+(B+A))). 'rhen

SUBSETO(A,G) ~ G;

SUBSETl(A,G) ~ G'[2,S(G',12)] where G' is SUBSETO(A,G),

~ G' [2, (B + A)] since FlNDB(G' ,G' ,1) '" 2 because

FlNDA(S(G',2),G',1) ~ 12 and the proof of

P3 ~ ((A + B) ~ (B + A)) is SUBGOALO(A,P
3

) '" SUB(cr,CA),

cr = (A,A)(B,B),

'" (((B + A) + (C + D)) ~ ((D + C) + (B + A)) [this is

the first modified goal];

SUBSET
2

(A,G) '" 0"[5,S(G",9)] where G" is SUBSET1(A,G),

= G"[5,(D + e)] since FINDB(G",G",l) = 5 because

FlNDA(S(G",5),G",1) ~ 9 and the proof of

P
3

= ((e + D) = (D + e)) is SUBGOALO(A,P
3

) ~ SUB(g,CA),

cr = <A,C)(B,D),

= (((B + A) + (D + c)) ~ ((D + c) + (B + A))) [this is

the second modified goal];

SUBSET3(A,G) =SUBSET2(A,G).

SUBSET3(A, G) is obtainable by lID, SUB(o',CA), IT' = (A, (B + A) )(B, (D + C).

Then the proof of G is w[5] where

w[l] =SUB(cr,CA), ~ given above,

'1'1 = (( (B + A) + (p + C)) '" ((D + C) + (B + A)),

w[2] = w[l] * SUB(IT,CA), cr = (A,B)<B,A), the reverse of the first

simplification,



~[3] = ~[2] * RE(1~2,2),

'¥ 3 = (( (A + B) + (D t C» = ((D + C) + (B + A»),

~[4] = ~[3] * SUB(~,CA), ~ = (A,D)(B,C), ~he reverse of the second

simplification,

'1'4 =((DtC)=((C+D»,

~[5] = ~[4] * RE(3,4,5).

The complete theorem-proving algorithm is simply: Given an initial

pattern, a rule se~uence and a set of allowable premises, G is provable

if one of the following steps succeeds.

Step 1. Find a pattern in the pattern se~uence that is identical

to G (proof by IR5).

Step 2, Determine if G is a substitution instance of an axiom

(proof by IRl),

Step 3. Find a premise that is identical to G (proof by IR6).

Step 4, Try Methods 1, 2, 3 and 4, in that order.

Step 5. If G is an identity of the form (a = ~), try Steps 1-4

for the commuted identity (~= a) (the proof is then the proof of

(~ = a) = ~[j] concatenated with CE(j).)

This algorithm is presented in Appendix III in a language resembling

that of ALGOL. Examples given in this section can be used to check the

algorithm.

6. Incom~leteness and Decidability

It would be natural at this point to show that if G E' £ is true,

then G is Provable. That the theory of Abel~an groups is decidable was
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proven by Wanda Szmielow (1950). But the system of rules specified in

Sections 1 through 5, although intended to examine all expressions of an

Abelian group, is not complete for that theory; there exists at least one

tl:'ue formula in :l which is not provable. An argument is given at the end

Of this section to show that one such formula does exist. The inability to

know whether an expression can be proved by the theorem-prover introduces

some problems in using the system within the framework of a tutorial program.

These problems are dealt with in the next chapter. However, a decidable

class of expressions in :l does exist. The proof that a derivation can

always be found for expressions within this class is given next.

To summarize the results of this section, we are going to prove

theorems and lemmas that show that the theorem-prover can find a proof

for any identity pattern P of a formula in :l in which we can cOPstruct

the partial mapping f' S(P,l) ~ ,S(P,l + #S(P,l)) by

excluding the identity element from the domain of fl.,

2. mapping any leaf in the left half of P that is not the descendent

of a node labeled by a minus sign to an identical leaf in the right half of P;

3. for any subpattern in the left half that is of the form (-a),

mapping the subpattern to a subpattern in the right half that is of the

form (-~) only if we can construct f': a ~ ~.

We will make this mapping more explicit in the lemmas and the Ol:' ems that

follow, We note here that such a mapping between sides of an identity

is easy to compute:. We therefore are able to know immediately whether

the theorem-prover is guarapteed to find a proof for the identity.

If the expression is in the form of a conditional and the rightmost

conseque:rt is an identity in which we can construct the above mappipg,
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then it is also easy to show that the theorem-prover can find a proof for

the expression. This will be the final extension to the class of decidable

formulas presented in this section.

The first lemma, Lemma 7, gives a necessary and sufficient condition

for the truth of formulas of a commutative semigroup in which we have no

identity elements and shows the form of all true formulas in this system.

Let ~l be a commutative semigroup with the additional assumption:

(Vx)(Vy)(x + y ~ x). The intended interpretation is addition on the

j?ositive integers. The purpose of excluding special identities is so that

we know the addition of any term will form a new term with a different

value assignment. At no time do other j?roperties of addition enter into

the j?roof of the following lemmas. Lemma 7, in effect, proves that a

necessary condition for the truth of a well-formed formula in ~l is that

both sides of the identity have the same number of occurrences of the same

individual variables.

Lemma 7. Let G be ~ well-formed formula in ~l and let w be

the right direct descendent of~ 0 of p(G). Then G is true if

~ only if there exists an isomorphism between the leaves of S(P,l) and

S(p,w).

Proof. Let m,n be leaves of S(P,l); r,s be leaves of S(p,w).

We define the one-one,onto mapj?ing f: leaves of S(P,l) ~ leaves of

S(p,w) by f(S (P,m» = S(P,r) if and only if Mm) = ,I,(r) • We observe

that all well-formed formulas of ~l are of the fOrm (Cl' = ~) , where Cl'

is ~, or Cl' distinct from ~ (Cl',~ are well-formed terms) • The terms

are variables or are built frOm termS and the binary operator (we will
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use ". + ". although the operation could be something other than

addition) •

We want to show that in each case the expression is true if and only

if the isomorphism f exists.

Case 1. If f exists, then P is true (and therefore G is true).

a. a is a variable, t(m) =~, m is a leaf. By f, ~ must also

be a variable, t(r) =~, r a leaf, and f(a) = ~. There.fore, Mm)

is t(r) and P is true by truth definition of identity.

For each individual leaf A. of
~

Let M = (D,R) be a model fora there is an individual leaf Bi of ~.

then

By the

we haveBl, ••• ,B
j

€ range of f,

g' (Al ) + ... + g' (A j ) •

D, If AI'" .,A
j

E domain off,

is well-defined for i = l, ••• ,j.

g be a value assignment on

g' (AI) + + g'(A) € D, g I (Ai)

Suppose P is false. Then, where

g' (Bl ) + ... + g'(B
j

) distinct from

results on pages 17 and 18 of van der Waerden's Modern Algebra (van der Waerden,

1947; his proofs are stated for groups but use only the properties of a com-

mutative semigroup), a formula in .I. can be rearranged into a canonical
~

form in which the variables are well ordered with assumed left association

of the binary operator. That means that each A. has a corresponding B.
~ ~

in the canonical form which, by f, is the same variable. Also, each B.
~

has a corresponding A. that is the same variable. So the distinct value
~

assignment is impossible.

Case 11. If P is true, then the isomorphism f exists.

a. P is in the form (a = ~); a is a variable; f does not

exist; ~ is either a variable or in the form (TJl + TJ
2

). If ~ is

a variable and ~ is not, then we have a one-element domain which gives
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us that element as an identity, although we assumed an identity does not

exist in "'1 . So ~ must be ClI and f(ClI) ~ ~. If ~ is ('11 + '1 2) ,

then ~ is, in canonical rorm, ((E
l

+ E2) + ... ) + E . If the E. are
n :L

all at, then ClI is an identity element. Since P is true for all value

assignments, pick one in which En is ClI. ~en, by commutivity, ~ is·

of the form En + ((~ + E2 ) + ••• ). ~t the summation denotes an element

in the domain which is then an identity element. So ~ cannot be in the

form ('11 + '1 2)'

b. ClI is in the form (71 + 72), ~ is either a variable or of the

If ~ is a variable, then we can pick an interpretation

in which ~ denotes the same element as 71 and thererore 72 is an

identity element. If ClI and " do not have the same number Of occurrences

of variables, we can put ClI and ~ in canonical form and group ~ (we

assume ~ has the greater number of occurrences) such that " is in the

variables as ClI.

'1
1

is a term having the same number of occurrences or

Since P is true, M ~ (D,R) is a model for .01'1.'

g'(ClI) ~ gl(~) for all value assignments g on D. Pick a g such that

'11
and ClI denote the same element of Then '1

2
denotes an element

in D that is an identity~ Thererore, ~ must have the same number of

occurrences of variables as ClI. Must ~ have the same number of occur-

rences of the same variables (in which case, f clearly exists in p)?

Suppose ClI and ~ are in a canonical form so that P is (71 + 72)

~ ('11 + '12) and 71 has the same number of occurrences of the same

variables as

72 and '1 2 are empty, we can construct f. OtherWise, 72 and '12

have the same number of variables, each variable of 72 distinct from
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those in '1l.' So we can select a value assignment g on D such that,

for at least one Ai in 12' g'(A.) ~ gl(B.).
~ ~

Hence, we

can pic~ g such that g'(/2) ~ gl('12)' But then we can also pick g so

that gl(/
l

) + gl(/2) ~ gl(/
l

) + gl('12)' contradicting the assumption that

? is true. Suchan assignment of values is impossible if all the variables

in ~ and ~ are the same,

'['0 show that all formulaS true in "'1 are provable, we will show. that

the theorem-prover can p~rform all the necessary permutations of terms and

reassociations of the parentheses. In such a system, in which we only con-

sider the CA and AS axioms (given in Section 1), formulas have only one

of the forms shown in Lemma 8.

Definition 22. Let G be! formula in "'1 where ?(G)
.....---,-.

has one of

(i) (~'" ~), ~"4;

(ii) ((~ + ~) p (~ + ~», ~I~ e 4; or

(iii) (((~ + ~) +/) '" (~+ (~ + I»), ~,~'I e 4'
'['hen ?R(?(G», ! permutation and/or regrouping 2! ?(G), is the smallest

~-

AS[~],~. 1'" P. l' ~. '" CA[~] or1- 1.- 1.

k e ~i-l' S(~j,l) '" S(~i_l,k).

Po '" ?(G) and ~o '" p(G);

P. '" RE(i - l,j,k), where
~

~ some sUbstitution sequence

set of all ? n such that there exists! sequence (PnPn-l' .•P0) such that

(i)

We now spow that the set of all true well-formed formulas of "'1

consists of all patterns pI sUCh that ?' E PR(P), P is a substitution

instance of CA or AS, or P is in the form (~'" ~), ~"4'
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Lemma 8. !'=. pattern P .sf ~ formula in "pl i.s true if and only if

P ~~ofthe~:

( i)

(ii)

(iii)

P E J,>R((a ~ a))~ a E 4;
P E PR(((a + ~) ~ (~ + a))),

P E J,>R((((a +~) + y) ~ (a T

a,~ E 4; or

(~ + r)))), a,~,Y E 4.

Proof. That Po E PR((a ~ a)) is true in any intended interpretation

of the system is clear. Po E PR(CA[O']) or Po E PR(AS[O'J), for some

substitution sequence 0', is true by Lemma 1. Assuming P l is true
n-

for P 1 in the form of (i), (ii) or (iii), we must show that P inn- ' n

the form of (i), (ii) or (iii) is tr\le. B\lt this follows from Lemmas .1

and 4.

S\lppose we haye a form\lla in "pl whose pattern P is true. By

Lemma 7, we know there exists an isomorphism between the leaves of S(P,l)

and the leaves of S(p,w), where w is the right direct descendent of the

root of P. The proof of Lemma 7 gives us an effective algorithm for re-

ordering S(P,l) S0 that S(P,l) is sYntactically the same as S(p,w)

and hence for creating the sequence (p ,P 1'· •• ,Po) •n n-
Then, by definition

of PR, P E PR( (a ~ a)), where a is syntactically S(p,.w).

It remains to show. that the inference rules Will, in fact, be able to

obtain proofs of the patterns in "pl.

theorem-prover is complete for "pl.

This will then prove that the

Theorem 3. ill true formulas in "pI are provable by the theorem-

prover 0
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Proof. By Lemma 8 it is sufficient to show that the true formulas

of the forms (i), (ii) and (iii) are provable by the theorem-prover. When

necessary, we will show the methods followed by the theorem-prover in dia

grams. The form of the diagrams was explained and used in Section 5.

That all true formulas of the forms (i), (ii) and (iii) are provable

is shown by induction on n, where P E PRep), P the pattern of a
n

formula in J
l

• The base of the induction is n = O. Suppose P is

in the form (i). If 01 E 4, we can assume P is trivially provable.

Suppose 01 is nonatomic. Then it is either of the form

(a) (~+ "I),

(b) ((~ + "I) + 'Il), or

(c) (~+ ("I + 'Il»'

The proofs for (a), (b) and (e), as constructed by Method 1, are shown in

Figure 2. In the case of forms (ii) and (iii), Po is a substitution in

stance of CA or AS and is provable by IRl, SUBSTITUTION.

The inductive hypothesis is that the theorem-prover will construct

proofs for all patterns A = Pn- l E PRep), where (Pn-l,Pn-2""'Po)

exists by virtue of A's membership in PRep). It remains to show that

the theorem-prover can find a proof for G = P E PRep), where
n

exists. There are three cases, one for each form of A.(p ,P 1'''' ,PO)n n-

We consider, for each case, all possible one-step permutations or reassoci-

ations of A.

(i) A is in the form (01 = 01), 01 E~. 01 is either of the form

(a), (b) or (c) given above. For (a), G can be ((~ + "I) = ("I + ~» or

(("I + ~) = (~ + "I», both provable by ~l, SUBSTITUTION. For (b), A

is (((~ + "I) + 'Il) = ((~ + "I) + 'Il», G can be one of:
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..

G

'/J, A SG('/J,.B,4l=CA[Jl,=" d= <A,y><B.t1>
+/ +

y/ '.e I "y

~ (CA[~] * CA[~']) * RE(1,2,4) ~ REDUCEO(A,P)

~
.. G is "'/=>':±"

/' (/"-\
" y" J;i'---'I/( initial pattern for G,,

=CA[crl,cr= <A't1>< B,y>

..

..

Fig, 2.--Pr09fs for Theorem 3, Case IIA.
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l. ((~ + (y + '1)) = ((~ + y) + '1)), using AS to replace P(A,l) ;

2. (('1 + (~ + y)) = ((~ +y) + '1)), using CA. to replace P(A,l) ;

3. (((y + ~) + '1) = ((13 + y) + '1)), using CA. to replace P(A,2);

4. (((~ + y) + '1) = ('1 + (13 + y))), using CA to replace S(A,6) ;

5. (((~ + y) + Tj) = (~ + (y + '1))), using AS to replace s(A,6);

6. (((~ + y) + '1) = ((y + ~) + '1)), using CA. to replace S(A,7).

For 1, 2, 4 and 5, the proofs are easily constructed by IRl and IR3. The

SUBSET-TEST will replace (y + 13) by (~+ y) in 3 and 6 • The proof for

the resulting pattern, (((~ + y) + Tj) = ((~ + y) + '1)) was assumed provable

by the inductive hypothesis.

For (c), Ais ((~ + (y + Tj)) = (~ + (y + Tj))), G can be:

1. (((y + '1) + ~) = (~ + (y + '1))), using CA to replace S(A,l);

2. ((13 + ('1 + y)) = (~ + (y + '1))), using CA. to replace S(A,3);

3. ((13 + (y + '1)) ((y + '1) + ~)), using CA. to replace s(A,6);

4. ((~ + (y + '1)) (~+ (Tj + y))), using CA. to replace SeA,S).

For 1 and 3, proofs are constructed by IRl and IR3. For 2 and 4, proofs are

obtained from SUBSET-TEST and the inductive hypothesis as noted above.

(ii) A is in the form ((13 + y) = (y + 13)), G can be

((y + 13) = (y + ~)) or ((~ + y) = (~ + y)), shown to be provable by

the diagrams in Figure 2.

(iii) A is in the form (((~ + y) + Tj) = (13 + (Y+'1)), G can be:

l. (('1 + (~ + y)) = (~ + (y + Tj))), using CA to replace S(A,l);

2. ((13 + (y +'1)) = (~ + (y + '1))), using AS to replace S(A,l);

3. (((y + ~) + '1) (13 + (y + '1))), using CA. to replace S(A,2);

4. (((~ + y) + Tj) = ((y + Tj) + 13)), using CA. to replace s(A,6);

5. (((~+y)+ '1) = (~ + (Tj + y))), using CA. to replace S(A,7).
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We assume 2 is provable; for the others, proofs in the form of diagrams

are shown in Figure 3. By the induction, we have shown that the theorem-

prover can find proofs for all true formulas in ~l'

We can now add a particular identity element to ~l and call that

system ~2' With ~l' the intended interpretation was addition over

the positive integers. Suppose we now want to consider the identity 0,

but do not want to consider any other identity elements in the system.

(The reader may note at this point that we are building up to a system

that is an Abelian group.) That is, define ~2 to be a commutative monoid

with the additional restriction that (Vx)(Vy)(x + y ~ x ~ y ~ 0).

Theorem 4. All true formulas in ~2 are provable ~ the theorem-

prover.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of excess occurrences

of identity elements (difference between the number of zeros in either side

of the identity). Clearly, if the formula we are dealing with has no leaves

labeled by 0, we can construct the mapping f because without zero the

true formula in ~2 is in ~l' For the base of the induction, we suppose

that we have the pattern P of a formula in ~2 such that the number of

occurrences of leaves in the left half of P is the same as the number of

occurrences of leaves in the right half. Hence we can construct the iso-

morphism f: S(P,l) ~ S(P,l + #S(P,l)) as presented in Lemma 7. Lemmas

7 and 8, and Theorem 3 will still hold. The theorem-prover can construct

a proof of P if f can be constructed for p., we showed f can always

be constructed for P with zero excess identity element occurrences.
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G

ASG(~ G,G )=ASCCT'J,

'/II /;"d~<A,,8><B,,.>< C.'»

+ *", /,
/" ') ,8;-"

/3 y y ')

~[3] = (CA[~] * AS[~']) * RE(1,2,6) = REDUCEO(A,P)

= (AS[~] * CA[~'])

= (AS[~] * CA[~'])

G

'" A SG <'/II'G,2) = CA Cdl,
I / =, CT'= <A,{3>< B,y>

+ +
,8/) ./".s

* RE(1,2,2) = REDUCEO(A,P)

G"

""A SGC1jtI,G,Gl=CACdl,
I /=, CT' =<A,,8::><B,<y+,,/»

+ +
,8 / \ ./.. ",8

/+, "
y ." y "/

* RE(1,2,6) =REDUCEO(A,P)

Fig. 3.--Proofs for Theorem 3, Case JIB.
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Define the Jl-equivalent of a pattern P in J 2 as the normal

form of P using subtree replacement rules

El.
/+~

--? 0 ,

0 0

and E2.
/+~

--? 0

0 0

The normal form of P E J 2 is clearly a pattern in J
l

.

is that the left-hand and right-hand sides of the normal form of P have

the same value assignments as the left-hand and right-hand sides of P,

so the normal form is also true. By Lemma 7, we can construct f for the

normal form of P. The converse situation is also true since the addition

To show that the theorem-prover can construct

of the identity element does not alter the value assignment of a term. Thus

we can identify a true expression in J 2 by forming the Jl-equivalent of

J 2 from rules El and E2 and determining if we can construct f for its

Jl-eCluivalent.

As the inductive hypothesis we assume that the theorem-prover can

construct a proof for a pattern P E J 2 in which we have (n - 1) excess

occurrences of identity elements for which we can construct the mapping f

in the Jl-eCluivalent of P.

a proof for any P fulfilling these conditions, we assume P is in the

form (Q! ~ ~).

The excess occurrences of the identity element are in Q! or in ~.

Assume they are in Q!. An initial pattern I for P is Z[~J, ~

I is ((~ + 0) ~ ~). Suppose k belongs to the difference set of P and

1. Then SG(I,P,k) is the subgoal ((~ + 0) ~ Q!). The subgoal has n - 1
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excess occurrences of the identity element. By the inductive hypothesis,

the subgoal is provable. Suppose the proof is ~[j] = I * ~[j_l]O

the goal P is provable by application of RE(l,j,k), IR2.

Then

If the excess occurrences of the identity element are in ~, then

Step 5 of the theorem-proving algorithm will search for a proof of (~= a)

and then apply IR3, COMMUTE ~UALS. So the above analysis of P with

z[~], ~ = 0<,a), as an initial pattern, can be carried out for this

caseo

We now want to extend the class of formulas for which the theorem-prover

can find a proof from J
2

by admitting an inverse operation '- , This is

a unary operator such that (VA) ((A + (-A)) = 0).

assumption brings us to an Abelian groupo

The addition of this

To extend our analysis, we extend the mapping f to include the cases

in which the leaf is the descendent of a node labeled by the unary operator,

'- ' The new mapping f' becomes:

(i) If f' (S(P,m)) = S(P,r) and f'(S(P,m)) S(p,s), then r = s',

(ii) If f'(S(P,m)) = S(p,r) and f'(S(P,n)) S(P,r), then m n°,

(iii) If m and r are leaves that are not descendents of nodes

labeled by , I then f'(S(P,m)) = S(P,r) if and only if .t(m) = .t(r);,
(iv) If t(m) = t(r) = '-', then f'(S(P,m)) = S(P,r) if and only

if it is possible to construct f' : S(P,m + 1) ~ S(P,r + 1).

(v) For every leaf m in S(P,l), there exists a leaf r in

S(P,l + #S(P,l)) such that f'(S(P,m)) = S(P,r); for every leaf r in

S(P,l + #S(P,l)), there exists a leaf m of S(P,l) such that

f'(S(P,m)) = S(P,r).
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Our first problem is to answer the ~uestion of whether a formula for

which we can construct f' is necessarily true.

Let m,n E S(P,l) and r,s E S(P,l + #S(P,l)), where none
~ ......--.--

of S(P,m), S(P,n), S(P,r) nor S(p,s) is O. ~ the pattern of any

formula .:!E an Abelian group for which it is possible to construct the mapping

fl is true.---

Proof. Let M be a model for ~ M ~ (D,R), and g be a value

assignment on D. We have already shown (Lemma 7 and Theorem 4) that a

pattern in which we can construct f' based only on (i), (iii) and (v)

is always true. It suffices here to show that formulas that include terms

governed by the unary operator I I are also true. That is, we have to

show that, for subpatterns S(P,m), S(P,r) such that f'(S(P,m)) ~ S(P,r)

by (iv), g'(S(P,m)) ~ g'(S(P,r)). Then we will have that, for each term

a in S(P,l) there is a uni~ue corresponding term ~ in S(P,l + #S(P,l))

(and vice versa) such that gl(a) ~ gl(~) or a is zero. The rest of the

proof will then follow in the same manner as in Lemma 7.

Suppose f'(S(P,m)) ~ S(P,r) by (iv). By the recursive definition

of fl , for any leaf n of S(P,m), there is a leaf s of S(P,r) such

that either (a) nand s are leaves and f'(S(P,n)) S(p,s); (b) .e(n)

is . 0; or (c) nand s are descendents of nodes k and t, .e(k) ~ .e(t)

~ ,_, and fl : S(P,k + 1) --> S(p,t + 1). Clearly the recursion stated

in (c) only terminates when we have mapped every leaf of S(P,m) not labeled

by zero to a uni~ue leaf of S(P,r) such that the labels of the two leaves

are the same (and we have also mapped every leaf of S(P,r)). But this :Ls

the same as saying that for every leaf a of S(P,m) (every leaf Y of
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S(P,r)), either the label is zero or there is a leaf ~ of S(p,r) (~ of

S(P,m)) such that gl(a) = g'(~), (g'(/) = gl(~)). This is so because

fl (S(p,a)) = S(P,~) implies that .e(a) = .e(~), (.e(/) = .1,(1])). ~

Having already shown that the theorem-prover only constructs proofs

for true formulas, we will now show that the true formulas in an Abelian

group (for which the mapping f' exists) can be proved by the theorem

prover. This does not mean that all true formulas in an Abelian group

can be proved by the theorem-prover. An example for which f' does not

exist and for which the prover cannot construct a proof is given in

Theorem 6.

Theorem 5. All expressions in."':E: Abelian group for which it is pos

sible to construct the mapping f' ~ provable Ez the theorem-prover.

Proof. Note that this extension to J
2

does not include anyaddi

tional restrictions on particular identities because there is only one

general identity in an Abelian group and no special identity.

Suppose none of Steps 1-3 of the theorem-proving algorithm succeeds

in finding a proof of P, the pattern for an expression in which f' can

be constructed. Suppose also that Methods 1, 2, and 3 fail. Then the

prover will try Method 4, the SUBSET-TEST. In this method, the prover

examines every subpattern in the pattern in relation to each of the others,

attempting to prove an equivalence of nonidentical subpatterns. Thus, for

f'(S(P,m)) = S(p,r), .e(m) = .e(r) = '_', We know that the prover will try

to find a proof for the subgoal S(P,m + 1) = S(P,r + 1). Suppose there

is no node w in either S(P,m + 1) or S(P,r + 1) such that .e(w) = ' I
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Then, by Theorem 4, the theorem-prover can f;ind a proof for the. subgoal.

Having found this proof, Method 4 replaces S(p,m + 1) by S(P,r + 1).

We can then consider S(P,m) and S(P,r) to be the identical term, a,

eliminating the minus sign from the form of P.

Since Method 4 searches in P for all subpatterns that are equivalent,

it will eventually examine all such subgoals of the form S(P,m + 1) ~ s(p, r + 1)

and eliminate the minus sign from the form of P. Since the proof procedure

is iterative, it will encounter subgoals of the form (y ~ 6) such that

("y') is in y, (-6') is in 6, and 'i' is the same as 6' because

the procedure has already shown an equivalence between these subpatterns.

Thus we can consider (-y') to be identical to (~6'). So we can extend

themapping f (in Lennna 7) to include f (S(P,m)) ~ S(P,r), where m and

r are not leaves and t(m) ~ t(r) ~ '-', if and only if S(P,m) = S(P,r).

Thus, regardless of the number of such subpatterns (-'i') in y and (-6')

in 6, f': (-y') --; ( - 6') will mean that f: (-y') --; (- 6' ) • It should

then be easy to see that Theorem 4 can be extended to show that cases like

(y = 6) are provable.

Again, because the procedure is iterative, it will continue to examine

P, e:Liminating the minus signs in this manner until it has constructed a

pI = SUBSETn(A,P) such that P' is in the form of an expression in ~2'

By Theorem 4, pI is provable and Method 4 succeeds. Therefore, P is

provable.

We make one further extension to the class of formulas for which we

can show that the theorem-prover can always find a proof. Suppose the form

of the pattern P is (H ~ X) and X is an identity (a =~) in which
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we can construct the partial mapping f' : et -> 13. Then, using Method 2,

CONDITIONAL-PROOF, we cap prove P by (l) assuming H is true (IR6);

(2) proving X (known to be. provable by Theorem 5); and (3) applying IR7

in order to form the conditional statement.

'I'j+2 = P.

CP(2,j),

= CP(l,j + l),

Recursively using Method 2, we can also find a proof for P in the

form (H ~ (r ~ X)), where X is in the form (et = 13) and we can con

struct f' : et -> S. The proof is constructed by the following steps.

l. ~l = AR(H) [first attempt to use Method 4],

2. ~2 = AR(r) [first recursive use of Method 4],

3. ~[j] is a proof of X given ~[2] [known to be provable by

Theorem 5],

4. ~ j+l

5· ~ j+2

Clearly we can extend steps land 2, and 4 and 5in order to handle

P in the form (H ~ (r
l
~ (r2 ~ ••. (rm ~ X) ••. ))). Therefore, using

Method 2 recursively, the theorem-prover can find a proof for any pattern

in the form of a conditional if the rightmost conse~uent is in the form

(et = 13) and we Ciln construct f' : et -> S.

Our final task in this section is to prove that we cannot find proofs

for all true formulas in an Abelian group. We do so by providing a counter-

example, a true expression in an Abelian group for which the theorem-prover

cannot construct a proof.

Theorem 6. Let et and 13 € iT' et distinct from 13· If neither

et nor 13 can be reduced!£ 0, and G is (((-(et + 13)) + 13) = (-et)),

then G is not provable.
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Proof. We show that a proof for G cannot be obtained by the theorem-

prover by demonstrating that none of &teps 1-5 of the algorithm succeed. We

assume that the initial rule sequence is empty and that there are no premises.

A set of axioms for the theory of Abelian groups was given in Section 1:

AX = {CA,AS,AJ,Z,N}. (We now consider the definitional axiom, N.)

Steps 1-3 clearly do not succeed. Method 2 fails because G is not

in the form of a conditional. Method 3 fails because there are no ~xioms

that are in the form of a conditional. The following is a list of all the

subpatterns of G:

No two of these subpatterns are equivalent, except for the two sides of G

which we do not consider in Method 4. No subgoal set up by this simplifica-

tion method is a true formula and, by Theorem 2, none is provable by the

o 1
theorem-prover. Therefore, SUBSET (A,G) = SUBSET (A,G) = G, and Method 4

does not succeed.

We want to determine whether G is provable by Method 1. The defi-

nition of initial pattern chooses only two initial patterns for G: (1)

A mapping

fulfilling the conditions of f' can be constructed for each of these two

initial patterns. Note that this is not the case for G·f we cannot construct

f' for G. To show that the theorem-prover cannot oonstruct a proof of G

by Method 1, it is sufficient to show that Method 1 cannot change a pattern

in which f' can be constructed into one in which f' cannot be constructed.

Method 1 changes a pattern by replacing terms 01 .inthat ',pattern;by terms,.

~ such that OIS'.~' ,is; true; For example, if OI';is aterliL in the pattern
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and there is an instance of an axiom that is a ~~, then Method 1 can

replace a by ~.

struct f' : ~ .... a.

But each instance of an axiom is true and we can con-

Suppose in the pattern we constructed f' such that

Then in the new pattern we map ~ .... y; that is, we can construct

,f' in the new pattern.

Method 1 will not change an initial pattern in which we can construct

f' into G in which f' cannot be constructed. So Method 1 fails.

The above analyses for G in Steps 1-4 are identical for the com-

muted form of G. Therefore, Step 5 does not succeed. No proof for G

can be constructed by the theorem-prover.

Although we do not have a general enough statement to warrant a separate

lemma, it is significant to point out that we have shown in the proof of

Theorem 6 that if Method 1 only chooses initial patterns for G in which

f' can be constructed, then Method 1 will not provide a proof of G if

f' cannot be constructed for G.

Theorem 7. There are G € £ such that G is not provable by the

theorem-prover while G is true.--- (~ is, the theorem-prover cannot find

a proof for all~ expressions in ~ Abelian group.)

Proof. Observe that G of Theorem 6 is the pattern for a formula

in £. G is clearly true in the intended interpretation, but, by Theorem 6,

is not provablE;l,by the theorem-prover.
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7. Some Heuristics Used by the Theorem-Prover

In the previous sections of this ohapter we presented an idealization

Of the theorem-prover used in the research on response analysis presented

in subsequent chapters. We want to turn to an informal disoussion of how

that idealization differs from the actual computer program realization of

the theorem-prover. The difference lies only in a number of heuristic

strategies used to find the proofs in less computation time. The results

of Section 6 provide a decision procedure for determining whether or not

the theorem-prover can definitely find a proof for a given expression.

These results are not lost by inclusion of the heuristics we will now

discuss. However, we will not offer proofs, here, of this last statement.

Definition 13, which specifies what is meant syntactically by an

"initial pattern," suggests only one of several possible methods for

choosing the first line of a derivation. We could have defined a much more

inclusive choice method. For example, we could compute all the possible

combinations of substituting variables in the axiom by each term in the goal

expression. With this method, if the goal is (((-(A + B)) + B) = (-A))

and the axiom is AI: ((A + (-A)) = 0), then possible initial patterns

include AI[o-] where 0-= (A,(-(A+B))), 0-= (A,(A+B), 0-= (A,A),

0- = (A,B), or 0- = (A, (-A). Note that we only consider terms appearing

in the goal since introducing new terms is in general unnecessary for solving

elementary derivation problems. Such a method for choosing initial patterns

would greatly increase the number of solution paths to search and, therefore,

the amount of time the theorem-prover needs.

The actual computer-tutor is, as mentioned earlier, expected to operate

within reasonable time constraints (reflecting the amount of t~e a student
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should be expected tb wait for the tutor to respond). Consequently, rather

than providing a more inclusive choice method, we implemented one which cuts

down the number of possible initial patterns to be tried by the theorem~

prover. We call this method the FEATURE TEST; it is an adaptation of the

Logic Theorist's similarity test.

The basis of the FEATURE TEST is to examine general properties of

formulas to compare them for similarities in mathematical content as well

as syntactic form. For example, in addition problems, the use of binary

subtraction is mathematically the saine as adding a negative number. (For

this reason, the theorem-prover liberally replaces binary minup by "+-"

whenever the program experiences difficulty finding a solution.) If an

initial pattern is chosen by the FEATURE TEST, then the student can be

told what similarities spawned the choice, and, furth~rmore, the student

can be taught to search for and recognize these similarities.

To describe the FEATURE TEST algorithm, we need to introduce some

further vocabulary. A feature, is a primitive element of the theorem-

proving system. For example, we could, in the addition problems, let ~

be the identity element, and F2 the minus sign. In the set S, we store

the items we want the FEATURE TEST to consider. S always includes (1)

TV, the total number of variable places in the right-hand and the left-hand

sides of the expression; (2) DV, the total number of distinct variables

on each side of the expreSSion; apd (3) all Fi ; We 'will suppOse that S

contains k elements.

DATA is the set of initial patterns relative to G, the problem

expression, as defined by Definition 13, Section 5. These patterns are chosen

with respect to AX, where AX is the set of all axioms ",nd theorems already
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in the student's command language (i.e., already learned by the student),

less any which the curriculum-writer has specified may pot be used by the

student in the present problem. In this manner, the tutor does not suggest

using axioms or theorems not known to, or usable by, the student. The algo-

rithm is then as follows.

With each element of DA~, associate a set of attribute-value pairs.

The attributes are elements of

by the following procedure.

S·, the value of each attribute is computed

Step 1. Set ~BLE ~ DATA U (GOAL}.

Step 2. If ~BLE is empty, then terminate; otherwise, set

N ~ first name on TABLE.

Step 3. Set j ~ 1.

Step 4. If j > k, then set ~BLE ~ TABLE - (N}; go to Step 2.

Step 5. Compute the value of the feature Sj for the left-hand and

then the right-hand sides of each pattern in DATA. The value is simply

the numerical count of the number of occurrences of on either side of

the expression referred to by a name in DATA.

Sj

Store this pair of values

(Vl,Vr ) as the value for the attribute Sj associated with the pattern

in DA~.

Step 6. Set j ~ j + 1. Go to Step 4.

The names placed in the set INITIAL, according to the steps given

below, will be the choices for initial patterns to be used in the REDUCE

proof method. We let SET be a set of attribute-value pairs, (Sj,Lj ),

where L. is the list of each element of DA~ such that the valUe paired
J

with S. for that pattern is the same as the value paired with S. for
J J

the GOAL. Let m be the number of elements in DATA.
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Step 1. Set j ~ 1.

Step 2. If j > k, then terminate; otherwise, set Lj ~~,

set i ~ L

Step ,. If i > m, then pair with the attribute in SET;

set j ~ j + 1; go to Step 2.

Step 4. If both values Vl
and V

r
of the attribute for the

ith pattern in DATA are equal to the values of the attribute Sj for

GOAL, then set Lj ~ Lj U {ith element of DATA} •

Step 5. Set i ~ i + 1; go to Step ,.

SET now associates with each attribute Sj a set of patterns whose

value for that feature is identical with that of the goal. These sets are

now combined in such a manner as to leave the best choice, that is, the one

with the most features identical with the goal, as the first element of the

ordered set INITIAL. The task is a simple one. For each combination of

i Sj'S, form the intersection of Lj's, whe;re i ~ k,k-l, ... 0,2 .. Thus,

form k + k k intersections in all. As each intersection\k k-l + ... + , 2,
is computed, form its union with the preceding set, while preserving the

order in which the new items are added to the set. Since the FEATURE TEST

is an attempt to avoid a breadth-first search (albeit an ordered one), we

say that each pattern in INITIAL must have at least two features in common

with the goaL

To compute INITIAL for the GOAL ~ ((°+ B) ~ B), where

AX ~ {CA,Z,AS,N,AI} and S ~ [TV,DV,O,-}, we first compute the values

Vl/Vr for each possible initial pattern for GOAL and for the GOAL

itself.
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'£V DV 0

1. CA[er], er = (A,O)(B,B) 2/2 2/2 1/1 0/0

2. Z[er'] , er' = (A,B) 2/1 2/1 1/0 0/0

GOAL 2/1 2/1 1/0 0/0

Then SET = [(TV,(1»(DV,(1»(0,(1»(-,(1,2»}. The result is clearly

INITlAL = [Z[er']}. The proof is quickly obtained as

G

Other theorem-proving heuristics include the COMMUTE-EQUALS rule in

which we try to use Method 1, REDUCE, on the commuted form of the goal

before trying the other methods (this eliminates Step 5 of the proving

algorithm). Any subgoal tried but not solved during the attempt to sOlve

the original goal is not repeated. ADD-ZERO, adding a zero to one side

of the goal, attempts to compensate for information possibly lost by the

FEATURE TEST because of the lack of an identity element in the goal.

REDUCE is retried with the new goal. If it succeeds, the zero axiom is

used to eliminate the additional zero. MACROS, foUQwing Slagle's standard

transformation approach in his calculus program, attempts to recognize

standard forms of goals. It makes use of common sequences of inference

fules to eliminate terms from one side of the goal and to regroup parentheses.
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Method 1, ~nclud~ng the heur~st~cs, ~s called MATCH ~n subsequent

chapters. In step 1 of the proof method, we see ~f the goal, or ~ts com

muted form, ~s already ~n the part~al proof (lNPROOFALREADY). Step 2

checks to see ~f the goal is a substitution instance of an axiom or theorem,

while step 3 is the modified REDUCE procedure that uses the FE&TURE TEST

for choosing init~al patterns. Steps 4-6 incorporate the three heuristics

mentioned above.

Having examined the mathematical idealization of the theorem-prover

and having discussed modif~cations of that ideal~zation in terms of heuristic

strategies for decreasing the computation time of the computer realization

of the prover, we now turn to the prover's application as a tool for response

analysis ~n a CAl system.





CHAPTER V

THE THEOREM-PROVER AS PROOF-ANALYZER

In the preceding chapter, a system of inference rules and an algorithm

for carrying out those rules, a theorem-prover, were specified. The objec

tive of this chapter is to show how that theorem-prover can be altered so

that it can assume the role of a proof-analyzer, that is, so that the theorem

prover's attempt to construct a proof will take into account work already done

by the student towards finding a solution to the problem. Three essential

changes must be made to the computer realization of the theorem-prover so

that (a) more than one complete proof may be constructed, providing the

computer-tutor a choice of proofs to discuss with the student; and (b)

proof steps already given by the student will be referenced whenever they

are useful in generating a complete proof. The three changes effectively

assure that

1. the theorem-prover will not halt after finding one proof, but will

continue its search;

2. whenever the theorem-prover decides to construct a subsidiary

derivation, it will check to see if the student has already accomplished

the task; and

3. if no proofs can be found by the theorem-prover, it will see if

it can find a solution by reducing the difference between the problem

expression and the last line generated by the student.

122
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Change (1) is explored in detail in Section 1. Change (3) is simply ac

complished by calling on Method~, REDUCE (~), where ~ is the student's par

tial proof. The initial pattern ~s forced to be the student's last line and

the problem expression is the goal, Change (2) requires preferred use of the

REP inference rule over other means of obtaining a given expression. Redundant

~ines in the student's work create a problematic choice for the theorem-prover:

which of the identical lines should be referenced? This is reso~ved by always

choosing the line that was generated last. The idea is to try to capture the

strategy on which the student was working just before requesting help.

Chapter IV demonstrated that the theorem-prover is able to discover

proofs for expressions in the theory of Abelian groups and that these proofs

resemble those which the students might be expected to discover. Sample

proofs for each of twenty-one theorems on addition are shown in AppendiK II.

The theorems were taken from the curriculum of the Stanford logic-algebra

program; Appendix II was reproduced from computer output generated by the

theorem-prover. In this chapter, "theorem-prover" will denote the computer

realization of the idealized prover described in Chapter IV with the heuristics

of Section 7, Chapter IV.

The description of the instructional system on which the students

work their problems is left to the next chapter. However, the question

arises here as to how the theorem-prover communicates with that instruc

tional system. It is sufficient to answer that (a) the instructional

system and the theorem-prover share common storage area for saving proof

lines, so the prover has immediate access to the student's work; and

(b) both programs rely on similar pattern-manipulation rules. The

theorem-prover produces information about possible completions of the

student's partial proofs; this information is given to the computer-tutor
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in a manner described later in this chapter. Using a simple example,

( (OtB)=B)"Section 2 examines how::we'Jk Uhe"l'l-nalyzen adapts ,'tcD'ai:f!ferent

information about the, student's responses as the res"oilses differ.

In the final sections of this chapter, the proof-analyzer is viewed

from a user's standpoint. A case study of the interaction between a

seventh grader, Lisa, and the computer-tutor was carried out in order

to test the proof-analyzer on a fairly representative sample of problems

taken from the Stanford curriculum. In terms of this study and the prob

lems analyzed, it is possible ,to discuss the tutorial dialogues and to

demonstrate the adaptive nature of the tutoring. To further illustrate

the analysis process, partial solutions were then typed out, rather than

the hints shown in the dialogue. Section 3 couples the sample dialogue

and the set of completed solutions with annotations about individuaJ,

derivation problems in order to highlight the computer's tutorial

capabilities.

The ability to generate relevant dialogue aimed at helping a student

complete a derivation depends on the information (the set of completed

solutions) that the theorem-prover, acting as a proof-analyzer, can

secure. Armed with this information, a dialogue routine can generate

hints or advice directly from the theorem-prover's suggestions. This

routine can further examine the student's work to see if, axioms or theorems

suggested by the theorem-prover have already been requested, but with dif

ferent substitution sequences. It can compare the lines of the student's

proof for redundancy, ensure that the theorem-prover itself has not dupli

cated work already done by the student, and so on.

If the theorem-prover does not find one or more solutions, the

dialogue routine can draw on two theorem-prover heuristics in order to
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generate a hint as to the next line of the proof: (a) call on the FEATURE

TEST for a feasible way to start a sOlution; or (b), using the broader defi

nition of initial pattern (as given in Section 7, Chapter lV), find an in

stance of an axiom Or theorem, 1, not found by (a).

As an example take the expression used in Chapter lV as a counterexample

to prove the incompleteness of the set of inference rules which make up the

theorem-prover: (((-(A+B))+B)~(-A)). As shOwn in the proof of incomplete

ness (Theorems 6 and 7), the possible initial patterns are ~[~] and Z[~'],

where ~ and Z are axioms, ~ ~ (A,(-(A+B)))(B,B), and ~'~ (A,(-A).

The FEATURE TEST rules out all the axioms. By explaining Definition 1,

Chapter lV, to the student, the program can suggest that the student begin

his proof with either ~[~] or Z[~']. Although difficult to construct,

there is, in fact, a valid proof which begins with Z[cr']. Using heuristic

(b), the tutor can also find Al[~"], ~"~ (A, (A+B), as an initial pattern.

Again a proof can be constructed from this pattern. In this case, the tutor's

ability to generate hints ends with the initial suggestions. In most cases,

one of the above heuristics will indicate an initial statement to try. Good

examples of a student's reaction to such hints appear as problems numbered 6

and 11 in the sample dialogue (Figure 12), and in the annotation to Figure 13.

Two possibilities now exist for further helping a student working on the

above problem, (((-(A+B))+B)~(-A)), depending on the given situation. One,

the student may have requested help without typing any commands. The tutor

Can resort to discussing a stored proof. This is not a contradiction to the

philosophy on which the proof-analyzer was based. It is just a practical

device, used even for problems which the theorem-prover can solve. If the

student did no ,work, the tutor need not expend t:ime generating all possible
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solutions. The solutions can be generated in advance of student interaction

with the instructional system, and stored for later reference.

Second, the student might have constructed a partial proof which serves

as a hint to the theorem-prover because the theorem-prover can try to reduce

the difference between the student's last line and the problem expression.

(In subsequent figures we call this heuristic DIFFERENCE test.) Suppose

the student typed:

AI A+(-A)~O

A: :MB (1)

The theorem-prover will use the add equals rule, AE (based on a heuristic

peculiar to addition problems), to add (-A) to both sides of the identity.

The program can then easily solve the problem. Thus the tutor would be able

to help the student complete the partial solution.

The examples in the case study suggest adaptation to the student's work

that goes beyond the level of (relevant) hints or advice. The computer-tutor

can offer hints regarding which substitution sequences to use, which expres

sions to generate by subsidiary derivation in order to replace a term in one

of the lines, and which rules to apply to which lines of the derivation. It

can also explain how the substitutions and subgoals were determined. The

tutor can suggest other solution approaches if others were discovered which,

based on some criteria discussed later, seem worthwhile to point out to the

student. In. general, the tutor is able to provide useful suggestions derived

from the theorem-prover's own strategies, rather than having to pass out

answers or having to guide the student, step by step, to a particular solution

determined by the analysis process. In the concluding section of this chapter,

the behavior of the proof-analyzer is compared with that of human tutors to
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determine how well this use of theorem"proving techniques works in providing

information for a tutorial dialogue.

1 . .Finding One or More Solutions

The goal-subgoal search described in Chapters III and IV is commonly

represented as a goal tree (Slagle, 1963). For the theorem-prover, the

analogy is carried out by labeling the root of the tree as the problem

expression, each descendent node as a subgoal, and a directed branch ex-

tending from subgoal A to subgoal B as a search method in which B might

be useful in solving A. Each node "sprouts" new branches, that is, tries

new methods, until one of the methods succeeds in finding a solution to

the subgoal at that node.

As soon as a solution is found, the (method-) branch can be "pruned."

For example, observe Figure 4, a tree representation of Definition 18,

HEPIACEO (~,G), of Chapter IV. To solve the goal at node 1, form subgoal

1 at node 2. The subgoal is solved by the method represented by the branch

from node 2 to node 7, henceforth denoted as (2-7). Suppose that the solu"

tion of this subgoal provides a solution for the goal at the next higher

level of the tree (in this case, node 1). This is true only if the re

placement inference rule (HE) forms a pattern P from the subgoal and

some initial statement relative to the goal, such that P is identical

to the goal. If a solution for the goal is obtained, then the subgoal

node and its connecting branch can be "pruned" from the goal tree. So,

in Figure 4(c), node 7 and branch (2-7) are removed; then node 2 and branch
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goal

2 subgool I established

CA)

2 subgoal I succeeds
: branch (2-7) is pruned,

60
( B)

~ goal succeeds
:,

~
(C)

Fig. ~.--A goal tree.

(The dotted lines indicate that a branch has been pruned.)
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(1-2) a~e p~uned as well. Since the~e a~e no mo~e subgoals to solve, the

p~ocess halts and the o~iginal goal is solved. If P is not identical to

the goal, anothe~ subgoal can be sp~outed and the sea~ch continues. This

analogy to trees is carried out in more detail in Nilsson (1971) and

Slagle (1971).

Figure 5 is the goal tree for the theorem-prover. Methods and heu

ristics described in Section 7, Chapter J.V,are shown as submethods of a

branch called MATCH. Each level of branches mirrors the program's recursive

behavior. This simple goal tree is also ~nown as a disjunctive goal tree

because the solution to the goal depends on the successful solution of only

one of the methods. If success is attained for one method, indicated in

Figu~e 5 by the heaVy black line, subse~uent methods can be ignored. Fo~

the SAINT program, Slagle (1963) developed the conjunctive-disjunctive

(AND-OR) goal tree. At each node, it is necessary to specify whether the

solution depends on the success of all of two or more branches (AND), one

of two or more branches (OR), or some combination of the branches.

1.1 The COLLECTOR

So far, the theorem-prover has been described as a purely disjunc-

tive goal tree •. Suppose instead of pruning the ·tree whenever this happened,

the program merely "plucked the fruit" of the branch and continued its

search, acting as though that method had not succeeded. Suppose also that

another branch is added, to be sp~outed last by every subgoal node. Call this

last branch the "OLLECTOR. The COLLECTOR examines all the fruit which was
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REDUCE

INPROOFALREADY-------/

SUBSTITUTION-7"~J

Fig, 5,--The goal tree for the tutor's theorem-prover, The numbers
and primes indicate search methods and levels of recursion, respectively,
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gathered, if any, and chooses the best one (according to criteria detailed

below). The COLLECTOR's decision becomes the solution for the subgoal. In

Figure 5, the darl<.ened boxes represent the COLLECTOR. If sUbgoal 1 at node 1

could be solved by both methods (1-8) and (1-9), then it ~s up to the COL-

LECTOR to choose, fr.om the two solutions, the one solution which will be

given to method (0-1). This is essentially how the theorem-prover is able

to delay termination and continue searching for more solutions.

The COLLECTOR's purpose is to examine the so-called "basket of

fruit" and choose the best solution. The original criterion used for

"best 11 was:

1. choose the solution which references the greatest number of

student line:sjc

2. if there are two or more solutions from 1, then choose the one

which has the least number of steps; and

3•. if, after 2, there is still more than one possible solution,

choose any one of them.

This criterion was adjusted once and undoubtedly must be done so

again as experience using the proof-analyzer indicates better decision

methods. The first change was made as a result of the theorem-prover·' s

response to the following situation: the theorem-prover was asked to sug-

gest ways to complete the ten-line, partial derivation shown below.

DERIVE (C-rE)+B ~ C+(E+>(4+2))

P (1) B ~ 4+2

AE
:: C+E ( 2) B+( C+E) ~ (4+2)+(C+E)

lCEl ( 3) 4+2 ~ B

2.3REl (4) B+( C+E) ~ B+(C+E)
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(5) (C+E)+B = C+(E+B)

(6 ) B+( C+E) = C+(E+B)

(7) B+(C+E) C+(E+B)

(8) B+(C+E) = C+(B+E)

(9) B+(C+E) = c+( (4+2)+E)

(10) B+(C+E) = C+(E+ (4+2))

7CA4

8.1RE2

AS (A+B)+C = A+(B+C)
A:: C
B: :E
C: :B

5CA2

4.6RE2

HELP

At this point, the theorem-prover took over and suggested two ways

to complete the derivation. The first way will be discussed again in

Section 3. That is,

5·1RE2 (11) (C+E)+B = c+(E+(4+2)) •

The second way indicated how to complete the proof already started:

7CEl (11) C+(E+B) = B+(C+E)

5·11REl (12) (C+E)+B = B+( C+E)

12CEl (13) B+(C+E) = (C+E)+B

10.13REl (14) (C+E)+B = c+(E+(4+2))

This second solution is wasteful in terms of the number of lines because

line 13 is an instance of the CA axiom. The proof could be

CA A+B = B+A
A: :B
B: :C+E (11) B+(C+E) = (C+E)+B

10.11REl (12) (C+E)+B c+(E+(4+2))

The COLLECTOR had the choice, in fact, between the instance of CA and

the above three lines (11-13), and chose the latter because it maximized

the use of the student lines. The decision procedure was consequently

augmented by the following:
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4. The choice of (1) through (3) above is acceptable only if there

is no solution which is a one-line solution--either an instance of an

axiom, a line of the proof, or an aPI'lication of the commute e'luals (eE)

rule to a line already in the proof.

Note that there is no COLLECTOR at the top level. The final basket

of solutions, S, represents solutions found by the different subroutines

of MATCH. More solutions are added to S from the other procedures of

the theorem-prover: CONDITIONAL PROOF, DETACHMENT, and SUBSET TEST.

When the theorem-prover halts, the solutions in S capture several

strategies for solving the same problem.

;1.. 2 An Example

In Figure 3, the formula O+B=B was used as an illustration of

how the theorem-prover constructs a proof, The same problem is now

offered to illustrate how several proofs for the formula are discovered

by the modified theorem-prover. Suppose the student has already typed

one line. The proof, at the time the student re'luests help, looks like:

PROVE O+B=B

CA A+B=B+!'>
A: :0
B::B (1) O+B = B+O

~

HELP

There are actually several ways to construct a proof for this prob-

lem. As shown in Chapter IV, the theorem-prover finds a three-line proof

which does not use line 1 above. The modified theorem-prover finds other

possible solutions, two of which do use line 1.
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An attempt is made here to trace the path followed by the search methods.

The full goal tree generated is the one shown in Figure 5; it is built in the

six stages illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. The legend for these figures is

given in Table 1.

Since each of CONDITIONAL PROOF, DETACHMENT, and SUBSET TEST fail, and

REDUCTION is not used because other solutions were obtainable which reference

the last line, only the MATCH procedure is traced. The top goal is the prob-

lem statement: ((O+B) = B). INPROOFALREADY and SUBSTITUTION both fail.

The result of a FEATURE TEST is a list containing only the axiom name Z.

The difference set for the instance of Z and the goal is [1,2}. The first

subgoal is therefore ((B+O) = (O+B)). In Figure 5, (A) and (B), subtrees

generated in trying to solve the subgoal are shown. Subgoal 1 is solved two

ways:

1. 6(A) by SUBSTITUTION: it is an instance of the CA axiom; and

2. 6(B) by commuting the identity, CE, and solving the second

subgoal: ((o+B) = (B+O)).

Subgoal 2 is solved in two ways:

1. by INPROOFALREADY, because it is line 1, the line typed by the

student; and

2. by SUBSTITUTION: it is an instance of the CA axiom.

The COLLECTOR chooses solution (1) for subgoal 2 because it is clearly the

shortest solution using the greatest number of student lines. The solution

6(B) is then to commute line 1, i.e., lCEl.

In Figure 6(c), the COLLECTOR must choose between solutions 6(A) and

6(B). The choice is the same as before, (lCEl), and is the solution selected

for subgoal 1.
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TABLE 1

LEGEND FOR FIGURES 6 AND 7

Symbol Meaning

S

F

NA

C(list)

1

2

3

4

5

6

Method succeeded

Method failed

Method not applicable

The COLLECTOR I s choice is (list)

INPROOFALREADY check

SUBSTITUTION check

REDUCE ll1ethod

COMMQTEEQUALS heuristic

ADD-ZERO heuristic

I
MACROS t~ansfo~mations

---'--.----



PROVE; 0 +8 = 8

HELP

/
MATCH routine

INITIAL = (Z}
PATTERN:
(8=(8+01)

C
( LINE II

Subgool I
« B+OI=( 0+ B II

f-'

~

C
( ICE I )

ICEI

CA [<A,B>< B,O>]CA [< A,B >< B,O>J

[Line I]
~

S

CA [<A,O><B,B>]

(A) (8) (e)

Fig, 6.--Finding solutions for O+B~Bo



HELP

/-
MATCH

HELP

/
MATCH

HELP

/-"
MATCH

f-'
\>l
--J

C
(Z [<A,B>]

1.2 REI!
Subgool 2
((0 +B)' (B+O II
proven before with
line I os the solution.
IZ [<A,B>]
1.2REI!

C
( ICEI

Z[<A,B>]
2.3REI)

I..-GOALHO+B)=B) .. I ..

From subgool I
(( 6+0) =(0+6))
proven as before:
I ICEI )

(A) (B) (e)

Figo 7o--Finding solutions for O+B=B: Bontinued searcho
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In Figure 7 (A), then, the instance of the Z axiom, ((mO)=, E),

can be transformed by replacing (B + 0) by (0 + B).

successful solution of the top goal.

The result is a

The search for more solutions now continues. In Figure 7, (B) and

(C), two more solutions are obtained. One is merely a permutation of the

first. The other is solved by adding zero to the right-hand side of the

goal; then the ADD-ZERO heuristic ·f.ormsc.a>E\ubgoa,t equilili t6 'tine l'.';The heu-

ristid assumes an initial application of the Z axiom, so the solution

is:

Z A+O=A
A: :B (1) B+O B

l.2REl (2) O+B = B

The COLLECTOR considers this the best solution. Because the search is

over, this is also the solution which would be suggested to the student.

Note that there is no actual COLLECTOR at this point (the top level of

~TCH), so that all the proofs discovered are made available to the

dialogue routine.

The following sections examine the kinds of things the computer-

tutor would like to say to help the student complete his work. It will

be ~portant to keep in mind the main purpose of the instructional system,

i.e., to teach the notion of mathematical proof. Although it may be pos-

sible to manipulate the lines of a partial proof in order to come up with

a solution which completes the proof, the sequence of commands may not

constitute an elegant proof. A simple example came up in the case study

to be presented in Section 3. The student had just proven the first

theorem: O+A = A, the problem examined in detail in this section. For

the next problem, the student completed the following proof.



DERIVE O+(A+B) '" A+B

l39

Z A+O"'A
A: :A+B (l) (A+B)+O '" A+B

CA A+B"'BtA
A::A+B
B::O (2) (A+B)+O '" O+(A+B)

l,2REl (3) 0+ (A+B) '" A+B

CORRECT, ••

The student then asked (orally) "is there a shorter way to do this?"

The (human) tutor's response, based on the solutions known to the dialogue

routine, was "yes, do you know what it is?" The qtudent: "oh, yes ...

theorem l." The theorem-prover Can find all of the solutions given for

Oi-B"'B, with B replaced by A+B. This includes the one constructed

by the student. But the student, and the theorem-PrOver, went to the

trouble of reproving a theorem. The theorem-prover, by SUBSTITUTION,

also knows that a one-line instantiation of the theorem constitutes a

uSe.d", h.e: might remember to use it in the next appropriate problem.

The student in the case study did.

2, Completing Partial Solutions

The theorem-prover terminates with a set of possible solutions

to a problem. As demonstrated in Section l, some of these solutions may

include lines generated from commands typed by the student. A list of

these lines and the total number of references to them are stored with

the solution. Furthermore, each solution represents a different approach

to constructing a derivation for the problem, approaches presented as the

theorem-prover's set of strategies. Sometimes the solutions are identical,
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which fackperhapsl'.c·buld .be usedcto'l1e·inforce :.thetutoi'! kwUlingnes6:: to dis

cuss that solution. In searching for these solutions, the theorem-prover

is careful not to use an axiom, theorem, or rule of inference which the

student has not learned or was asked not to use. The theorem-prover is

thereby certain to suggest only rules which the student is expected to

know and use. In completing partial proofs, the theorem-prover flags

some of the lines it generates with number codes and expressions. These

flags are used to tell the dialogue routine which strategy (program pro

cedure) was used in obtaining that line.

Two questions must be answered in this section. First, what partial

proofs will the theorem-prover be able to successfully complete? Second,

how well does the theorem-prover adapt; that is, does the theorem-prover

modify the information it provides for a given problem when the information

it receives, the partial solutions to that problem, differ?

To answer the first question, the preferred analysis method is to

have the theorem·prover attempt to discover solutions on its own, refer

encing lines of the stUdent's partial proof as often as possible. If the

student has given any number of lines which can actually be used in con

structing a complete proof, it is likely that the analyzer will incorporate

those lines into its proofs. This is, of course, a conjecture, but one

made with confidence from having tested the program on problems such as

those shown in Section 3. Certainly the theorem-prover's ability to

solve the problem does not decrease with the increased amount of infor

mation '(given. ·:Hlies');. a fact not true of all human tutors. In some

cases, the theorem-prover's ability even increases; it can complete

partial solutions it would otherwise be unable to produce. This occurs

when the student introduces into the proof instances of axioms or theorems

which the FEATURE TEST rules out.
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The theorem-prover also tries to reduce the difference between the

student's last line and the problem expression (essentially using the

REDUCE method). Its purpose in doing this is to try to continue where

the student left off, regardless of what path he used to obtain the last

line,

If the curriculum is confined to expressions in which the mapping

f of Lemma 7 (Chapter IV) can be constructed, then a definite statement

can be made about the theorem-prover's ability to complete partial proofs.

This is because the theorem-prover is known to be complete for this class

of expressions (Theorems 2 and 5). It is also clear that if we want to

construct a proof for G € ~" the student has completed a partial proof

whose last line is H, and there exists an isomorphism f between the

leaves of S(G,l) and the leaves of S(H,l), then the REDUCE method can

complete the proof. (The reader can convince himself that this is so by

drawing the diagram:

S(G,l) ~~;o) S(G,n)

f j, j,g

S(H,l) 1-1 ) S(H,m)onto

(Lemma 7)

(Lemma 7)

The map g is clearly one-one, onto because isomorphism is an equivalence

relation. So,. by Theorem 5, subgoalp (S(G,l)~S(H,l)) and (S(G,n)~S(H,m))

are provable.)

That teachers commonly do just as this reduction procedure suggests

(i.e., start with the student's last line and try to reduce it to the problem

expression) is a clear conclusion from the small study conducted with human

tutors (presented in Section 4). It is interesting to note that the main

reason the human tutors gave for choosing this method was the
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desire to avoid discouraging the students, to avoid making them feel that

their work cannot be used in a successful proof. By using the student's

work, continuing to manipulate the lines they generaced, teachers rein

force the student's confidence and willingness to try other problems.

For expressions in an arbitrary commutative groupoid, this method can

always be used if the last line meets the above description. That is,

if the student has constructed a partial solution such that the number

of occurrences of individual variables occurring in the last line of the

proof is the same as in the problem expression, then the tutor can show

the student how to permute and regroup these variables. The last line

of the student's partial proof is a good choice, because it was the last

thing the student did and therefore an easy line for the student to work

on without becoming confused by lines appearing later in the proof.

In answer to the second question, how well does the theorem-prover

adapt, two examples are given. The first reexamines the sample problem

introduced in Section 1. Even this simple example shows the great variety

of information that the theorem-prover can give the dialogue routine. The

second is a comparison between using the stored hints approach for helping

the student and using the theorem-prover. Section 3 contains more partial

proofs and the various ways the theorem-prover is able to complete them.

2.1 Information about O+B=B

Figure 8, (A) through (E), are solutions for O+B=B. The actual

internal representation of the data-base for 8(A) is shown as the value

of the identifier STOREDPROOFS. (Note that 'GRINDEF' is a LISP printing
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E»
</+ 0 B»»»
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(= B (/+ 0 E»
Cl4 (;0 V+ B 0) (/+ 0

(\ 50 (0: </+ B .0)

NIP
(PROOF (3«1 2)

(2 «Nip
(I «II'IL)

(= (/+
(STDTllNES)
(#SL • 0)

(CHANGES)
(FLAGS (\

. ( 12

( ( I ~TDF.X • 4)

(DEFPROP STOREDPROOFS
(NIL (ClNDEX .3). (STDTLlNES)

(#SL • 0)
(CHAII'Cjl:S)
(FLAGS (I

04 (= (/+ Q B)(/+ B 0»
<i 52 (= (/"'0 B) (/+ B 0»»)

(HE) (\» (0: (/+ 0 B) B»
(1) «8 • %A%») (0: (/+ B 0)
(tA) «B • %8%) (0 • %A%»)
OE) C/+ 13 0»»)

NIP
(PROOF (4 «3) (CE) (1» (= </+ 0 E) B»

(3 «I 2) (f~E' 0» (= B </+ 0 B»)
(2 «II'I!..> (7.)«B • %A%») (= </+ B 0) B»
o «NIt.) (CA) «Q • %B%) (B • %A%>))

(= (/+ B 0' (/t 0 B»»)

« INDEX. 3) (STDTLlII'ES)
(#SL • 0)

(CHANGES (GOOI6. B»
(FLAGS

(2
«(~ </+ GOOl6 0) (/+ 0 E).• 2)

(14 (= (/+ GOO\6 0) (/+ 0 E» (I»»

NIP
(PROOF' (3 «I 2) (R~2) CI» (= </+ 0 B) B»

(2 «NIL> (CA> «B • %A% )(0 • %B%»)
(= (/+ B 0) (/+ 0 B»)

(J «NIL> (2',) '(.(GOOI6 • %A%»)
(= (/+ GOOI60) GOOI6»·»)

VALUE)
.N IL

# *
A

Fig. 8,--Solutions for O+B~B: A1'fupt;ing to new j.nformation,
In 8(A), the internal representation for solutions found in 8(B) is

shown, indicating the flags which ·tell the tutor how the proofs were dis
covered, In 8(B) through 8(F), the student typed zero, one, or more proof
lines before asking for help, By typing the command HELP, he calls on the
tutor for a hint. Here, instead of a hint, the tutor typed the solutions
generated by the theorem-prover,
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DERIVE (0 + B) = B

DERIVE (0 + B)= B
I *HELPS

Ul:S A + 0 • A
AIl*BS (I) (B + O)=B

CA A + B • B + A
BIIB r*HELPS
AIIO (I) ( O. + B)·(B + 0)
l: A + 0 • A
AIIB (2) (B + 0)· B CA A + B • B + A
1.2REI (3) (0 + B). B BIIB

AltO (2) (0 + B)·(B + 0)
2.1 RE I (3) (0 + B). B

CA A + B = B + A
BIIO
AIIB (I) (B + 0)=(0 + B) CA A + B .. B + A
l: A + 0 • A BIIO
AIIB (2) (B + 0)" B AltB (2) (B + 0)=(0 + B)
1.2REI (3) B =(0 + B) 2.1 REI (3) B =(0 + B)
3CEI (4) (0 + B). B 3CEl (4 ) (0 + B). B

l: A + 0 = A l: A + 0 = A
AIIB (I) (B • 0). B AIIB (2) (B + 0). B
CA A + B • B + A CA A + B • B • A
AIIB AIIB
BIIO (2) (B + 0)=(0 + B) BIIO (3) (B + 0)·(0 • B)
I .2RE I (3) (0 + B)· B 2.3REI (4 ) (0 • B'= B

B D



DERII/E (0 + B)· B

''''CAS A + B • B + A
A,,"'BS
BI''''OS (1) (B + 0)=(0 + B)

''''AlS A +(- A)= 0
AII"'BS (2) B + (- B)= 0

,"'CEIS (3) 0 = B + (- B)

''''ItELPS

3AE
AIIB (4) (0 + B)=(B + -B) + B)
AS (A + B)+. C = A +(B + C)
AIIB
BII- B
CIIB . (5) «B + - B) + B)=(B +(- ~ + B»
CA A + B = B + A
AII- B
BIIB (6 ) (- B + B)=(B + - B)
S.6REl (7) «B + - B) + B)=(B +(B + - B»
Al A +(- A)= 0
AUB (8) (B + - B)= 0
7.8RE2 (9) «B + - B) + B)=(B + 0)
Z A+ 9 = A
AIIB <10 (B + 0)· B
9.10REl <11 «B + - B) + B)= B
4.11REl <12 (0 + B)= B

Z A + 0 • A
AUB (4) (B + 0)= B
1.4REl (5) (0 + B)= B

ICEI (4) (B + 0)=(0 + B)
Z A + 0 • A
A'IB (5) (B + 0)= B
4.SHEI (6) S =(0 + S)
6CEI (7) (0 + B) .. B

Z A + 0 = A
AUB (4) (B +0)= B
lCEl (5) (B + 0)=(0 + B)

F

Fig,. 8, continued.
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function.) The proofs are shown in their usual format, one identical

to that available to the students using the instructional system (Chapter

VI). To obtain these examples, some lines of a proof were typed in, fol-

lowed by the HELP command. The dialogue routine then printed the stored

proofs. Comments on these figures follow.

Figure 8, (A) and (B): The student typed no lines before typing

the HELP command. These are the proofs shown in Section 1. The flags

indicate that solutions were found by (a) setting up an immediate subgoal

(flag 14) where the temporary variables in line 1 resulted from the

~TURE TEST's choice of the Z axiom; (b) commuting the goal (flag 12)

and then adding zero to the left-hand side (flag 50); and (c) adding zero

to the right-hand side of the goal (flag 52). Note that, in terms of

the practicality of using a theorem-prover, it is a waste of time to

regenerate proofs when the student has not tried something. In such

cases, it is probably sufficient to store a hint or a proof.

Figure 8(C): Student typed

CA A+B~B+A

A: :0
B::B (1) O+B ~ B+O

HELP

The proofs resemble those in Figure 8(A) except for the references to line 1.

Figure 8(D): Student typed

Z A+O~A

A: :B

HEIP

Again, the proofs are similar. The slip-up in recognizing line 1 in the

third example is due to temporary variables that are not replaced until

line 4.
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Figure 8(E): Student typed

CA A+B=B+A
A::B
B: :0 (l) B+O=o+B

Z A+O=A
A:: B (2) B+O=B

BELP

Note how the theorem-prover reacts to the extra information .offered,

effecting a reduction in the work it had to. do.

Figure 8(F): Student typed

CA A+B=B+A
A: :0
B::B (l) O+B=B+O

AI A+( -A)=O
A::] (2) B+(-B)=O

GEl (3) O=B+( -B)

BELP

This is an especially interesting proof because the student started to

give a proof which has already been seen, but then the student apparently

changed his approach. The last two lines deviate from the lines the

theorem-prover generates on its own (as in Figure 8(B)). As expected,

the theorem-prover catches the first line to suggest the three proofs

already given. USing the AI axiom is also a plausible approach, and is

completed by the theorem prover. In a sense, then, the theorem-prover

was able to find out that the student attempted two different strategies.

The dialogue routine can point out the usefulness of both approaches and

then proceed to give hints to complete one of them. The choice would

probably fall to the first set of SOlutions, since they are the more

common and the shorter.
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2.2 Comparison of the Theorem.frover/Proof-Analyzer
with the Stored-Hint Approach

Over the school year 1970-1971J the problems experienced by students

and proctors taking the Stanford logic-algebra course were monitored.
l

From complaints and calls for helpJ it was obvious that the stored-hint

approach to helping the students did not provide sufficient assistance.

Several problems, despite hints amounting to direct answers, could not

be done by a large number of the students. Moreover, many problems did

not have hints at all. If the proctor at the school could not solve the

problem, then the students were stuck. Some means to provide additional

help was clearly necessary.

The fact that hiqts did not exist or were not understandable could

be corrected by the curriculum Writer. But even improved stored hints

cannot overcome the possibility that the hints will tell the students

to do something they have already done, or to start something new when

their own work could be completed successfully. The curriculum writer

has to come up with hints to help the students complete any possible

solution; but he can just provide hints for only one possible solution.

The hints in the logic-algebra program have been described as "irrelevant,"

"misleading," "not informative," or "too informative." Hints are too in-

formative if they tell the student exactly what to do. The student has

no chance to figure out the problem himself. Students learn by doing

things themselves. They learn how to solve problems by figuring out

how to solve them, not by following the precise dictates of the teacher,

whether human or computerized. A tutor might first offer some reminder

lSince I was responsible for the operation of the logic-algebra
program, calls for help, complaints, and requests for special assistance
were directed to me.
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to the student which still gives him a chance to work the problem his own

way. If he continued to have trouble, the tutor could gradually increase

the amount of information offered. These were assumptions we used.

In order to provide a computer-tutor which knows how to help the

stUdents, we determined how to handle problems in algebra mechanically

and how to use a theorem-proving program as a proof-analyzer. Use of

the analysis methods permits the computer-tutor to adapt to the student's

work rather than demanding that the students adapt to the tutor's pre

specified ideas. The theorem-prover is not an algorithm which always

finds a solution, but rather a set of heuristics which represent good

approaches to finding a solution. By staying away from the single algo

rithm approach, the computer-tutor is able to retain the student's freedom

in constructing proofs without losing its ability to help him if he should

ask.

Although the hints generated by the tutor are suggestive of the

way the theorem-prover operates, the students do not have to use one par

ticular method. The designers of the Fortran Deductive SYstem (Quin~n

and Hunt, 1968) claim that, because their algorithm programmed for a com

puter works so successfully, students of algebra should be taught to use

it. It may be good to show them this one approach to use, but it is not

good to channel students into a single approach to problem solving.

StUdents, set to use a particular solution technique, will not know how

to do a problem which does not benefit from that technique. The student's

ability for "original thinking" may be stifled by the lack of encouragement

or direction to do the same problem in new ways.

The stored hints in the Stanford logic-algebra curriculum exhibit

this same problem. Take for example the solution of Theorem 8 (in Appendix

II): A+B~C -> A~C-B. The standard approach for constructing derivations
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for conditional statements is to start with a working premise (the command

name is wp). Most students always used this heuristic and the stored hints

encourage it. At the point at which this problem is given, the student

already has proven Theorems 1 through 7 about addition; he knows the five

axioms of an additive group. Two hints are stored with the problem. They

are:

1. DID YOU ADD THE ANTECEDENT OF THE CONDITIONAL AS A WORKING PREMISE •.•

2. DERIVE (A+B)+(-B) = C+(-B). HOW DOES THIS HELP YOU .•.

The computer-tutor, as illustrated later in the case study with the student

Lisa (Section 3, this chapter), asked the student to try to USe Theorem 7

in the proof of Theorem 8. Having completed this proof, Lisa expressed

surprise to learn that a conditional statement could be derived without

a working premise. She had been misled by the hints she had received.

She had learned no appreciation for the numbering scheme; of the theorems,

ordered because of dependence relationships that could help the student

find solutions. A theorem was like any other derivation problem; she did

not learn to take advantage of new information as it became available. Some

of Lisa's difficulties in doing the "Finding-Axioms" exercise (explained in

Chapter I) seem reasonable. She did not understand how and why it was im

portant to carefully order the proofs so that the availability of a theorem

could help her do the next problem. The ability to do so was an advantage

in successfully completing the exercise.

Note that, had Lisa started or completed a solution using WP and

AE (add equals rule) as suggested in the stored hints, the theorem-prover

could follow that strategy as well as the one using Theorem 7. When she

completed the proof, the dialogue routine would point out the solution
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using Theorem 7, acting on the criterion that Theorem 7 was recently proveno

~isa, by her own choice or that of the computer-tutor, could redo the

problemo

One of the problems that causes a great deal of trouble in the

Stanford curriculum is:

DERIVE A+( (-C)-D) = (A-C)-D

The two hints stored with the problem are:

1. START BY USING THE N AXIOM TO GET

(A-C)+(-D) = (A-C)-Do

20 TO FINISH YOU WILL NEED TO USE N, RE, AND ASo

The difficulty with the problem seems to be that the parentheses have to

be moved over the minus signo This cannot be done without first using

the N axiom to change A-C to A+-Co Once the association between

terms is altered, the N axiom must be reapplied 0 Allowed to find a

proof on its own, the theorem-prover uses a different approach from that

suggested in the hints (because FEATURE TEST rules out the initial state

ment N); it uses the AS axiom and methodically replaces occurrences of

<term 1>+-<term 2> by <term 1> - <term 2> (see Figure 9, (A) ) 0 No

parentheses have to be moved around; no work has to be undoneo

This problem, with different partial solutions and with the theorem

prover completing those partial solutions, is shown in Figure 9(A) through

(1)0 Several solutions appear, some worked by Lisao The format of the

presentation is the same as that used in Figure 80 Lisa asked for help

at the points indicatedo The proof that starts with the N axiom,

Figure 9(F) ~ was worked by a proctor at an elementary school in East

Palo Alto, California 0 He used a stored hint to get started, requested

another hint after line 1. After line 4, no more hints were available
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Fig. 9.--S01utions for (A+(-C-D))=((A-C)-D): Cowpleting different

partial solutions.

The format of the figure is like that for Fig. 8. The computer pre

sents the DERIVE problem, and the student types zero, one, or more lines

before requesting HELP. Information typed by the student is always pre

ceded by a colon and an asterisk (:*) and terminated by a dollar sign ($).

The examples are lettered A through I as follows:

A. Solutions found by the theorem-prover: Lisa immediately requested

help

B. Lisa started a proof using LT (Logical Truth rule)

C. Lisa continued after receiving help from the computer tutor

D. She needed more help

E. The LT rule was not allowed in this proof; a new solution was

required

F. With some help from the theorem-prover

G. The proctor worked on the problem, trying a solution suggested

by a stored hint; with some help, the theorem-prover can solve

this problem using the N axiom

H. Running out of stored hints, the proctor asked the tutor for

help

1. And then asked for more.
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DERIVE (A +C- C - D»=«A - C) " D)

: .HE\?$

eCA + - c> + - D)=CA.- +(- C + - D'>
A - B

(A + - C)=(A - C)
((A - C) - D)=(A +C

A - B

A+(B+C)(A+B)+C

C + - D»

D)=(- C - D)
- D)=(A +C- C - D»
- D»=((A - C) - D)

- C) + - D)=«A + - C) - D)
- C) - D)=(A +C- C + - D»

(- c + 
«A - C)
(A +C- C

eCA +
«A +

A - B

(6 )
(7 )
(8)

AS
A ::A
B::- C
C::-D (ll
N A+(-B)=
A::A+-C
B::D (2)

1.2REI (3)
N A+(-B)=
A ::A
B::C (4)

3.4REl (5)

N A +(- B);:;
A::-C
B ::D
S .6"E I
7CE;1

.<A + - C)=(A - C)
(A +(- C - D»=«A - C) - D)

I\+CB+C)(A + Bl+ C =

(7 )
([n

+ - D)=(A. +(- C + - D»
- D»=«A + - C) + - D)

+ - D)=«A + - C) - D)
D»=«A + - C) - D)

- D )=( - C - D)
C " D»=«A + - C) + - D)

C +
+C
E

«A + -C)
CA +( - C +

A - B

«A+-C)
(A+C-C

A - B

(

(A
A -

AS
A =:A
B::- C
C::- D (1)

ICEI (2)
N A +C- B)=
A::- C
B::D (3)

2.3REI (4)
N A +C- B)=
A::A + - C
B::D (5)
4.SREI (6)
N A+(-B)=
A: :A
B ::C
6.7REI

:*

Fig. 9A
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DERIVE CA H- C • D»=«A - C) - D),

: *LT$
: :*CA-C)-D$(I) CCA - C) - D)=CCA - C) - Dl

: *N$ A H - B l = A - B
A::*A$
B::*C$ C2l CA + - Cl=CA - C)

"CEI$ C3l CA· Cl=CA + - C)

:*1.3REI$ (4) «A + - Cl - D)=CCA - C) - D)

: *HELP$

AS CA + B)+ C = A +CB + C)
A::A

C8l
C9l
<10 )

B::- C
C::- D C5l
N A +( - B)=
A::A + - C
B::D (6)
5.6REI _ (7)
N A H- B)=
A::-C
B ::D
7 .8RE I
4.9REI

CCA + - C) + - D)=CA H- C + - D»
A - B

CCA + - C) + - D)=CCA + - C) - D)
«A + - C) - Dl=CA H- C + - Dll

A - B

C- C + - Dl=C- C - D)
CCA + - Cl - D)=CA +C- C - D»

CA H- C - D»=CCA - C) - Dl

C • D»
C) - D)

- C) + • D)=CCA + - Cl - D)
- C) - D)=CA +C- C + - Dll
C) - D)=CA +C- c; + - D»

A +CB + C)

C- C + - D)=C" C - D)
CCA - C) - D)=CA +C ..
CA +C- C - D»=CCA -

CCA +
CCA +
CCA -

A - B

(9)
ClO)
(II)

CA+B)+C=AS
A::A
B::-C
C::- D (5) CCA + - C) + - Dl=CA +C- C + - D»
N AH-B)=A-B
A::A + - C
B::D (6)

5.6REI (7)
7.2REl (8)

N A H- Bl=
A:: - C
B: :D
8.9REl
10CEl

+-C)-D)
-,C)-D)
C) - D l

+ - D)=CA .C- C + - D11
",D»=C(A + - C) + - D)

- D)=C- C- D)
C - D»=CCA + - C) + - D)

+ - C) + • D )=C CA
+C- C - D»=«A +
+C- C - D»=CCA -

A+CB+C)

C +
H
B

CCA
CA
CA

C
CA

A -

CA + B)+ C =AS
A::A
B::- C
C::- D (5) CCA +- C)
5CEl (6) CA +C- C +
N A+c-B)=A-B
A::- C
B::D (7)

6.7REl (8)
N A +C- B)=
A::-A +-'.'C
B::D (9)
8.9REl CIO)
10.2REI (II)

F;ig, 9B
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DERIVE CA <C- C - D»=«A - C) - D)

.*LT$
::*CA-C)-D$(I) «A - C) - O)=«A - C) - 0)

• *N$ A+(- B) = A - B
A ::*A$
B::*C$ (2) CA < - C)=CA • C)

:*CEI$ (3) CA - C)=CA < - C)

:*1.3REI$ (4) «A < - Cl - Ol=CCA - C) - 0)

: *N$ A +( -- B)= A ... B
A::*A+(-C)$
B::*O$ (5) «A < - C) < - O)=«A < - C) - 0)

(6) «A < - C) - O)=«A + - C) + - 0)

:*4.6I1EI$ (7) «A + - C) < - Ol=«A - C) - 0)

• *HELP$ _

CA + B)+ C = A +(B < C)

(8) «A + - C) + - O)=CA <C- C < - 0»
B)= A - B

+C - C - 0»
C) - 0)

Co. C + ... D)=(- C - D)
«A < • C) + - O)=CA
CA <C- C - O»=«A -

(9)
(10)

C11 )

AS
AnA
B::-C
C::-O
N A +(-
A::'" C
B ::0
8.9REl
7.IOREI

CA + B)+ C= A +<B + C)

«A < - C) ,< - O)=CA +( - C + - 0»
«A < - C) - D)=CA +(- C < - D»
«A - C) - D)=CA +C- C < - 0»
- B

AS
AliA·
B I: - C
C n- 0
8'SREI
9.2REI
N A +(-
A::-C
B ::D
10.IIREI
12CEI

(8)
(9)
<10 )
B)= A

CII>
<12)
<13 )

C- C + 
«A - C)
CA +C - C

D)=C- C - D)
-O)=CA +(- C - D»
- D»=«A - C) - D)

AS CA + B)+ C = A +(B + C)
A::A
B:: - C
C ::- 0 (8) «A + - C) < - O)=CA +C- C + - 0»
8CEI (9) CA +(-C < - O»=«A + - C) + - 0)
N A +C- B)= A - B
A 11- C
B ::0 C10) C- C + ... O)=c- C - 0)
9.IOREI <11> CA +C- C - O»=«A + - C) + - 0)
II.SREI <12 ) CA +C- C - 0) )=«A + - C) - 0)
12.2REI <13 ) CA +C- C - 0) )=«A - C) - 0)

F;lg. 9C
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• *.LT$
.. *(A-C)-D$<I) «A - C) - DJ=«A - C) - D)

: *N$ A +(- B)= A - B
Arr*A$
B •• *C$ (BJ (A + - CJ=(A - CJ

.*CEI$ (3J (A ,. CJ:(A + - CJ

: *1.3RE1$ (4 J «A + - CJ - 1»=«A - C) - D)

=*N$ A +C ..... B)= _A - B
A:r*A+(-CJ$
B:r*D$ (5) «A + - C) + - D)=«A + -CJ - D)

,*CEI$ (6) «A + - C) - D)=«A + - C) + - D)

.*4.6REI$ (7) «A + - C) + - D)=«A - C) - D)

'*7ARI$ (8) (A +(- C + - D»=«A - C) - D)

• *HELP$

N A +(-
A •• - C
B "D
8.9REI

B)= A - B

(9) (- C + - D) =(- C - D)
(10) (A +(- C - O»=«A - C) - D)

(A + B)+ C = A +(B + C J

«A + - C) + - D)=(A +(- C + - D»
«A + - C) - D)=(A +(- C + - 0»
«A - C) - D)=(A +(- C + - D»
- B

AS
A t fA
B t._ C
C: t .... D
9.5REI
10.BREI
N A +(
A::- C
B: :D
11.12REI
13CE I

(9)
<10 )
( II )
B)= A

(12 )
<13 )
<14 J

(- C + 
«A - C)
(A +( - C

0)=(- C - 0)
- D)=(A +(- C - D»
- O»=«A - C) - D)

(A + B)+ C = A +(B + C)AS
AltA
B,,-c
CU"'D
9CEI
N A +(-
A:: - C
B "D
10.IIREI
IB

.SREI
13.BREI

(9J·
(10)
B)= A

tt I J
<lB)

(13)
(14 )

«A + - C) +- O)=(A +(- C + - D»
(A +( - C + - 0» =«A + - C) + - D)
- B

(- C + - DJ=(- C - DJ
(A +(- C - OJJ=«A + - CJ + - DJ

(A +(- C - D»=«A + - CJ - DJ
(A +(- C - D»=«A - CJ - D)
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DERIVE (A +(- C - D»=«A - C) - D)

: *CAS A + B = B + A
A ::*AS
a::*(-C)-DS(I) (A +(- C - D»=«- C - D) + A)

: *NS A +(- a)= A - B
A ::*-C$
a ::*D$ (2 ) (- C + - D)=(- C -D)

, .oCEIS (3 ) (- C - D)=(- C + - D)

: *1.3RE2$ (4 ) (A +(- C - D»=«- C + - D) * A)

AS (A + a)+ C = A +(a + C)
AnA

(8)
(9)
(10)
<I I )

B::- C
C::- D (5)
N A +(- a)=
A: 'A + - C
a::D (6)

S.6REI (7)
N A +(- a)=
A:: :A
B: Ie
7.8REI
9.2REI
10CEI

«A + - C) + - D)=(A +(- C + - D»
A - B

«A + - C) + - D)=«A + - C) - D)
«A + - C) - D)=(A +(- C + - D»

A - a

(A + - C)=(A - C)
«A - C) - D)=(A +(- C + - D»
«A - C) - Dl.(A +(- C - D»
(A +(- C - D»=«A - C) - D)

(A + a)+ C = A +(a + C)

(10)

<I I)
(A + - C)=(A - C)
(A +(- C - D»=«A - C) - Dl

+ - D)=«A + - C) - D)
D»=«A + - C) - D)

+(- C,+ - D»
+-C)+-D)
-C)+-D)

+ ... D)=(A
- D) )=«A
D) ).«A +

«A + • C)
(A +( - C +
(A +( - C -

A - a

«A+-C)
(A +( - C 

A - a

AS
A::A
B::-C
C::- D (5)
SCEI (6)
6.2REI (7)
N A +(- a)=
A: IA + ... C
a::D (8)
7.8REI (9)
N A +(- a)=
A::A
B: :C
9.IOREI

:*

Fig. 9E'
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DERIVE (A +(- C - D»=«A - C) - 0)

:*CA$ A+B=B+A
A: :*A$
B ••*(-C)-O$(I> (A H- C - 0»=«- C - D) + A)

• *N$ A
A::*-C$
B "*0$

.*CEI$

: *1 .3RE2$

: *CA3$

H- B)= A - 5 .

(2 ) (- C + - 0)=(- C - D)

(3 ) (- C - 0)=(- C + - 0)

(4 ) (A H- C - 0»=«- C + - D) + A)

(5 ) (A H- C - O»=.(A +(- C + - 0»

.*HELP$

(A + B)+ C = A +(5 + C)

(9)
C10)
ClI>
Cl2)

(CA+ -C)+ - O)=(A.H- C + - 0»
A - 5

- C) + - O)=(CA + - C) - D)
- C) - O)=(A H- C + - 0»

C + - 0»
- C) - 0)
C)- D)

(A + - C)=CA - C)
«A - C) - O)=CA +(
(A H- C + - D»=(CA
(II H- C - O»=C(A -

(CA +
«A +

A - B

AS
AliA
BII-C
CII-O (6)
N A H- B)=
AliA + - C
5 liD (7)

6.7REI (8)

N A +(- B)=
AliA
BIIC
8.9REI
10CEI
5.IIREI

AS (A + B)+ C = A +(B + C)
AliA
B: :- C
C li- D C6 ) CCA + - C) + - O)=CA H- C + -0»
N A H- B)= A - B
AliA + - C
BIID (7) «A + - C) + - 0)=( CA + - C) - 0)
6.7REI (8) C(A + - C) - D)=CA +(- C + - 0»
N A H- B)= A - B
A: :A
BIIC (9) (A + - C)=(A - C)
8.9REI ClO) «A - C) - O)=CA H- C + - 0) )
10.2REI ( II ) ( (A - C) - D)=CA +(- C - 0»
IICEI Cl2) (A +(- C - O»=«A - C) - 0)

(A + - C)=(A - C)
(A +(- C - D»=«A - C) - D)

«A + - C) + - D)=«A + -C) - 0)
CA H- C - O»=(CA + -. C) - 0)
- B

«A + - C) + - D)=(A +(- C + - D»
CA +(- C + .. D»=«A + - C) + - -D),

(A +(- C - O»=«A + - C) + - 0)
A - B

C11)
Cl2)

~t:A (A + B)+ C = A +(B + C)

ll::-C
CII-O (6)
6CEI (7)
7.2REI (8)
N A H- B)=
AliA + -'C
B::O (9)
8.9REI ClO)
N AH-B)=A
AliA
Bt :e
10.IIREI

.*

Fig. 9F
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OFFIVI'. (A +(- C - O»~«A - C) - 0)

'*N$ A+(- B)~ A - B
A:: *A-C$
B::*O$ (ll «A - P + - O)~«A - C) - I)

, *HELF$

0)
+(- C - 0»
- C) - 0)

- C)
O)~(A +C- C + - 0»

O)~C- C 
+ .. D)=(A
- O»~CCA

~ A +(B + C)

(- C + 
«A - C)
CA +(- C

(A + - C)~(A

CCA - C) + 
A - B

(5 )
(6 )
(7)

(A + Bl+ CAS
A::A
B' ,- C
C::- 0 (2) «A + - C) + - O)~(A +C- C + - 0»
N A+(-B)~A-B

A ::A
B::C (3)

2.3REI (4)
N A +(- B)~

A::- C
B ::0
4.SREI
I .6!!E I

CCA + - C) + - O)~CA +(- C + -.0»
A - B

CA + - C)~CA - C)
CCA - C) - O)=CA +C- C + - D»

A - B

~ A +<a + C)(A + Bl+ C

D)~C- C - D)
-'D)=CA +C- C - D»
- D» .. CCA - C) - D)

- C) + - O)~«A + - C) - 0)
- Cl - O)~CA +(- C + - 0»

C- C + 
CCA - C)
CA +(- C

CCA +
«A +

A - B

(7)
(8)
(9)

AS
A ::A
B::-C
C::-O (2)

N A+(-B)=
A::A + - C
B::O (3)

2 .3RE I (4)
N A +(- B)~

A: :A
B::C (5)
4.SREI (6)
N A +C- B)=
A::':C
B::O
6.7REI
BCEI

CCA + - C) + - DI~CCA .. - C) - Dl
CA +(- C - DI)"c<A + - C) - 0)

A - B

.. A +(B + C)

(CA + - C I
CA +(- C +

A - B

(A + - C)=(A - Cl
CA +C- C - DI)~CCA - C) - Dl

+ - D)" CA +( - C + - DII
- O)I=CCA + - Cl + - Dl

- OI=C- C - D)
C - D»~CCA + - Cl + - Dl

C- C +
CA +(

A - B

CA+B)+CAS
A::A
B::-C
C::- 0 (2)
2CEI (3)
N A +(- B)~

A:; - C
B::O (4)

3.4REI (5)
N A +(- B)~

A' 'A + - C
B::O (6)

5.6REI (7)
N A +C- B)~

A J;A
B::C
7.8REI

F;ig. 9(}
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DERIVE (A +(- C - D»=(CA - C) - D)

: *N$ A +(- B)= A - B
A::*A-C$
B::*D$ (I) «A -C) + - D)=«A - C) - D)

:*N$ A +(- B)= A - B
A ::*A$
B::*C$ (2) CA + - C)=CA - C)

:*2CEI$ (3) (A - C)=(A+ - C)

:*1.3REI$ (4) «A + - C) + - D)=«A - C) - D)

: *HELP$

AS CA + B)+ C = A +(B + C)
A: :A
B::- C
C::- D (5) «A + - C) + - D)=(A +(- C + - D»
N A +C- B)= A - B
A::- C -
B: :D
5 .6REI
4.7REI

(6) C- C + - D)=C- C - D)
(7) «A + - C) + - D)=(A +C- C - D»
(8) CA +(- C - D»=«A - C) - D)

«A + - C) + - D)=CA +(- C + - D»
A - B

CA + B)+ C = A +(B + C)AS
A: :A
B::-C
C::- D (5)
N A +C- B)=
A::A + - C
B::D (6)
5.6REI (7)
7.2REI (8)
N A +(- B)=
A::- C

«A
( CA
«A

A - B

+ - C) + - D)=«A + - C) - D)
+ - C) - D)=(A +C- C + - D»
- C) - D)=CA +( - C + - D»

B: :D
8.9REI
10CEI

(9)
(10 )
ClI)

C- C + - D)=C- C - D)
CCA - C) - D)=CA +C- C - D»
(A +(- C - D»=«A - C) - D)

AS CA + B)+ C = A +(B + C)
A::A
B n'· C
C::- D (5)
5CEI (6)
N A +(- B)=
A::-C
BlID (7)

6.7REI (8)
N A +(- B)=
A::A + - C
B::D (9)
8.9REI (10)
IO.2REI CII)

:*

(- C +." D)=C--<; - D)
CA +(- C - D»=«A + - C) + - D)

A - B

C(A + - C) + - D)=(CA + - C) - D)
CA +(- C - D»=«A + - C) - D)
CA +(- C - D»=«A - C) - D)

Fig, 9lI



DERIVE (A 1"<- C - D»=«A - C) - D)

• *1.1$ A H- B)= A - B
A ::*A-C5
B::*D5 CIl CCA - C) + - D)=CCA ~ C) - D)

.*1.1$ A H- B)= A - B
A::*A5
B::*C5 (2) CA + - C)c(A - C)

.*2CEI5 (3) CA - C)=CA + - C)

.*1.3REI5 (4) CCA + - C) + - D)=CCA - C) - D)

,*ARI5 CS) CA H - C + - D»=«A - C) - D)

, *HELP5

N A +c- B)= A - B
A:: - C
B: :D C6 ) C- C + - D)=C- C - D)
S .6REI C7 ) (A +(- C - D».«A - C) - D)

C(A + - C) + - D)=(CA+ - C) ~D)

CCA + - C) - D) = CA H - C + - D»
CCA - C1 -D)=CA +C- C + - 0»

A - B

D)=C- C - 0)
- O)=CA +c- C - D»
- D»-CCA - C) - 0)

C- C + 
(CA - C)
CA H - C

= A HB + C)

C10)
C11l
(12)

(A + B)+ CAS
A::A
B::- C
C::-D (6) C(A+-C)+-D)=CA+C-C+-D»
N A +C- B)= A - B
A::A + - C
B::D (7)

6.7REI CB) .
B.2REI (9)
N A +(- B),=
A::-C
B::D
9.IOREI
IICEI

AS CA+B)+C=A+CB+C)
A: :A
B::- C
C ,.- D
6CEI
N A +C-
A::- C

(6 )
C7 )
B)=

CCA + - C)
(A H - C +

A - B

+ - D)=(A H- C + - D»
- D»=CCA + - C) + - D)

S::D (8)
7.BREI (9)
N A +C- B)=
A ••A + - C
B::O (10)
9.IOREI C11l
1I.2REI (12)

C- C + - D)=C- C - p)
CA +C- C • D»=CCA + - C) + - 0)

A - B

CCA + - C) + - D)=C(A + - C) - p)
CA +C- C - D».c(A + - C) - D)
CA +C- C - O»=CCA - C) - D)

Fig, 91
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(as shown in Figure 10). He had to call on outside assistance for the

answer. He was given a suggestion, did line 5, and then called back.

Observe that the theorem-prover can find a solution using the method

suggested in the stored hints once the student has already done some

work in that direction. The proctor's situation for each of the two

methods, the stored hints and the theorem-prover/analyzer, is illus

trated in Figures 10 and 11.

,. Lisa: A Case Study in Tutoring Elementary Algebra

Eleven-year-old Lisa had taken the Stanford logic-algebra course

during her fifth and sixth grades at Walter Hays Elementary School,

Palo Alto, California. Now in junior high school, she has also worked

on the "Finding-Axioms" exercise explained in Chapter 1. Lisa helped

develop the dialogue for the computer-tutor by working on algebra prob

lems taken from the Stanford curriculum. These problems were selected

only because they included stored hints; it could thus be assumed that

the curriculum writer thought some students would experience difficulty

working these problems. Lisa was encouraged to request help whenever

she wanted it. The Stanford program uses a timing device to decide

when to offer a hint. A student could only receive a hint if the hint

was first offered by the program, and then the student requested it

by typing the command HINT. As Lisa was accustomed to having a

hint offered before she could get it, she hesitated at

first to initiate help sequences. Most of the problems on
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221.13:

DERIVE: A+< (-C) -D) =(A-C)-D

HINT

N
A :A-C
E:D

HINT

1\'

A'A

TYPE HINT AND THE ENTER HEY II' YOU .'ANT A HINT.
START BY USING N TO GET

• (A-C)+(-D)=(A-C)-D'.

A+( -B) =A-B

( 1 ) (A -C) +< -D ) = (A -C)-D

TYPE HINT AlllD THE ENTER HEY IF' YOU WANT A HINT.
TO FINISH YOI) IoJILL NEE.D

TO USE N. HE. AND AR.
A+(-B)=A-B

B :C (2)
CEI (3)

1.3REI (ll)
HINT

A+( -C )=A-C
A-C=A+( -C)
(A+(-C»+(-D)=(A-C)-D

HINT IS I\'OT A RULE

FIN
GOODBYE •••

Fig. 10.--Tutoring using stored hints.
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(A +(- C - D»=«A - C) - D)

:*N$ A.+(- B)= A - B
A: :*A-C$
B::*D$ (I) CCA-C)+-D)=CCA-C)-D)

: *N$ A +(- B) = A - B
A: : *A$
B: :*C$ (2) (A + - C)=(A - C)

: *2CE 1$ (3) (A - C)=(A + - C)

:*1.3REI$ (4) «A + - C) + - D)=«A.- C) - D)

: *HELP$

: *4AR1$

: *HELP$
*NO$

TRY TO APPLY THE AS AXIOM TO LUiE 4.

(5) (A +(- C + - D»=CCA - C) - D)

SHOW THAT (-C)+(-D)=(-C)-D. CO YOU SEE HOW?

USE THE N AXIOM AKD LET A BE -C AND
B BE D.

:*N$ A +(- B)= A - B
A::*-C$
B : : *D$ (6) (- C + - D) = (- C - D)

:*5.6RE1$ (7) (A +C- C - D»=«A - C) - D)

CORRECT •••
T

*
Fig. 11.--Tutoring using'the theorem-prover to give hints.
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which she worked were familiar because of her earlier experience with

the curriculum, but of course Lisa did not always r~call their solutions

and so she could remain a subject for the study. The proofs shown in

Figure 12 represent the problems on which Lisa experienced difficulty,

either from the start or because she was asked to redo the problem using

a different set of rules. l

Each problem gives some indication of the kind of analysis the

theorem-prover can caJ;'ry out so that the instructional syste!l\cl;\n pro-

vide the tutorial dialogue. The computer-tutor starts with subtle hints

or reminders that enable the student to come up with his own ideas. It

is evident from the dialogues that Lisa did not always do precisely what

the computer-tutor suggested. Yet the theorem-prover could reevaluate

her work in order to respond to the new approach she was using. The

same would be true for any student. Note that only if the student I s

method results in a very long or clumsy proof is she asked to return

to the problem.

Curriculum modification and problem generation. The students

observed using the Stanford program did not, for the most part, ask

general questions about proof strategies. However, the intention of

the program is not to teach them how to manipulate algebraic symbols,

but to emphasize methods for discovering solutions. Thus the computer-

tutor tries to point out a variety of possible solutions for a single

problem. If there are other solutions to the problem, the theorem-prover

1
These problems are numbered 215.8, 217.15, 217.55, 221.8, 223.18,

223.19, 223.100, 223.101, 223.103, 224.23, 224.25, 224.29, 224.31 in the
Stanford curriculum; copyright by the Board of Trustees of Leland Stanford,
Jr., University, 1970.
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.cSTARU
WHO ARE YOU (TYPE SOR, T)l
.SS
PLEASE TYPE YOUR ~MBER •
• 1S
LlSA PREBLE
OKl
.YE5S

I
DERIVE (A • O)->((A + B) • B)
P (I) (0 + B). B

I.HELPS

• NOS

I.WPS

I.HELPS

TYPE THE ANTECEDENT OF THE
CONDITIONAL YOU WANT TO DERIVE AS A
WP. DO YOU SEE HOWl

THE ANTECEDENT IS A.O.
NOW DO YOU' SEEl

(e)

DO YOU SEE HOW TO REPLACE 0 IN LINE
BY Al

TRY TO APPLY THE CE RULE TO LINE e.
THEN REPLACE THE 0 IN LINE I BY A•

..eCElS (3) 0 • A

1.1.3REIS (~) (A + B). B

••e.~cps (5) (A· 0)->J1A + B) • Bl

CORRECT •••

Fig, 12,--A dialogue w:i;th Lisa.



CORRECT •••
BUT LISA. LOOK AT LINE S. WHAT IS THE
DIFFERENCE 8ETWEEN LINE SAND THE ANSWER?
DO YOU SEE AN EAS IER PROOF? .
• YESS
TELL ME THE NEXT COMMAND (AFTER LINE S),
.S.IREeS
YES. THAT'S CORRECT.

3
HERE'S THE CLINCHER FOR THIS LJl;SSON••
DO THIS ONE CAREFULLY... .

DERII/E (CA + 8) +(C + D».cA +C8 +CC + D»)

I.CAS A + 8 • 8 + A
AII.A+8S
811.C+DS (I) lCA + 8) +(C + D».(CC + D) +CA + 8»

.. IALllS (2) «A + 8) HC + D».C(CC + D) + A) + 8)

1*ICA4S (3) «A + 8) HC + D»cCCD + C) HA + 8»

.. ICASS (4) ( (A + 8) HC • D»·C(A- + 8) +(C + DH

I.HEJ.PS WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE
PARENTHESES AROUND THE TERIIS IN LINE
4 AND THOSE IN THE PR08LEII?

I *4AR2S (S) CCA + B) +CC + D».CA +CB +(C + D»)

CORRECT •••
CORRECT. BUT NOW TRY THE PROBLEII AGAIN.
WHAT AXIOII LOOKS JUST LIKE THE PROBLEII?

DERII/E CCA + B) +(C + D».CA +C8 +(C + D»)

I*ASS CA + 8)+ C • A +CB + C)
AII.AS
811*8S
C.I*C+DS CI) CCA + B) +CC + D».CA +CB +(C + D»)

CORRECT •••

Fig, 12, continued;
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4
DERIVE

..NS A
A',-8S
BII_9S

..CEIS

I_HELPS

"NS A
A,"9S
BI ..8S

..CEIS

I_CAIS

(9 - 8)-(- 8 • 9)

.(- B)- A - B

(I) (8. - 9)*(8 - 9)

(2) (8 - 9)-(8 • - 9)

TRY A DIFFERENT SUBSTITUTION FOR THE N AXIOM.

+( .. B). A .. 8

(3) (9. - 8)*(9 - 8)

(4) (9 - .8)-19 • - 8)

(5) 19 - 8)*1- 8 • 9)

CORRECT •••

5 ..
DERIVE «0 • A) • C)-IA • C)

I_THIS O. A - A
AII_A.CS II) 10 .IA • C»-(A • C)

I_CAS A. B - B • A
All_OS
BII_A.S

NOT A WELL-FORMED TERM
BII_S

TRY AGAIN

,-HELPS DO YOU REMEMBER THE AS AXIOM?
-YESS

I_ASS (A. B). C - A.IB • C)
All_OS
B'''AS
C,'_CS (2) «0. A) • C)-(O .(A • C»

,_CAS A • B - B • A
AI ..OS
BII.A.CS (3) (0 +fA • C»-«A • C) • 0)

,-2CEIS (4) (0 +fA • C»-«O • A) • C)

..1.4REIS (5 ) «0 • A) + C)aCA + C)

CORRECT •••

Fig~ 12, continued.
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II-IA + C) + A) + C)= 0

THE I.EFT-HAND SIDE OF WHAT AXIOM
1.00KS I.IKE THE I.EFT-HAND SIDE
OF THE PROBl.EM1

._NS A +1- B)= A-B·
AII-A+CS
B••_-IA+C)SII) IIA + C) + - -IA + C»=IIA + C) - -IA + C»

..NS A +C- 8). A • B
A."A+CS
B.UA+CS (2) UA + C) + -IA + C))=HA + C) .(1\ .- Cll

..2CEIS (3) UA + C) -IA + Cll-HA + C) + -IA + C) )

..2.3REU (4) UA + C) + -(A +C))-HA + C) + -CA + C»

._HEI.PS TRY TO SHOW THAT (A+C)+(-(A+C) ).=0.

..TH2S I- Al+ A = 0
A.UA+CS (5) (-IA + C) +lA + C))- ·0-

..CA2S (6) UA + C) + -IA + C))= 0

._4.6RE2S (7) UA + C) + -(A + C»· 0

.-AR2S
THERE ARE NOT 2 OCCURRENCES IN I.INE 1 OF AN

EXPRESSION TO WHICH THE RUl.E AR CAN BE APPI.IED.

._lCA2S

(8) IA +IC + -(A + C»)= 0

(9) I-(A + C) +(A + C))= 0

(10) «-IA + C) + A) + C)= 0

CORRECT ...
I.ISA. l.ET'S DO THiS ONE AGAIN. I SUGGEST
YOU START WITH THE AS AXIOM.

DERIVE U-IA + C) + A) • C)· 0

..ASS IA + B)+ C • A +(8 + C)
AU-AS
BU-BS
CU-AS II) UA + B) + A)-(A +(B + A»

'_DI..I.S

.-ASS IA + B)+ C - A +(B + C)
AU_-IA+C)S
B •• -AS
CU-CS II) U-IA + C) + A) + C)·I-IA + C) +IA + C»

'-THIS 0 + A = A
Au_S

TRY AGAIN

.-TH2S I- A)+ A - 0
A•• _A+CS (e) I-IA + C) +(A + C»- 0

.-I.eREIS (3) II-IA + C) + A) + C)= 0

CORRECT... ·

F~g, 12, cont~nued.
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7
THIS IS THEOREM S.

PROVE o - - 0

,"AIS A +(- A). 0
A....AS (I) CA + - A)· 0

."NS A +(- 8). A - B
A....AS
B•• "AS ce) CA + - A)-CA • A)

...1.eREIS (3) (A • A)· 0

,"HELPS TRY TO SHOW THAT 0+-0--0.

...ZS A + o • A
A.... ·OS (4) C· o + 0). - 0

,"HELPS
"YESS

...CAIS

,"HELPS

"YESS

DID YOU CARRY OUT THE FIRST SUGGESTION?

NO YOU DIDN·T. LOOK CAREFULLY AT LINE 4.

(S) (0 + - 0)- - 0

DO YOU SEE WHAT TO DO IF YOU SUBSTITUTE
o FOR A IN THE Al AXIOM?

OK. DO IT.

,"AIS A +(- A). 0
A....OS (6) (0 + - 0). 0

,"S.6REIS (7) 0 - • 0

CORRECT •••

8
HERE 15 THEOREM 6 FOR YOU TO PROVE.

PROVE (A - 0). A

."NS A +(- B)- A • B
A AS.
B OS CI) (A + • O).(A • 0)

."THSS O. - 0
(2) 0 - - 0

,"CEIS (3) - 0- 0

,"1.3REIS (4) (A + O).(A - 0)

."ZS A + 0 • A
A....AS CS) CA + 0)- A

,"4.SREIS (6) A -(A· 0)

,"CEIS (7) (A - 0). A

CORRECT...
WHAT TO DO?
"'lEss
OK.

IF YOU STARTED WITH THE Z AXIOM. DO YOU SEE

Fig. l2, continued.
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DERIIIE

... INlTS

<5 - 0)-<5 + 0)

171

YOU CAN NOW REQUEST A DERIIIE OR PROIIE
PROBLEM, OR DERIIIE A NEW RULlI: OF INFERENCE.

THE INTERRUPTED PROBLEM WILL BE RESTARTED
II' YOU TYPE FIN •

TYPE A DERIIIE. PROIIE OR RULE COMMAND

I.DERIIIEI A-O-AS
DERIIIE <A - O)a A

I.ZS A + 0 a A
AII.AS <J) (A + O)a A

I.THSS 0 a - 0
(2) 0 a - 0

1.1.2REIS (3) <A + - O)a A

1.3NIS (4) <A - O)a A

CORRECT .....

TYPE A DERIIIE, PROIIE OR RULE COMMAND

..FINS

NOW REDO THE PROBLEM YOU INTERRUPTED

9
DERIIIE <S - 0)a<5 + 01

I.HELPS THE LEFT-HAND SIDE OF WHAT THEOREM
LOOKS LIKE THE LEFT-HAND SIDE OF
THE PROBLE.Ml

I.TH6S A - 0 a A
AII.5S <I) <5 - O)a 5

I.ZS A. 0 a A
AII.CEIS

NOT A WELL-FORMED TERM
AII.5S (2) <5 + O)a 5

I.CEIS (3) 5 a<5 • 0)

1.1.3RE2S (4) <5 - 0)a<5 + 0)

CORRECT •••

Fig. 12, Gontinued.
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10
DERIVE CO •• 0). 0

UTH6S A - 0 • A
A•••·OS (I) C· 0 • 0)•• 0

UTH6S A • 0 • A
A...OS (2) CO • 0)· 0

••HELPS DO YOU RECALL THS?
·YESS

TRY TO USE IT IN THE PROOF.

UTHSS 0 .. 0
(3) 0 • - 0

••CEIS (II ) • 0- 0

U2.IIREIS
THERE IS NOT A FREE OCCURRENCE OF C· 0) IN LINE 2

••HELPS
• NOS

APPLY TH5 TO LINE 2. SEE?

REPLACE OCCURRENCE 2 OF 0 IN LINE 2 BY -0

••2.3RE2S (5) (0'· 0). 0

CORRECT •••

II
NOW WE ARE READY TO PROVE THEOREM 1.
WHICH IS CALLED THE CANCELLATION LAW FOR ADDITION.
IT IS JUST LIKE WHAT WE HAVE BEEN DOING. BUT
REQUIRES A CONDITIONAL PROOF TOO.

PROVE «A + B) .CA + C»·>CB - C)

'.WPS

..ICAIS

U2CA2S

••IIARIS

..AIS
AU.AS

(I)

(2)

(3)

CII )

(5)

A +(- A)· 0
(6)

*A+B-A+CS

(B + A).CA + C)

CB + A).CC + A)

CCB + A) + • A)aCCC + A) + - A)

(B +CA + - A»aCCC + A) + - A)

CA + -·A). 0

..5.6REIS (7)

••ZS A + o • A
A•••BS (8)

..1.8REIS (~)

••ARIS (10)

..10.6REIS <II)

UZS A + o • A
Au·CS (12)

UII.12REIS<l3)

..1.13CPS . <Ill)

CORRECT •••

CB + O)aCCC + A) + - A)

CB + 0). B

B-C(C + A) + • A)

B a(C +(A + • A»

B aCC + 0)

(C + O)a C

B a C

«A + B) a(A + C»->(B • C)

Fig. 12, continued.
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Ie
DERIIIE «S + 0) -<8 + C»->CC - 0)

••WPS CI) .s+o-s+CS

..CEtS (2) C8 + C)aC8 + 0)

.••DJ..LS

.. IZtS ce) 8 -(8 + C)

..CAtS (3) 8 -(C • 8)

"AES
•••-8S (oil ) (8 + - 8)a(CC + 8) .-., c.p.

..ARtS CS) (S + - 8)a(C +(8 + - ,8»

..AU A +c- A)- 0
A.U8S (6) (S + - 8)a 0

..S.6REIS (7) 0 a(C +(8 + - 8»

aU.6REtS (8) 0 a(C + 0)

"ZS A + o a A
A. '.CS (9) (C + O)a C

••8.9REtS ClO) 0 a C

..CEIS UI) C a 0

..I.UCPS Ue) «8 + 0) -C8 +.C»->(C a 0)

CORRECT ...
LISA. DOES THIS PROOF RESEMBLE ANYTHING YOU
HAVE DONE BEFORE?
.YESS
WHAT THEOREM IS IT .LlKE?
.TH75
TRY THE PROOF AGAIN. THIS TIME. DO NOT USE WP.

DERIVE «8 + 0) a(S + C»->(C a 0)

••TH7S A + B a A + C -> B - C
Au.SS
B ...OS
C•••CS (I) «8 + 0) a(8 + C»->(O a C)

•• ICEes

COIIIIECT ...

(e) «S + 0) a(8 + C»->(C a 0)

Fig. 12, continued.
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DERIVE
P

.*HELPS

A -(5 + - 3)
(\) (A + 3)- 5

YOU WANT TO GET AN INSTANCE OF TH1
SO THAT THE CONSEQUENT OF TH1 IS THE
SAME AS THE PROBLEM •

• *TH7S A + B • A + C -> B • C
AII*AS
BII*3S
C,.*5+(-3)S(2) «A + 3) -(A +(5 + - 3»)->(3 -(5 + - 3»

t*X
HELPS

t*DLLS

YOUR SUBSTITUTIONS FOR TH1 MIGHT BE CHANGED.
TRY LETTING A BE 3 AND B BE A INSTEAD~ THEN
THE CONSEQUENT WILL BE EXACTLY WHAT YOU WANT.

'*TH7 S A + B • A + C -> B • C
A••*3S
BII*AS
C•• *5+(-3)S(2) «3 + A) 0(3 +(5 + 0 3»)->(A 0(5 + 0 3»

• *IIELPS

.*CA2S

TRY TO USE CA AND AR TO MOVE THE 3'5 IN LINE 2 •
THEN YOU CAN ELIMINATE THE 3'5 USING Z AND TH2.

(3) «3 + A) -«5 + - 3) + 3»->(A -(5 + - 3»

.*AR3S
THERE ARE NOT 3 OCCURRENCES IN LINE 3 OF AN

EXPRESSION TO WHICH THE RULE AR CAN BE APPLIED.

..ARIS (4) «3 + A) -(5 +(- 3 + 3»)->(A -(5 + - 3»

.*RcR>TH2S (0 A). A • 0
AII*3S (5 ) (- 3 + 3)· 0

t*",.5REIS (6 ) «3 + A) 0(5 + O»->(A -(5 + - 3»

.*ZS A + o - A
AII*SS (1) (5 + 0)- 5

t*6.1REIS (8) «3 + A) • S)->(A a(5 + - 3»

.*CAIS (9) «A + 3) - S)->(A a(5 + -3»

.*9.IAAS ClO) A a(5 + - 3-)

CORRECT •••

Fig, 12, continued 0
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III
HERE IS THEOREM 8 FOR YOU TO PROVE.

PROVE «A + B) a C)-.CA aCC - 8»

.*TH7S A + B • A + C -. B • C
AII*BS
B.,*AS
C..*C-BS CI) «B + A) aCB +CC - B) »-.CA -ce - B»

I*ICAIS cit) «A + B) a(B +CC - 8) »-.CA .(C • B»

..HELpS REMEMBER THAT. TO SUBTRACT A TERM IS THE
SAME AS TO ADD THE NEGATIVE" OF THE TERM.

I*HELPS USE N AXIOM TO CHANGE OCCURRENCE I OF
C-B TO C+C-B) •

• *NS A +C- B)a A - B
A..*CS
8 .. *8S (3) CC + - B)aCC - 8)

..CEIS CII) CC· B)aCC + - B)

.*2.IIE<E.REIS (5) CCA + B) aCB +CC + - B»)-.CA -CC - B»

I*HELPS

I*CA2S

I*ARIS

'*THaS
A..*BS

YOU WANT TO CHANGE B+CC+C-8» TO C.
USE CA. AR. AND TH2.

(6) CCA + B) aCCC + • B) + B»-.CA aCC - B»

(1) CCA + B) aCC +C- B • B»)-DCA aCC - B»

C- A)+ A a 0
(8) C- B + B)a 0

1*1.8REIS (9) CCA + B) aCC + O»-DCA aCC - B»

1.9EIS CIO) CcA + B) a C)-DCA -CC - B»

CORRECT •••

Fig. 12, Qontinued.
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might find them. It is possible to point out shorter proofs, especially

the one- or two-line solutions stemming from instantiations of a for

gotten axiom or theorem. It is also possible to note that a problem can

be solved from a recently proven theorem, and to encourage the student

to make,'use,u6f' that' 'theorem' if he has "llot , alreadyd6i:le s'o'. If the help

sequence suggests a command the student does not know (although was taught),

another solution can be chosen for discussion, or the computer-tutor can

initiate a routine to reteach the command (as described in Chapter VI).

Ideas brought forth in the preceding paragraph can be classified

under the title curriculum modification. Most ~I systems use this title

to mean a static set of problems which are presented in different orders

and/or with varying degrees of omissions. Lately, CAl systems have in

cluded problem generators, mechanical devices by which new problems,

within the format and constraints of the subject and lesson to be given,

are automatically determined. Uttal'S (1969) program, described in

Chapter II, serves as a good example of a system incorporating a prob

lem generator. In teaching elementary proof construction, it is pos

sible to generate new problems by using alphabetic variants of the

expressions, replacing variables by complex terms, commuting identities,

and reordering premise lines. A more significant technique is to re

quire that the student redo the same problem under different constraints,

that is, with the available list of axioms, theorems, and rules of in

ference changed. Such problem generation, which attempts to modify the

course material as prespecified by the curriculum writer, depends on an

ability to verify that the problem can indeed be solved within the new

constraints--an ability afforded the instructional system by the use of

the theorem-prover.
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The dialogue routine. Before highlighting Figure 12, Lipa's work,

some comment should be made on the dialogue routine itself. The statements

made by the dialogue routine are constructed in a simple fashion, by filling

in predetermined sentence patterns. At the first request for help in·a

given problem, a subtle hint ip offered, and, if help i p requested again,

the hint becomes mOre informative, until at the third help request the

student is explicitly told which command to USe. The dialogue enters

remedial lOops Whose purpose is to reteach commands, to suggest that the

student redo a problem in a different way, and to generate a new problem

of similar form. If the theorem-prover has found more than one solution

to a problem, the dialogue chooses for discussion the one which uses the

most lines generated by the student. However, that choice is altered if

(a) the student has requested commands like the theorem-prover's except

for the substitution sequence, (b) the student has used commands outside

the permissible set, or (c) a solution exists which includes a rule which

must be used while the earlier choice does not. If none of the theorem

prover's solutions uses the student's lines, the shortest admipsible proof

is chosen. In any case, the dialogue routine knows why the theorem-prover

discovered the solution at all, due to the stored flags that indicate which

heuristics and special procedures were used.

Figure 13 contains complete sOlutions discovered by the theorem

prover for the partial proofs constructed by Lisa .and shown in Figure 12

as a dialogue from the user's viewpoint. The proofs in Figure 13 will be

discussed, with references to Figure 12, in order to convey sOme additional

information about the proof-analyzer. This study was carried out in two

parts. First, Lisa was asked to work theproblems,requesting help as she
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DERIVE CA = O)->CCA ... B) = B)

l*P$ (I) *0+8#8$

, *HELP$

\!JP C2 ) A = 0
2AE
A: tS C3 ) CA ... B)=CO .. B)
3 .IRE 1 C4 ) CA + B)c B
2.4CP C5 ) CA = O)->CCA ... B) = B)

, *\o1P$ C2 ) *A=O$

t .HELP$

2AE
A IlB C3 ) CA ... B)=CO .. B)
3.lllEI C4 ) CA .. B)= B
2.4CP C5 ) CA = O)->«A ... B) = B)

1A

DERIVE (A = O)->(CA ... B) = B)

I *P$ CI) *O+S=B$

, *CA$ A ... B = B + A
A.II*A$
B • : *B$ C2 ) CA + B)=CB ... A)

• *~IP$ C3 ) *A=Q"$

I *2.3RE2$ C4 ) CA + B)=CB + 0)

, *HELP$

3COPY C5 ) A = 0
Z A ... 0 a A
A liB C6 ) CB ... 0). B
4.6REI (7) (A + B)" B
3.7CP (8) (A II O)->«A ... B) = B)

3COPY
5AE
AIIB
6.IREI
3.7ep

(5) A = 0

(6) (A'" Bla(O + B)
(1)' c/\ ... B)= B
(8)(A " O)·>(CA ... B) = B)

IB

Fig. 13.--The theorem-prover's completions to the partial proofs
in Fig. 12. (Format is the same as Figures 8 and 9.)
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«C • E) • B)=CC +CE +C4 .2»)

t*P$ (1 ) *B=4 +2$

: *IiEU'$

lAE
A: :C

• E
C2 ) CB .CC + E»=CC4 + 2) +CC + E»

2CAI (3 ) «C + E) • 13)=«4 ... 2)+(C + E»
CA A • 13 = 13 + A
A ::4 + 2
B::C + E (4 ) «4 + 2) +CC + E»=«C ... E)"- +(4 + 2»
AS (A + 13)+ C = A +CB + C)
AnC
B nE
C ::4 + 2 C5 ) «C + E) +C4 .2»=(C +cE +C4 + 2» )
4 .5RE I (6 ) «4 + 2) +CC + E»=(C +cE +C4 + 2» )
3 .6RE I C7) «C + E) ... B) =(C +(E +(4 + 2»)

AS (A'" B)+ C ;. A +(B ... C)
A nC
B nE
C::B (2) e(C + E) + B)=(C +(E • B»
2.1RE2 (3) «C'" E) ... B)=(C +(E +(4 ... 2»)

CA II + 13 = 13 • A
AIIC • E
B :;B (2 ) «C + E) + 13)=(8 +CC + E»
AS (A .. 13)+ C = II +CB + C)
A ::C
B::F
C n4 + 2 (3 ) C(C + E) +C4 + -2»=(C +(E +(4 + 2» )
Cil A + 13 = 13 + A
AnC + E
B ::4 • 2 (4 ) «C • E) +C4 + 2»=(C4 • 2) +CC + E»
ICE 1 (5 ) (4 ... 2)= 13
4 .SREP: (6 ) «C + E) +C4 + 2»=(13 +CC + E»
3.6REI (7) (13 +CC + E) )=(C +cE +C4 + 2»)
2 .7RE 1 (8) «C ... E) + B)=(C +cE +(4 + 2»)

: *
2

Fig. 13, continued.
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DERIVE ((A + B) HC + O»=(A +(B HC + D»)

=*CA$ A+B=B+A
A II*A+B$
Bll*C+D$ (I) ((A + B) +(C + D»=((C + D) HA + B»

I *HELP$

AS (A ... S>+ C = A HB + C)
A IIC
B nO
C nA + B (2 ) ((C + D) HA + B»=(C +(0 HA + B»)
AS (A + B)+ C = A HB + C)
AnA
B ;IS
C nC + 0 (3 ) ((A + B) HC + O»=(A +(B +(C + DJ)
AS (A + B)+ C = A HB + C)
A =:1\ + B
B nC
C ltD (4 ) (((A + B) + C) + D)=((A + 8) HC + D»
4CEI (S) ((A + B) HC + O»=(((A + B) + C) + D)
SAR6 C6 ) ((A + 8) +(C + D»=((A + 8) HC +D»
6CAS (7) C(A + B) +C:C + D))=( CC + D) +(A ... 8»
7ARS (8) ((A + B) HC + D»=(C HO HA + 8»)
3.8REI (9) (C +(0 HA + B»)=(A HB +(C + D»)
2 .9RE I ClO) (CC + D) +(A + B»=CA' H8 HC + D»)
1 .IORE1 Cli ) C<A + 8) +(C + D) )=(A HB HC + 0»)

AS (A + B)+ C = A +(8 + C)
AliA
B: :8
CnC • D (2) ((A + B) HC + D»'CA +(8 HC + 0»)

DERIVE C(A + III HC + O»=(A H8 HC .0)))

: *CA$ A • B = B • A
A II *A+B$
B n*C+D$ <I) (CA + 8) HC ... D»=(CC + D) +(1\ + 8) )

I *1AL2$ C2 ) CCA + B) HC ... D»=«CC + D) 't:' A) + 8)

I *ICA4$ (3 ) CC~ • 8) HC + D»=((D + C) HA + B»

I *ICAS$ C4 ) CCA + B) +CC + D»e«A + 8) HC +0))

: *HELP$

AS (A + B)+ C • A HB • C)
A ItA
B: :B
CnC + D (S) CCA + B) HC ~ D».CA +(B'HC • D»))

3B

Fig, 13, continued,
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: *N$ A 'C - 0)= A - 0
A:: *8$
0: : *9$ CIl C8 + - 9)=(8 - 9)

: *CEI$ C2 ) C8 - 9)=C8 • - 9)

: *IlELP$

GA A • B = 0 + A
A: :. 8
B ::9 C3) C- 8 • 9)=(9 • - 8)
N A +C- E)= A - 0
A::9
0::8 C4 ) C9 + - 8)=1(9 - 8)
3.4REI C5 ) C- 8 + 9)=C9 - 8)

(3) C9 + - 8)=C9 - 8)
A+B=B+A

+C-B)=A-EN A
A: :9
Bne
GA
A ::9
0::- B
3 .4RE 1

C4 )
(5)

C9 • - 8)=C- 8 + 9)
C- B + 9)=C9 - 8)

:*
4

DERIVE CCO + A) • G)=CA + G)

: *Tlll$ 0 • A = A
A::*A+C$ 0) CO +CA + G»)=CA + G)

: *GA$ A • B = B .. A
A: : *0$
B: :*A+C$ C2 ) CO 'CA + C),=CCA + G) + 0)

~*HELP$

AS CA • B)+ G = Pi +(8 + C)
A::A
E: Ie
C ::0 C3 ) CCA • G) + O)=CA +CC + 0»
3AL3 C4 ) CCA • G) • O)=CCA • C) + 0)
4GA4 C5 ) CCA .. G) + o )=CO +(A + G»
5AL3 C6 ) CCA + C) + O)=CCO + A) + G)
z A • 0 = A
AUA + G (7) CCA • G) + 0) =(A + G)
6.7REI (8) CA + G)=CCO + A) + G)
8GEI (9) CCO + A) + G)=CA • C)

:*
5

Fig.1?, Gontinued.
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CC- CA + C l + Al + C l = 0

=*N$ A+(-B)=A-B
A •• *A+C$
B"*-CA+Cl$C1l CCA + Cl + - -CA + C"=CCA + Cl - -CA + Cll

I *N$ A +(- Bl= A - B
A. t*A+C$
B:t*A+C$ C~l (CA + Cl + -CA + C»=C CA + Cl -CA + C II

• *CEI$ C3l CCA + Cl -CA + Cll=CCA + Cl + -CA + C II
,

I *~ .3RE 1$ C4l CCA + Cl + -CA + C,,=CCA + Cl +"-CA + C II

• *TH2$ C- Al+ A = 0
A': :*A+C$- C5l (-,fA· + Cl.+CA + C) )=- 0

.*CA2$ C6l CCA + Cl + -lA +·Cll= 0

'*4.6RE2$ C7> CCA + Cl + -CA +Cll= 0

:*AS$ (A + B'+ C II Pi +CB + C)
A: :*A+C$
B: :*A$
C"M$ C8l CCCA + Cl + Al + Al'(CA + Cl +CA + All

• *DLL$

• *ARI$

: *7CA2$

I *9ALI$

CORRECT •••

(8l (A +(C .. -CA + C",. 0

C9l (-CA" Cl +CA + .ell= 0

(IOl <C-(A + Cl .. Al + C>= 0

6A

Fig, 13, continued.
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DERIVE «-CA + C) + A) + C)= 0

t *TH2$ ~ - A) + A = 0
A"*A+C$ (I) C·CA + C) +CA + Cll= 0

'*AS$ CA + 13>+ C = A +U~ + C)
A"*A+C$
13' I*A$
C"*C$ (2) «((A + C) + A) + C)=«A + C) +(A + C»

,*DLU

..AS$ CA + 13)+ C = A +C8 + Cl
A" *-CA+C)$
B"*A$
CII*C$ (2) «oCA + C) + A) + C)=C-(A + C) +CA+ C»

..CEI$ (3) C-(A + C) +(A + C))=C(-(A + C) + A) + C)

l.l.3REI$ (4) (C-CA + C)+ A) + C)= 0

CORRECT ...

6B

DERljlE «-CA + C) + A) + C). 0

I.AS$ (A + 8)+ C = A +(8 + C)
All.-(A+C)$
811.A$
C".C$ (1) C(-CA + C) + A) + C)=(-CA + C) +CA + C»

t *TH1$ 0 + A = A
A: t*S

TRY AGAIN

I.Tl!2$ (0 A>+ A = 0
A 1'*A+C$ C2 ) (-(A + C) +(A + C»= 0

1*1'2RE1$ (3) «-(A + C) + A) + C)= 0

CORRECT •••

6c

Fig. 15, continued.
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DERIVE (0 - 1'0)= - A DERIVE 0 = - 0

:*Ln : *1'01$ A +( - 1'0)= 0
: : *-A$ (I) - 1'0= - A 1'0::*1'0$ (I) (A + - 1'0)= 0

: *TH2$ (- Al+ A = 0 .*N$ A +(- B)= A - B
1'0::*1'0$ (2 ) (- A + 1'0)= 0 1'0::*1'0$

B:- :*A$ (2 ) (A + - 1'0)=(1'0 -M
• *THI$ 0 +.1'0 = A
A: : ....A$ (3 ) (0 + -1'0)= - A :*1.2RE1$ (3 ) (A .. A)= 0

: *CEI$ (4 ) - 1'0=(0 + - A) : *HELP$

: *4 .IRE 1$ (5 ) - A=CO + - A)

1- AI A +(- 1'0)= "0
.*HELP$ . A::O (4 ) (0 + . 0)= 0

Z A + 0 = A
A: t- O (5 ) (- 0 + 0)= . 0

N A .*( - B)= A - B CA A + B = B + A
1'0::0 B: :0
B. :A (6 ) (0 + - 1'0)=(0 -A) At: ... 0 (6 ) (- 0 + 0).=(0 + . 0)
5.6REI (7) - A=(Q - A) 5.6REI (7) (0 + . 0)= - 0
7CEI (B) (0 - 1'0)= - A 4.7REl (B) - 0= 0

BCEI (9) 0 = - 0

SA

N A +( - B)= A - B
AnO
Bt:A (6) (0 + - 1'0)=(0 - A)
3.6REI (7) (0-1'0)=-1'0

.*

DERIVE

: *HELP$

o = .. 0

7 TH3 A - A = 0
Ana (I> (0 . 0)=
TH4 0 - A = - A
A ::0 (2) (0 . 0)=
I .2RE I (3 ) - 0= 0
3CEI (4 ) o = - 0

o

- 0

:*

Fig. 13, continued.

8B
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, *TH5$

(-5+5)=-0

o = - 0
(1) 0 D .. 0

185

DERIVE (A - 0). A

I .2RE I
N A +(
At:ABr,6
3./lREI

: *TH2$
A::*5$

, *CEI$

'*3.IREI$

, *HELP$

C-A)+A=O
(2) (- 5 + 5). 0

(3) 0.( - 5 + 5)

.(/l) - 0.(- 5 + 5)

Z A
A::A
TH5

+ 0 lIZ A
<1)

o • - 0
(2 )

(3)
B).

(/l )
(5.)

(A+O).A

o == - 0
(A + - 0)= A

A - B

(A + - O).(A - 0)
(A - 0). A

/l ./lRE I (5) (- 5 + 5)=(- 5 + 5)
/lCEI (6 ) (- 5 + 5)= - 0
5.6RE2 (7) (- 5 + 5)= - 0 ' *N$ A +(- B)= A - B

A ::*A$
B: .*0$ <1) (A + - O)·(A - 0)

: *TH5$ 0 • - 0

/lCEI (5·) (- 5 + 5)· - 0
(2 ) 0 = - 0

,*CEI$ (3 ) - 0= 0

'*1·3REI$ (/l ) (A + O)=(A - 0)

TH2 (- Al+ A • 0
A::5 (5 ) (- 5 + 5). 0

: *HELP$

5.IREI (6 ) (- 5 + 5)· - 0

2.IREI (5)( - 5 + 5). - 0

/l Cl;:l (5 ) ( .. 5 + 5)= .. 0

9

Z A+O=A
A itA (5)
/l.5REI (6)
6CEI (7)

Z A+O"A
A itA (5)
5.2!lEI (6)
6.IREI (7)

,*

<A + 0)" A
A·(A-O)
<A-O)"A

(A + 0). A
(A + - 0)" A
<A - 0)= A

10



DERIVE

• *1H6$
A: : *5$

: *FELP$

(5 - 0)=(5 + 0)

A - 0 = A
(1) (5-0)=5

186

Z A+O=A
A::5 (2)

2CEI (3)
1 .3RE2 (4)

,*

(5+0)=5
5 =(5 + 0)
(5 - 0)=(5 + 0)

11

DERIVE

: *HELP$

(5 + 0)=(5 - 0)

2CEI
1 .3HE·l
N A +C-
A: :5
B ::0
4.5HEI

LT
A::5
1H5

+ - 0(1l
o = • 0

(2 )
(3 )
(4 )

B)=

(5 + • 0 )=(5 + - 0)

o = • 0
- 0= 0
(5 + 0)=(5 + ·0)

A - B

(5 + - 0 )=(5 • 0)
(5 + 0)=(5 - 0)

: *N$ A +C- B)= A • B
A ::*5$
B :: *0$ ( I ) (5 + - 0)=(5 - 0)

I *HELP$

1H5 0 = - 0
(2 ) 0 = -.0

2CEI (3 ) . 0= 0
1 .3HE 1 (4 ) (5 + 0)=(5 . 0)

:*
12

Fig. 13; continued.
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: *TH6$ A - 0 = A
A:: *-0$ <I) (- 0 - 0)= - 0

, *TH6$ A - 0 = A
A' '*0$ (2 ) (0 - 0)= 0

, *TH5$ 0 = - 0
(3 ) 0 = - 0

,*CE 1$ (4 ) - 0= 0

'*2.4HEl$
THERE IS NOT A FF<F.E OCCURRENCE OF S- 0) IN LINE 2

'*1.4REI$ (5) (0 - 0)= - 0

'*1"IJi!E2S (6) (- 0 - 0)= 0

, *HELP$

6.4REI (7 ) (0 - 0)= 0

7.3RE2 (8) (0 - - 0)= 0

:*
DERIVE (0 - - 0)= 0

, *THf$ A - () = A
A: '*-0$ <I,> (- 0 - 0)= - 0

: *TH6$ A - 0 = A

A' '*0$ (2 ) (0 - 0)= 0

, *HEIP$

TH5 0 - 0
(3 ) 0 = - 0

2.3RE2 (4 ) (0 0)= 0

..
DERIVE

, *HEIPS

13

«l> + 0) =(8 + C))->(C = 0)

TH7 A + B = A + C -> B = C
A::e
E ::0
C ::c <I) «8 + 0) =(8 + C»->(O = C)

1 CE2 (2 ) « (3 + 0) =(~ + C»->(C " 0)

.. 14

F~g. 13, cont~nueq.
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DERIVE A .Cs + - 3)

I*PS CI) *A+3.SS

I*IIELPS

.CS + ,- 3»

3)
+(5 + - 3»)->(A .CS + - 3»

+ 3)·CS +(- 3 + 3»
3»·(5 +C- 3 + 3»

CS + 0). 5
(3 +CS + - 3». 5
«A + 3) .'S)->CA
A .CS + - 3)

CC3 + A) ·C3 +Cs + - 3»)->CA .CS + - 3»
+ A

C3 + A).CA +
CCA + 3) .(3

+ A

«5 + - 3)
C3 +CS + 
+A

(- 3 + 3).C3 + - 3)
(3 +(5 + - 3».CS +(3 + - 3»
o

(3 + - 3). 0
C3 +(5 + - 3».CS + 0)

(6)
(7)

a .. B

- 3
. (2)

a • a

(S)
(9)

+C- A).
ClO)
ClI)
• A
Cl2)
( 13)
Cl4)
CIS)

A + S • A + C -> 8 • C1H7
aliA
CI IS +
All 3
CA A +
All 3
aliA (3)
2.3REI (4)
CA A +~ a .. a
ails + - 3
AI13 CS) C3 +CS + - 3».CCS + - 3) + 3)
AS CA + a)+ C.A +ca + C)
CII3
all- 3
AilS
S.6REI
CA A +
all 3
AII- 3
7.SREI
AI A
All 3
9.IOREI
Z A + 0
AilS ~

1I.12REI
4.13REI
14.IAA

IAEA.,- 3 (2) «A + 3) + - 3).(5 + - 3)
2AR2 (3) (A +C3 + - 3) ).(5 + - 3')
AI A +(- A)· 0
All 3 (4) (3 + - 3). 0
3.4REI CS) CA + O).CS + - 3)
Z A + 0 • A
AliA (6) CA + 0).. A
S.6REI (7) A .CS +~- 3)

1*
15

Fig. 13, contin~ed.
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DERIVE CCA + Bl a Cl->CA aCC - Bll

S.HELPS

C8 +CC + - 8llaCCC + - 8l + Bl
C - A +<B + Cl

- 8lll->CA aCC - 8ll

8l
+CC - 8lll->CA -CC - Bll

.- 8l
- 8l
+CC +

.. 8l=CC +C- 8 + 8ll
B)l=CC +C- 8 + B)l

- 8»= C
.,C)->(A ace ... a»

CC + Ol. C
C8 +CC +
CCA + 8)

C- 8 + 8l=C8 + - Bl
C8 +CC + - Bl).CC +CB + - 8ll

o
C8 + - 8l= 0
C8 +CC + - Bl)=CC + Ol

CC + - 8l-CC
CC - 8laCC +
CCA + 8l aC8
+ A

CCC + - 8l
C8 +CC + 
+ A

C8 + A)aCA +
CCA + 8l aC8

A - 8

(8)
C9l

8 = 8

A + B • A + C -> B • C

Cil CCB + Al aCB +CC - Blll->CA aCC - Bll
A + 8 • a: • A

TH7
BIIA
CIIC - B
AIIB
CA
AUB
Bs SA C2l
1.2REI C3l
N A +(- B).
AIIC
BUB C4l
4CEI CSl
3.SREI C6l
CA A+B-B
BUC + - B
AUB C7l
AS CA + Bl+
CUB
BII- B
AIIC
7.8REI
CA A +
BIIB
AII- B ClOl
9.IOREI Clil
AI A +C- Al
AIIB <l2l
1I.12REI Cl3l
Z A + 0 a A
AIIC Cl4l
13.14REI CIS)
6.ISREI Cl6l

WP Cll (A + 8). C
IRE
AU- 8 C2l CCA + 8) + - 8l=CC + - 8l
2AR2 C3l CA +CB + - 8l>=CC + - 8l
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Z· A + 0 = A
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AIIC
8118 (8) CC + - 8l=CC - 8l
7.8REI C9l A -CC - Bl
h9CP ClOl CCA + B) • C)->(A·aCC - 8ll
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Fig. 13, continued.
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needed it. The problems on which she experienced difficulty, and the tutor

ing she received, are reproduced as Figure 12. Second, each partial proof

was reconstructed, only this time, when HELP was requested, the tutor

printed the set of solutions discovered by the theorem-prover rather than

hints or suggestions, as shown in Figure 13. Annotations to these solu

tions follow.

1. (a) The theorem-prover uses the command COPY when it references

a line already in the proof, but prefers to group the lines in a consecu

tive block. (b) The dialogue must comment if the student enters a working

premise (wp) other than the ones needed in the solution. Since the student

will be reminded to delete the WP line or to discharge it with a CP command,

some lines already in the proof may be lost.

2. This problem was presented earlier. Lisa solved it successfully.

As shown in Figure 12, the theorem-prover analyzed a completed proof to

determine if the student did a very long or clumsy one. Section 2 referred

to this problem to illustrate that, if the theorem-prover were called on

after line 10, a much shorter proof could be found.

3. If the student does some solution other than the one suggested by

the theorem-prover, or the student's completed solution is very long com

pared to that already determined by the theorem-prover, the student could

be asked to retry the same problem. As in Figure 12, the theorem-prover

could provide some initial comment to get the student restarted.

4. Even when the theorem-prover finds a solution that does not

reference the stUdent's work, the dialogue routine can determine the simi

larity between the prover's results and lines already available; the simi

larity in this proof is the use of the N axiom with a reversed substitution

sequence.
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5. The theorem-prover missed an easy completion:

lALl (3) (O+A)+C ~ A+C .

The combination AS-CE in the theorem-prover's solutions implies the AL

(associate left over addition) rule, whereas AS alone is the AR (associate

right over addition) rule. The theorem-prover only uses these short forms

for the axioms in sequences stemming from ~CROS, the standard transforma-

tions. Note that this suggestive hint, rather than one which states a pre-

cise command to use, or a formula to generate, allows the student to do some

more thinking. The result is that Lisa came up with a better proof than

that found by the prover.

6. This example is important because it is a case in which the ideal-

ized theorem-prover fails. Lack of a proof, however, was compensated for by

the FEATURE TEST heuristic. A hint is shown in Figure 12 for the problem:

DERIVE ((-(A+B))+A)+C~O. In order to give the hint, the tutor suggested

that the student use Theorem 2, the only item returned by the FEATURE TEST.

In this case, it turned out to be a very good guess, because a solution is:

TH2 (-A)+A~O

A: : (MC)

lALl

(1) (-(A+C))+(A+C)~O

(2) (-(A+C)+A)+C~O

Two more solutions attempted by Lisa are shown in Figure 12. For the second

proof, the dialogue routine wanted to suggest that the student begin w~th

the AS axiom because the left-hand side of the problem is an instance of the

left-hand side of the axiom. Lisa interpreted the suggestion to mean she

should USe the N axiom. She proceeded to do a very clumsy proof, in which

she got stuck and was helped by the theorem-prover. She did the proof

again, now using the AS axiom.
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7. (Theorem 4) Lisa used an odd proof, although it was one the

theorem-prover could easily complete. The second solution is the proof

usually given for the theorem.

8. Theorem 5 is shown with two possible solutions: one when the stuc

dent uses only the axioms, the other when Theorems 1 through 4 are available.

A theorem-prover heuristic could have been pointed out to the student in this

example. This is a problem with the zero element as the only atomic term.

Introducing new variables into the problem, as Lisa did, usually does not

help in the solution search.

10. (Theorem 6) The single prOof obtained by the theorem-prover is

first shown. After Lisa generated four lines, the theorem;prover was capable

of extending the number of proofs it discovers in order to take into account

work done by her. In a reverse idea, she had essentially given a hint to

the theorem-prover.

11. The theorem-prover cannot solve this on its own, although it can

complete Lisa's work. Heuristics suggest starting with either TH6 or Z.

14. Note that the routine to set up a conditional proof (cp) and, in

this case, use the elimination MACRO, is not a top-level heuristic. The

COLLECTOR throws it out in favor of the two-line solution shown.

15. The theorem-prover discovers that the recently proven theorem,

Theorem 7, can be used to solve this problem. Using AE rule results in a

shorter proof unless short forms of the axioms are used, cutting down the

number of lines by eight. (See Chapter VI for an explanation of short

forms of the axioms.)

16. Theorem 8. Again, the theorem-prover comes up with a proof

using Theorem 7.
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Discussion of the proofs in Figure 13 are continued in the next section

where a comparison is made, using this set of solutions, with work done

by human tutors.

4. A Study of Experienced Human Tutors of Elementary Algebra

An effort has been made in this chapter to demonstrate, with examples

of dialogues and completions of partial solutions and with comparisons to

other mechanical analysis techniques, that the theorem-prover/proof-analyzer

extracts information from the student's work which can be used to generate

a tutorial dialogue. From this information, the computer-tutor can give

advice which encourages the student to utilize his own partial solutions

to arrive at a complete one. In this sense, the tutor is responsive to

the problem-solving difficulties experienced by the student. In its

suggestions, the tutor attempts to capture a knowledge of what solutions

can be produced from lines already appearing in the proof and thus an

awareness of what solution the student may have been thinking of when he

started to work.

Much of the development of the proof-analyzer was based on intuitions

about how human teachers perform the same tutorial task as that presented

to the computer. In order to see how good some of these intuitions were,

and to compare the behavior of the computer with that of experienced human

tutors, a special study was carried out. The aim of the study was to find

out (a) what kinds of suggestions or hints a human tutor makes when con

fronted with the task of helping a student complete a proof, and (b) how

the tutor decides what particular suggestions to make. Two results were

expected: the computer's ability to tutor is comparable to that .of the
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hUlUan teacher, and the coml?uter-based analysis technique'sim11lates the'way

a hUJUan teacher decides how to direct a student to discover solutions.

The study was qualitative and intended to provide further informa

tion to detE;rmine how well the computer-tutor for mathematical logic works.

This section will explain how the investigation was conducted, and then,

examine individual results, comparing them to the computer's behavior~

If some general conclusion could be made from this study, it seems fair

to say that the computer performs better than most of the hUJUan tutors

questioned. The reasons for this statement are cited below.

Each' of the' five subjects in the study were experienced in tutoring,

students of the Stanford logic-algebra course;i;wo were teaching assistants

for an elementary logic course at Stanford, the others have worked with

children in grades 3 through 6. Only one subject was an aide, trained to

proctor ina local elementary school; the others were graduate students at

Stanford in either the School of Education or 'the Department of Philosophy•

The 'experimental procedure followed is outlined below.

1. Each subject was given three derivation problems to solve, using

a reference sheet made up of Appendix I and a list of logical rules. The

expressions to be proven were the ,>lgebraic identities listed in Appendix

IV, and the purpose of the exercise was to refresh e,>chsubject's memory of

the axiomatic system used in the Stanford program.

2. The subjects were re,>d the instructions and given a w'>rm-up

problem. Both are shown in Apl?endix IV. The warm-up exercise was used

only to ensure that the subject understood the task he was to perform.

3. Essenti'>lly, the task was to write dOwn a comment which the

hUJUan tutor would give to a student who needed help in completing the
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partial. solutions shown to the tutor, This wap the same task seen in

Figure 13 as carried out by the computer-tutor. The subjects were given

eight partial solutions taken from those in Figure 13 (and reproduced in

Appendix 1Y), and asked to (a) write down an initial comment, (b) try to

express the reason for making that comment, and (c) note any further

suggestions they would consider giving to the student.

The overall view formed of the human tutor was that their ability

to give helpful hints depended on their ability to solve the problems

themselves. The variety Of hints seen mirrored that shown in Figure 12,

either a direct answer or a suggestion to reexamine a ;Line or compare a

line with the problem expression. An attelllpt was made in Table 2 to

tabulate or.code the human tutor' p comments and reasons given .for making

the comments. But the table does not tell the entire story without further

description. The five subjects can be separated into two groups: subjects

A, B, and E; and pubjects C andD.

The first group clearlY attempted to solve the problem on their own,

and to then compare these solutions with lines already in the proof •. To

'luote tutor B: "In this case, I sketched .a proof out in my mind ••• Then

I looked at the partial proof to see if the student was following that

outline." This seems more like the stored-proofs method, where the stored

proof is regenerated each time by the human tutor. However, in some cases

where the subjects provided more than one possible comment, it could be

inferred that the tutors discovered a few solutions and chope one .for the

initial discuspion,depending on its relationship to the ptudent's work.

In some cases,the tutors seemed to go over the student's work, line by

line, 'luestioningthe student's motives and trying to see where they



TABLE 2

ANALYSIS OF COMMENTS MADE BY THE HUMANTUTORS*

Tutors
Attributes

Type of hint changed for different
partial solutions

Tutor insisted on using only one method
for helping the student, regardless of
the partial solution

Comment encouraged use of ~tudent lines
a. used the last line to suggest

shortest proof
b. used the last line to suggest proof

which was not the shortest one
c. used line s other than the last one

Tutor tried to get the student to start
a new proof although student's work could
be completed

Conunent contained an error or was
confusing

Comment was irrelevant .because student
had already done the suggested work

Hint let student try several ideas;
hint was not an answer

Tutor solved the derivation problem
before deciding ana comment

a. worked problem before looking at
the student' s work

b. worked problem while looking at
the student's work

A

yes

no

2/8

3/8

2/7

1/8

1/8

1/8

5/8

2/8

B

yes

no

3/8

4/8

2/8

C

no

yes

D

no

yes

E

yes

no

2/8

4/8

2/8

1/8

2/8

6/8

J--'
'B,

*The notation, n/m, represents the number (n) of problems, out 'If m possible
problems, that fitted the attribute description in column 1.
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diverged from the solutions thought up by the tutors. In only a few cases

did the tutors immediately notice a property of the student's lines to

comment upon without consciouslY searching for a solution. This was true

of partial solution number 6.

The approach used by tutors in the first group was flexible; they

did not encourage use of a single strategy for all the problems and they

varied in their decision to encourage the student to continue his own

work rather than to start over again with a new solution idea. The new

ideas suggested were ones also found by the theorem-prover, but, because

the computer-tutor saw that the student's proof could be completed, the

computer-tutor chose to encourage the student to complete his work first.

Then the new solution strategies were suggested as alternative methods

for solving the problem.

The irrelevant or erroneous hints given by these human tutors were

due to two causes:

1. the tutor did not notice some of the lines produced by the

student (solllething the computer would never do); Or

2. the tutor figured out part of a solution, decided it was a good

strategy without carrying it out completely when in fact it was not a fea

sible approach, and then based the suggestion on an erroneOUS proof idea.

Tutor E came up with a "metatheoretical comment" (his words) for

partial solutions 2 and 3, namely., that "a sum of terms can always be

reordered and reassociated to any extent by using CA and AS enough

times." It was shown that th", theorem-prover could always find

completions for problems like 2 and 3; it was pointed out that

the student needs to learn to recognize how to obtain lines having the
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correctuUlll,ber of occurrences of the individual yariab:l.e)3.peforemast<=ring

permutation. and regrouping skill)3.

The .second group is made up of two tutors who clearJ,y employed a

single method for deciding what to say to the student, regardless of the

problem and the work done by the student on the problem' The method used

by tutorD was to start with the student's last proof line and try. to

manipulate it to obtain' the probl",m expression.. This tutor fell. into

a trap purposely set when the problems for the study were chosen; in five

out of the eight problems, shorter solutions could be obtained by considering

lines other than the last. For the most part, the cCi:llputer-tutor would dis

cover these solutions without considering manipulations of the last line.

Tutor D claiirmrd that his approach always captured what the student was trying

to do. But the errors he made, even suggesting that the student complete

a partial solution which could not be completed (number 7), indicate that

the tutorial process is not so simple.

Tutor C' s problems were based on an inability to solve the derivation

problems. This tutor alwaYs tried to find the line of the partial proof

most like the problem expression, and never gave a direct hint unless he

could find a solution himself, which was true of only three out of the

eight problems. Ee stated that his tutoring approach was to use trial

and error methods and to keep asking students questions which could ex

plain what they were trying to do. If he failed to help them, he had to

call another tutor, or have the student skip the problem. He never con

sidered asking a neighboring student who may have finished the Problem

because the students worked on identical problems and, "since the stu

dents are very competitive, could not be expected to help one another."
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The students were not discouraged from "racing" t4rough the curriculum;

this unskilled tutor could not divert the students' attention from merely

manipulating expressions to examining the properties Of the axiomatic system,

a point empnasized by the computer~tutor. Moreover, this proctor's emphasis

on competition was detrimental. CChe students became mo:re concerned with

finishing a lesson than with the content of the lesson,artd more concerned

with secreting their knowledge than with using it to help their cle.ssmates.



CHAPTER VI

A GENERALIZED INSTRUCTIONAL SrSTEM FOR TEACHING
ELEMENTARY MA.THEMATICAL LOGIC

The image cast in the introductory chapters of an ideal tutor was one

of sensitivity to the educational needs of the student. So far, our atten~

tion, and that of the computer-tutor, has been directed to the less skillful

students, those who cannot discover a proof of some true e~pression in an

elementary a~iomatic theory. Strategies the computer-tutor uses .for helping

the student find a complete proof toa particular problem, as well as diverse

solutions for that problem, have been discussed in terms Of .ideas any in-

structional sYstem for teaching skills in proof construction might well

incorporate.

We now turn to a description of the particular instructional frame-

work in which research on the th"orem-prover of Chapter IV was carried out.

·In particular, we turn to the methods introduced for helping a student

while he is working On a problem, although the emphl>sis is still .on how

to use theorem~provers to teach about theorem-proving. This chapter e~amines

how the computer-tutor can provide the student with an instructional environ-

mentin which to freely e~plore thesubject.area and to e~periment with his

newly acquired skills in proof construction. The. system does not knOw a

particular theorY,its a~ioms and rUles for constructing proofs, but.rather

it is made up of general routines for processing first-order theories from

the syntactic structure of those t!leories alone.

200
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Among the methods for helping a student that have already been dis

cussed were those by which a student can: (a) have the freedom to work on

a problem without interference from a teacher, that is, try any solution

path regardless of whether it approaches a successful proof; (b) communi

cate with a proof-checker to verify immediately whether his solutions are

correct; (c) receive advice and comments on his work which take into

account only the material that the student knows; and (d) 'be encouraged

to discover diverse solutions for a given problem. Methods to be high

lighted insubseguent l3ectionsof this chapter are:

l. the student can specify a first-order theory, a,nd build his

,own command language with which to construct proofs;

2. he can make up his own prOlllem exa,mples;

3. he receives immediate feedback on errOl;'s ;. and

4. he cali ask about previously learned material.

Aside from the theorem-prover which is employed al3 a proof-analyzer

for purposes of helping the students complete a solution (Chapters III-V),

the instructional system uses two other kinds of theorem_provers. With

these theorem-provers, the student Can instruct the program to move from

one point to another without explicitly carrying out the mediating steps.

The first is in the form of shortcut rules for axioms and proved theorems.

The second kind of theorem-prover is one which the· student can call on to

verify that a given line is a valid inference from a set of previous lines

and instances of· axioms and theorems. This is the instruction we call SHOW.

The instructional system is written in the LISP programming language

(McCarthy etal., 1962) foraDECPDP-10 computer at IMSSS. It has been

used at Stanford to teach students in an elementax:y courl3ein logic and
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by seventh-graders from a junior high school in Palo Alto, California, who

worked on the Finding-Axioms exercise first described in Chapter I. The

possible uses for this system are varied. A graduate student is presently

using it to study axiom"i-tizations of elelllentary geometry; another,a cur-

riculum for number theory. The program is suitable for problem-solving

tasks of varying levels of complexity,

In the fall term, 1972,45 students were enrolled ina five-unit

course at Stanford taught by the instructional program to be described in

this chapter. For our own developmental purposes, not all of the features

for deriving rules were made available to this class. l

1. Basic Features of the Instructional System

This chapter presents the basic capabilities of the instructional

system, emphasizing the methods by which the system processes a command

language which it knows only implicitly. By "implicitly" is meant that

the system is merely a framework with some tools which the user, a teacher

or a student, uses to construct axiomatic theories. The framework is a

natural deduction treatment of first-order logic, and the tools are pro-

cedures for specifying the vocabulary of the axioms and for deriving the

IThe program used is available upon request from the author or
appropriate staff of the Institute for Mathematical Studies in the social
Sciences,
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rules of inference. Together they are able to support formalizations of

the full predicate calculus with identity (and, with minor work, definite

description). Also available is the machinery for specifying a curriculum,

Le., descriptions of problems to be solved, names of theorems to be proved,

and, in general, ~uestions to be answered. The curriculum might be a

course, say, in elementary number theory or axiomatic geometry, Students

follow a prescribed se~uence of problems and ~uestions, but they always

have the option to interrupt it. They then can initiate their own prob

lems, prove lemmas, or derive new rules of inference.

The interpretive tools of the program "understand" two languages.

The first language, call it C, is the set of commands used in constructing

proofs or derivations. It is defined inA, the second language. With A,

the user is able to AXIOMATIZE a theory, i.e., to specify (a) the class

of nonlogical constants; and (b) a class of axioms, which is a recursive

class of formulas containing no nonlogical constants other than those in

class (a). The names of axioms and the well-formed formulas derivable

from the axioms (theorems or lemmas) are members of C. A also enables

the user to derive rules of inference from axioms and from established

theorems and lemmas (as explained in Section 2). These new rules are

added to C. C is further augmented by the basic logical system; specif

ically this includes programmed code for:

1. rules governing substitution (name of axiom or theorem,

·PS procedure);

2. proof procedures: assuming a working premise (WPh and obtain

ing conditional proof (eP) or indirect proof (IP);
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3. primitiY~ rul~s of inference: modus pon~ns (AA), quantifi~r

rul~s (US, UG, ES, EG), laws of identity (~DS, lDO), rUleS to permit th~

r~plac~m~nt of a w~ll·formed formula (or t~rm) by an ~quivalent formula

(or term) within a line of a d~rivatibn or proof;

4. g~n~ralized interchang~rv1~s: these p~rmit an int~rchapgeon

th~ basis of an axiom or proved th~orem which has th~ form of an id~ntity

relation or a mat~rial biconditional;

5. miscellan~ous rul~s: obtain th~ initiativ~ to r~qu~st probl~ms

(INIT); d~lete th~ last line (DLL); revi~w the proof (REVIEW); call on a

th~or~m-prover to show that a lin~ is a valid inf~r~nc~ from previous lines,

axioms,and theor~ms (SHOW or sp~cial "shortcut" forms of th~or~ms and

axioms) ; and, h~lp the user complete his proof (HELP). (IJ'his last command

has already been extensively discussed.)

These rul~s will be elaborated on later as the discussion of the instruc

tional system demands. Goldberg (1971) contains a detailed 'exposition On

all the rules of the primitive command language as well as on the language

for specifying the curriculum, either that prestored On a peripheral device

and presented in a linear fashion to the stUdent, or that defined, at the

time the user actually attempts to solve the problems. Some additiOnal

problem types are described here.

Figure 14 is a block diagram of that system. ~n it we see the

language A represented. by "AXIOMAT~ZE: mode." The system has two parts:

one to understand and process the requests from A to learn new commands

and the other to evaluate these commands as w~ll as those enumerat~d

above. In this second part, the program takes on the role of a proof

checker, as represent~d in the diagram by "DEIUVE mode." In this mode
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..

INTERPRETER .
for the

Send a . coMMAND LANGUAGE Generate
connna.nd command.. Generate schems.

a line of
proof

DERIVE mode .. AxIOMA!l'IZE mode
construct proofs using Specify the
COlnlllS.nd language and axioms.tic theory
theorem-provers

t
IIHELPh

Tearr

TUTORING mode PROBIEM mode \ PRESTORED CURRICULUM
Advice and Derivation problemsPresent the problems
cominents \ to the students and questions

I

ltINIT't

•.

!NIT inOde
Problems apecitied by
the .. stude"ta at run time

Fig. 14. -_Bloc.kdiagra)ll of the instructional system•.
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of operation, the user or student constructs a proof or derivation of some

true statement in the theory already axiomatized. Other types of problems

fitted into the DERIVE mode will be outlined later. A derivation of a for-

mula G in a theory is a sequence of steps or lines Ll, ••• ,Ln, each justi-

fied in some way, such that L
n

is G. In order to construct a proof or

derivation, the student ,types a command, C
i

, and expects the program to

generate a new line, Ci is either a request for substitution instances

of axioms or previously proved theorems,or a reference to a set of previous

lines from which a new one is to be inferred. The proof-checker accepts the

command, checks to see that the format is correct and that the intendedap-

plication is proper. If the command is improperly formulated, the student

receives a message to explain what error was committed; An example of this

format for constructing prOOfs was given in Chapter I, Section 2; sample

commands and proofs for expressions in a theory of Abelian groups were given

in Chapter V. Although the words teacher and student are used to refer to

the curriculum-writer and the problem-solver, respectively, the distinction

is for convenience of this discussion only. As enumerated earlier in this

chapter, as well as in Section 4 of Chapter I, the instructional system has

applications beyond the usual "teacher-writes-lessons, student-takes-lessons"

mode of instruction.

If the student is working on a prespecified curriculum, he can an-

nounce his intentions to make up his own problems by typing the command

INIT. Although for the most part the student can use this instruction

whenever he so chooses, an option is available to the teacher to block use

of INIT. This feature is necessary if the teacher has designed problems

which reference one another and which must be worked on consecutively. An
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example of the INI~ feature is shown in Figul'e 22 at the end of this chapter.

The decision to let the student interrupt the teacher was made with the idea

that the student could immediately test out any ideas he has about proof

strategies) he would be able to asR the computer-tutor about formulas he

thinks are derivable from the inference rules and would be able to carry

out the derivation immediately. Other times when the student might avail

himself of the INIT feature are (a) the teacher's problems are too difficult

and the student wants to review easier problems he received earlier) (b) the

teacher's problems are too easy and, to save himself from becoming bored, the

student wants to make up more difficult ones) and (c) the teacher's problem

can be more simply solved if the student proves and names a ;Lemma which is

used in proof constructions in the same manner as axioms and theorems. The

student can also derive new rules of inference as explained in Section 2

of this chapter.

Given that the student is allowed to interrupt the teacher, when does

the teacher interrupt the student? One situation where the teacher interrupts

the student involves error messages on the syntax and application of rules in

the command language. The decision to provide immediate feedb"ck, that is,

to interrupt the student whenever he makes an error in the form or use of

a command, was explained in Chapter II, Section 2. Thus, each proof line

generated is assured of being a valid inference from the set of premises

and the rules of the logical system.

A second situation results from the lesson writer's ability to control

the use of rules which can appear in the solution of a particular problem.

The purpose of this feature of the instructional system is to give the teacher

a vehicle for encouraging the student to try different proof strategies. By
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preventing the student from using certain J;'ules,or'by demanding that the

student use certainrules1theteacher can>place constraints on the form

of the solution.

The question here is whether or not to stop the student from requesting

a command which has been disall.owed, that iSi to give the student an error

message, such as RULE IS NOT .ALLOWED IN THIS PROBLEM, whenever he types a

prohibited command. If the··computer"teacher interrupts the student wHh.s.uch

a message, the student loses the main feature of the system: the ability to

i'reelyexplore the cominand language. Perhaps the student was told not to use

a cOlllJlJ,8,nd he has forgotten and so, reminded of its name, he decides to find

out how it is used. If the computer-teacher .refuses to generate proof lines

or to give legitimate error messages about the command because the student

wai'F asked not· to use'it in the solution of the problem, then the student

will not be able to relearn the ccmmand at a significant point in his inc

struction. Now suppose this command is crucial ill the completed solution

constructed by the student. The computer-teacher can only discover this

fact~ the student has finished the solution. .So, our decision was to

let the student request all the rules he has learned, freely.exploring.the

language, and to let him complete his thoughts on how to solve the problem.

Only when he has finished the problem outside the given restrictions will

the computer-teacher interrupt the sequence of problems, correct the student,

and ask him to redo the problem within the specified constraints.

What sorts of problems do we include in the instructional program

(PROBLEMlrjode commands)?l As already stated, the ma,in body of the system

1Development of these problem types was based on ideas of Professor
Patrick Suppes.
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is a proof" checker and <the basic problem is, to construct ,a, derivation

(DERlVE or PROVE problems), In addition tousirtg derivations for sllow"

ing that an argument is valid, 'Ie can use it to show that an axiom is

dependent on other "xioms or, that anaxiomisinconsistentwitllother

axioms (derive, the negation of the axiom in, question). We can place

other 'logical questions il1terms',6fderivation<prob1ems'. To ShOK that

an, argUment is'inva1id, 'Ie provide an interpretation in an algebraic'

domain and construct derivations to show each premise and the negation

of the conc1usiouto be'true. Axioms are consistent, ,if ther,e is at least

orte,iuterpretationthat makes each axiom true. So 'Ie construct deriva"

tious for' this interpretati()n~of each axiom. We can 'Similarly "how. a.n.,

axiom to be independent ,by providing an interpretation in,whichwecqn"

struct derivationsfor"the other axioms and fOr the:, negation of, tlle aXiom

in question. Exercises on symbolizing English sentenc,es can a1"0:be'ex",,

pressed in terms of a DERIVE problem. Given',a sentence"niJ- suggested

preiJ-icates and variables; the student provides his symbolization

it is not iiJ-enticaL to the stored answer"the student can construct a

derivation to Show his response is equivalent to thestoreiJ-' answer. In

addition, 'Ie' have~FindingAxiomsexercises(describeiJ- in Chapter I) a"

well as simple questions' expecting constructed responses in order" to

present some of the factual material.

Descriptions ofthe<pr'imitivecodes for 'constructing proofs) as

well as those code's, automatiCally aiJ-iJ-ed to ,the commaniJ-1anguage 'when a

theory is "pecified, arepreseni;eiJ-:next. Section 3 ,wilL explore the
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problem of prOviding error messages fOr invalid commands,especially for

those c()mmal1!1s learned by the instructiOnal system. The problem Of

teaching the use of a command is dealt with in Section 4.

2. Formal Descriptioll'of the'lnstrl,lctionalSystem

Without burdening the reader with details Of a fairlY complicated

program, this section describes data, structures and syntax for the vocabulary

and the command language, C. For the most part, the instructional system

is a standard logical system, and SO the laws of identity and the senten-

tial and quantifier rules will not be repeated here. They} as well as the

other primitives Of the command language C, and the commands in A, are

summar ized in Appendix V.' .

2.1 The Vocabulary

The instructional system<islinlited to purely symbolic languages,

where each identifier is a string of one or more alphabetic or special

characters. The data, structure associates with every symbol, except the

individual variables, a DEGREE, and attaches to every individual variable

a TYPE label. The purpose of type-labeling is to restrict the use of in.

dividue.l variables in expressions, e.g. for purposes of restrioting the

range Of values of a variable to a particular universe of discol,lrse. Only

these two elements, DEGREE and TYPE, are needed to build a table ,driven

lThe logical system especially follows Kalish and Montague's ,system,
optionally including their procedures for quantifier rules (Kalish
and Montague, 1964).
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parser (w:i,thout checking;fprpreP,eilence rel",tionshWs), tp det"rlliine if a

string constitutes, a,well-.:formedexPres~:i,gn:i,n,thelangLlage, The p)"tput

of the analysis routine is the eXPression rewritten as apattECrn ,to j:'",c:i,lk

tate manipulations of the expression.

A DEGREE is an ordered quadruple, J:i,;lnn p;> suchtll",t and m

are (atomic)l nonnegative integers, and nand p are either (a) the

nonatomic element" (2)" if the corresponding operation symbol, logical

constant, or predicate letter represents a binary infix relat:i,on, or (b)'

atom:i,c nonnegative integers otherwise. Formulas and;h~Aatomic' terms are

formed with the aid of symbols called "fo~~~la-make"s or "term-makers"

according to the k:i,nd of expression they generate. In the associated

DEGREE, i is either ° if the symbol is a term-maker or 1 if it is a

formula-maker; m, n, and p are respectively the number of immediately

following variables, number of terms, and number of formulas that the con-

stant demands. If m ~ 0, then the symbol is a binding operator. The

generalill<J.themat ic",l,characteJ1izat:i,onofterm~i ",nd formul",s ,i~ embo<iied

in (l)throLlgh (8) below.
2

The restriction and additions to the uSLlal

characterization fOrmally handle whatusLl<J.lly are considered informal

notat:i,on conventions. Specif':i,cation(~)prevents.the express:i,on from

trani3cending f:i,rst-orderlogic.

A variable is denoted e:i,ther as an ind:i,vidual v",riaqle or ,as

a sequence of three dots,

lBy "atomic" is meant that the element isa single, unparenthesized
identifier. A nonatomic element, in LISP terminology, is an S-expression,
a 1:i,st;ofatomi3. apd/ or sublii3ts ..

2Characterizations (2) through (4) appear in K:alish!"ruJ.Mont~gl1e(1964),
p. ' 242.
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2. Every variable and every number is ateI'm.

3. ;I:f IU, n, and pare' nonnegative integers I 5 is a constant

of DEGREE (0 m n p>, al, ••• ,am are immediately following variables,

~l""'~n arE> terms, and 1'1' ... ,I'p are formu,l.as, then

is a term.

4. If m, n, and p are ,<nonnegative integers, 5 <is a constant

of DEGREE (1 m n p), al , •.• ,am are immediately following val' is,bles ,

~l""'~n are terms, 1'1""'l'p are formulas, then

is a formula.

5. If m is ':nonzero, nand p must be nonnegative iptegers.

Then the terms and formulas are defined as in 1-4.

6. If m is zero, thep if n is (2), p must be zero, and the

constant 0 represents a binary infix relation such that if

(a) 0 is of DEGREE (0 0 (2) 0>, and ~l' ~2 are terms, then

~10~2 is a ~;

(b) 5 is of DEGREE (1<0 (2) 0>, and ~l' ~2 are terms, then

~10~2 is a formula.

7. If m is zero, and if p is (2), then n must be zero and

the constant 0 represents a binary infix relation such that, if 5 is

of DEGREE (1 0 O( 2) > and 1'1' 1'2 are formulas, then 1'101'2 is a

1formUla.

IThe DEGREE (0 0 0 (2) > <should never occur in the vocabulary of a
first-order system.
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8. n is nonzero ~f and only if p is zero.

Table 3 is a list of the logical constants with their associated

DEGREEs. Parentheses and commas serve as delim~tors. Furthermore, symbols

can be multiply def~ned. Th~s introd\lces complications ~nto the primitive

routines, as will be pointed out later.

As the program stands at this.writing, the routines for specifying the

vocabulary require, on the user's part, knowledge of DEGREEs and TYPEs •

This is too tedious for instructional use and will be replaced with. routines

for computing DEGREEs and TYPEs frOm definitions entered by the \lser. At

no time is it intended that the students go thro\lgh this process. So far,

students have only been allowed to axiomatize systems for which the vocabulary

has been specified in advance. The program is to be enlarged s·o that st\ldents

will be able to specify their own vocab\llaries.

2.2 Proper S\lbstit\ltion: Instances of Axioms and Theorems

Tl)e instructional system includes routines which are realizations

of the definitions of bondage, freedom, clos\lre, proPer s\lbstitution for

free occurrences of variables, and proper substitution for predicate

letters.

Tl)ese. rO'!tines are complicated by allowing multiple definitions. The

procedures which. search for occurrences of binding operators might, in fact,

find an occ.urrence. of a symbol identical with a binding operator, but one

which is used as, say, a predicate. Therefore, the routines have the task

of determining if the symbol is the initial element of the list L of a

well-formed expr'ession, and, if sP, if it is being \lsed as a binding
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TABLE 3

THE LOGICAL CONSTANTS WITH TBEIR ASSOCIATED DEGREES

Constant Degree Representation On
standard teletype

--, (1 0 0 1)

& (1 0 0 (2)

V (1 0 0 (2)

,.... (1 0 0 (2)

~ (1 0 (2) 0)

'if (1 1 0 1)

a (1 1 0 1)

<-i> (1 0 0 (2)

NOT

&

OR

~>

~

A

E

IFF
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operator. For example, let A have the mult;i.ple degrees: (1 1 °1) and

(1 °1 0), and let X be an individual variable. (Recall that,;i.f m ~ 0,

then the constant is a b;i.nd;i.ng operator.) Then the formula (A X (A X»

is well formed (and its prefix-list notation form is the same as the ex-

pression itself). The first occurrence of A is a b;i.nding operator, the

second is a formula-maker. In the sublist (A X), X ;i.s not, of course,

bound by the formula-maker A.

to A, it would be;

But ;i.f the DEGREE (1 1 0 0) were assigned

In order to differentiate between the various cases, the quantifier

routines reparse the list or the sublist under consideration. The parse

is initially limited to a symbol table consist;i.ng entirely of degrees for

binding operators. It is then expanded to the or;i.ginal symbol table in

order to complete the analysis. If the list or sublist is well formed,

the first element is necessarily a binding operator.

Axioms and previously proved theorems can be used in constructing

a proof ;i.n either of two ways, each embodying an instantiat;i.on procedure:

(a) simultaneous universal specification over a list of individual variables,

denoted by ~; and (b) proper substitution for indiv;i.dual variables and

predicate letters. In the command language, the second procedure is ob-

tained by call;i.ng on the primitive rule PS, while the first is requested

by typing the name of the axiom, theorem, or lemma. Each kind of ;i.nstantia-

tion can be characterized in terms of ;i.ts use in constructing proofs.

Name of an axiom or theorem. The command for the first kind of

instantiation (simUltaneous) is the name of the axiom or theorem. After

the student types the name, the program types out the expression associated

with the name. This expression is the value of the axiom, with all universal
~
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quantifiers whose scope is the entire :('ormula suppressed if the teacher so

chooses. The program then presents each distinct free variaole Vi in

the expression, and the student types a well-formed term T. to be paired
J.

The list of pain! becomes the substitution cr which, when

applied to the pattern for the axiom or theorem, generates the line of

the proof.

As an example, let ~ be the Commute Addition axiom for an additive

group. To obtain an instance of ~, the student types:

~ A+B~Bt-A

A;; C+A

B; ;;§ (1) (C+A)+B~B+(c+A)

Here, the substitution.cr is "(A, (+ C A», (B, B) •

then typed to the student.

The new line is

~S. ~S is the command name. of the second kind of instantiation

procedure. It is a precise realization of proper sUbstitution for free

occurrences of variables and pre~icate letters. l In the PS procedure,

the value of the axiom or theorem, with all quantifiers retained, is ref-

erenced. The student types; ~S; \name of axiom, theorem, or lemma);

then the student must give a sequence of substitutions by typing either

the pair

(a) (variable); (well-formed term), to obtain the substitution

of the free occurrences of (variaole) by (well_formed term); or

lThe specifications of the vocabUlary include a list of non
substitutaple parameters ~hich are required oy the PS procedure.
In the example the list is (W 4 Y Z).
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(b) (predicate letter>: (wel1.-formed formula).

One or mOre pairs can be typed. Each substitution request is applied, in

order, to the result of the previous substitution in the sequence,' starting

with the axiom or theorem itself. Note that if no pair is typed, the result

obtained is the axiom or theorem itself.

As an example, take the theorem TH10 to be

(rrX(FX-> p»B(:HX(FX) -> p), F is a one-place predicate and

P is a zero-place predicate. Then the command sequence of three substi

tution pairs for generating line (n) might look like the fo1lowing. l

PS: TlllO

.. P: rr Z(G(Y, Z»

.• F: F(A, W)

: :W:Y

(n) rr X(F(X~ ir -> rr Z G(Y/Z) H

((:HX F(X, y» -> rr Z G(Y,Z»

Another example appears in Figure 16.

2.3 The Command Language

A list of primitive rules in the command language appears in the

introduction to this chapter. Several of these rules will be elaborated

on here. Figure 15 establishes the syntax for,· a well-formed command. In

general, a command name is preceded by a sequence of line references and

lThe specifications of the vocabulary include a
parameters which are required by the pS procedure.
is (WXYZ).

list of none substitutable
In the example this list
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(command) " - (line references) (command name) (occurrence references)

(other information) (enter key) I
(line references) (command name) (occurrence references)

(enter key)

(line references)

(sequence of line

(line number)

numbers)

I (sequence of line numbers) I p

: : ~ (sequence of line numbers) . (line number> I (line number>

(occurrence references)

::~ (occurrence number) I (sequence of occurrence numbers) I p
(sequence of occurrence numbers)

" -

" -

(sequence of occurrence numbers) . (occurrence number) I
(occurrence number)

nonnegative integer--the number of a line already generated

and not within a closed subsidiary derivation

(occurrence number)

(line number)

.. - nonnegative integer

(command name)::~ (axiom name) I TH(nonnegative integer) I PS I WP I GEN I
(proof procedure) I (primitive rule of inference)

(derived rule of inference) I (miscellaneous codes)

(proof procedure)

CF I IF

(primitive rule of inference)

::~RE I RQ I AA IDC I IDS I ES I US I EG I Uc

(miscellaneous codes)

::~ DLL I ENT I INIT I SHOW I HELP I REVIEW

(derived rule of inference)

::~ string of alphabetic characters other than those above

(other information)

(well-formed formUla) I (name) I (variable)

Fig. 15,--Syntax for the Command'Language,
are nonterminal symbols, all others are terminal
symbols. The vertical bar is read "OR".

Names within metabrackets
symbols or denote terminal
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followed by an occurrence reference, i.e., the number (counting left to

right) of the exact occurrence of some symbol, expression, or instance

of an expression in one of the lines referenced.

The Replace Equals Rule (RE). RE (lnference Rule 2 of Chapter lV)

permits the replacement of a well-formed term by an equivalent term within

a line of the derivation. Figure 16 is an example of a complicated proof,

constructed by using some rules of logic which are listed in Table 4. It

also shows that the RE rule is derivable in the basic instructional

system.

Generalized lnterchange Rules. The interpreter accepts special

commands as shortcuts for using an axiom or theorem if that axiom or

theorem is of the form a ~ ~ or ~ ~ W, where a, ~ are terms, and

~, Ware formulas. The interpretation is based on the RE and RQ

(replace an equivalent formula for a formula in the line) rules.

Suppose a derivation contains the line

(1) A+(B+O)~(A+((-C)+O) )+0

As frequently occurs in proof constructions requiring pattern manipulations,

the student will want to alter a term or a formula contained in a line of

the derivation. ln the example above, he may want to replace the occurrence

of the term (-C)+O with the term (-C), This requires an application of

the Z axiom, followed by the HE rule. The next steps of the derivation

would be:

Z A+O~A

A:: -C

1.2REl

(2) (-C)+O~-C

(3) A+(B+O)~(A+(-C))+O



TABLE 4

RULES OF LOGIC USED IN FIGURE l6*

Commana Name

AA Affirm the Anteceaent

102M

IDC Law of Iaentity

Example

(l) P -., Q

(2) P

( 3) Q

(4) Y ~ (z x Y)-Y

CE

WP

CP

FC

LC

LB

US

UG

Commute Equal Sign

Working Premise

Conaitional Proof

Form the' Conjunction

Left Conjunct

Law of Biconaitional

Universal. Specification

Universal Generalization

lIDCl.2

: :X:Y

4CEl

WP

7.2CP

108FC--
9LC

9LB

5US

x::z

l3UG:V

(5) 'if X(X ~ Y -., (x~(z x y)-y))

(6) (ZxY)-y~y

(7) 9.
(8) Q -., P

(9) (p ->Q) & (Q -.,p)

(lO) P -., Q

(n) P ~ Q

(l2) Z =0 Y (z ~ (Zx z)-y)

(l3) V .~ y

(l4) 'if V (v ~ Y)

l\)

~

*A more aetailea presentation of these rules appears in Appenaix V.
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TYPE A DERIVE. PROVE OR RULE COMMAND

:*PROVE: A X(A Y«X=Y)->(N X IFF N Y»)$
PROVE A X(A Y«X = Y) ->(N X IFF N Y»)

:*WP$ ( I )

:*WP$ (2 )

:*2 rDCI$
: :*Y:X$ (3)

:*3US$
,Y:: *Y$ (4 )

:*ICEI$ (S)

:*4.SAA$ <6 )

:*2.6CP$ (1 )

:*WP$ (8)

:*8IDCI$
::*X:Y$ (9)

:*9US$
'Xl: *X$ (10)

:*IO.IAA$ (II)

:*8.IICP$ <12 )

:*1.12FC$ <13 )

=*13LB$ (14 l

:*1.14CP$ (IS)

:*ISUG :Y$ <16 l

:H.6UG :X$ <11 l

CORRECT •••
NAME: *LEIBNIZ$

*X=Y$

*N(X)$

A ¥( (¥ = X) -> N ¥)

(¥ = X),..> N Y

¥= X

N ¥

N X-> N Y

*N(¥>$

AX«X = Xl -> N X)

(X = ¥l-> N X

NX

N ¥-> N X

(N X -> N ¥l&(N Y -> N Xl

NXIFF N ¥

(X.= ¥)-.>(N X IFF N Y)

A ¥C(X ~ ¥l ->(N X IFF NY»

A X(A y.( (X = Y>->(N X IFF N Y> l)

Fig. 16.--Proof of Euclid's Postulate. We first prove Leibniz'
Indiscernability of Identica1s:!J.hlJ! grVe it the name LE;IBNIZ. A form of
LEIBNIZ can be taken as definitive of identity within second-order logic·.
The second derivation is a proof of Euclid's Postulate. TEA is the re
flexivity of the identity. Note the use of the PS procedure.
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TYPE A DERIVE. PROVE OR RULE COMMAND

I*DERIVEl A Z CA Y(Cz~y)-> «F Z)=CF '1'»»$
DERIVE A Z(A y(CZ = '1') ->(F Z = F '1'»)

<I)

:*THA$ A X(X = X)
X:I*F'(Z)$ (2) F z= F Z

:*P5:LEIBNIZ$ A XCA YCCX " Y) ->CN X IFF NY»)
::*N:CFCZ)=FCA»$

(3) A XCA '((X = '1') ->«F Z= F' X) IFFeF' Z = F Y»»

:*3U5$
XII*Z$ C4 )

:*4U5$
Y:l*Y$ C5 )

:*5.IAA$ (6 )

:*6LB$ C7 )

:*7LC$ C8 )

:*8.2AA$ (9)

:*1.9CP$ (10)

:*1000 lY$ CII )

1*1 lUG : Z$ C12)

CORRECT •••

A YCCZ = Y) ->CCF' Z " F' Z) IF'F(F' Z = F' '1'»)

CZ = Y)->«F' Z = F' Z) IF'F'(F' Z = F' 'I'll

(F' Z = F' ZlIF'F'(F' Z " F' Yl

«F' Z = F' Z) ->CF' Z .. F'. Y»&«F' Z = F' Y)->CF' Z
= F' z»

(F' Z = F' Z)->(F' Z = F' '1')

F'Z"F'Y

(Z = Y)->(F' Z = F' '1')

A Y«Z " y) ->CF' Z " F' y)

A Z(A Y«Z = X) ->CF' Z .. F '1'»)
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A shortcut method for obtaining the formula on line 3 is to use the

command: 1 Z 2. Since the command name is aU axiom, or established

theorem, and since the formula associated with the name is either an

identity or a material biconditional, the program automatically carries

out the two-step procedure shown above. Note that the program, not the

user, determines the substitution sequence for obtaining the proper in~

stantiation of the Z axiom.

To summarize, the shortcut use of axioms and theoremsisa metpod

by which the axioms and theorems are used as straightforward rewrite rules

(much the way rewrite rules are used in the FDS and GPS problem-solving

programs). Application of replace equals is eliminated and the student

no longer has to specify the sequence of substitution pairs.

Short forms are automatically provided for all axioms and theorems,

specified or proven by the user of the system, if the formula associated

with the axiom or theorem is of the form 01 ~ j3 or cp H 1\1, where 01, j3

are terms, and cp, 1\1 are formulas. In using the shortcut, the student

must, of course, determine the correct occurrence reference.

Derived Rules of Inference. Methods have been provided for specifYing

the formal system. Axioms when specified, and lemmas and theorems when

proved, are automatically entered into the command language with instan-

tiation procedures and with shortcut applications (as explained above).

An even more flexible framework is achieved by providing a means for deriv-

ing new rules of inference. To every theorem of logic there is a corresponding

derived rule; they are indispensible from the standpoint of decreasing the

number of steps necessary for a proof or derivation. There are two kinds

of derived rules. One is merely a commuted form of the shortcut commands
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presented in the previous part of this section. Here, instead Of replacing

an instance of 01 by f:J (or cp by W), the j?rogram searches for the

proper occurrence of f:J (or w) and replaces it with the Gorresponding

inf;ltance of 01 (or cp) • As an example, ta!<.e tile axiom AS, associativity

axiom for addition: (A+ B) + C = A + (B + C). The short form is usually

called AR (associate right over addition). A new rule, AL (associate

left over addition) is obtainable by requesting a derived rule of inference

based On AS. Associating left means to replace tile instance of tile schema

(A + (B + C) bY the corresponding instance of (A + B) + C in the proof

line. Observe the derivation:

AS (A + B) + C = A + (B + C)
A: :4
B: :.2

(1) (4 + 3) + 2 4 + (3 + 2)C:: 2 =

lARl (2) 4 + (3 + 2) = 4 + (3 + 2)

2P,L2 (3) 4 + (3 + 2) = (4 + 3) + 2

2CA3 (4) 4 + (3 + 2) = (3 + 4) + 2

The AR command brings about a regrouPing of the parentheses, that is,

(4 + 3) + 2 was replaced by 4 + (3 + 2). AL2 requests that the second

occurrence of 4 + (3 + 2) be replaced by (4 + 3) + 2. (The result of

the two commands is the same as tile result of the command lCE1.)

The use of the second kind of derived rule is effectively an iteration

of proper substitution, applications of the rule to form a conjunction (FC),

and modus ponens (AA) • The theorem is transformed into a conditional

statement P sucil that the consequent of P is not conditional. This

makes use of the Deduction Theorem (see Mendelson, 1964, j? 61). The

Premises, the patterns of each conjunct of the antecedent Of P, are
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patterns for the lines which the new rule will reference. The number of

required line references is equal to the number of premises. The result

of using this new rule of inference is the proper instance 'of the pattern

of the consequent of P. How this type of command is processed is dis-

cussed in Section 3 on error messages because the process corresponds

to the method used for computing error messages for the derived rules.

An example will help illustrate the algorithm. "Form a. Conjunction"

(FC) is a rule of logic which lets us combine two lines of a derivation or

proof into a conjunction. Given the formulas P and Q, we can infer

the expression (p & Q). The theorem from which FC is derived is:

P ""(Q ...,(p &Q)). By the Deduction Theorern, P..., (Q ..., (p & Q)) is

equivalent to (p & Q) ..., (p & Q).

the antecedent, are P and Q.

The two premises, the conjuncts of

The pattern of the consequent, (p &Q),

is ,stored as the conclusion (CONCL) of the rule. Now, sUJ?pose a derivation

has lines

(1) A ~ B

(2) A + B ~ C

and the command is 1.2FC. Then, forP[cr] to be

,(p, (A ~ B» •

(A~B), cr must be

Similarly, for line 2, Q[o"] to be (A + B ~ C),

0"' is (Q, (A + B ~ C) > ' Combining cr and cr' gives the substitution

s,et', which, when applied to the value of CONCL, generates the new line

(A ~ B) & (A + B ~ C). The command has the correct number of reference

lines and no occurrence numbers~ Also, there is no pair (Vi' Ti > in cr

such that V. is also in cr' but, for the pair (Vi,Tj > in cr' T. ;t T..
l

,
l J

There are several other attributes which may optionally appear on

the property list of a rule. The fourth option must be entered by direct
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edit;ing of the property list assooiated with th"rulename. They are:

1. REQand~, A rule may reCJ.uire the i3tudenj.; toenter:.:apartio1.b

lar type of well-formed term whioh is paired with a free variable belonging

to the value of CONCL. In deriving a new rule from an expression oontain-

ing a free variable, the program assumes that the variable can be replaced

by any well-formed term. An example is the add eCJ.uals rule (AE), which

may be obtained from the open formula:

The property list of AE contains

V A V B(A = B .... A + C ,; B + C).

PREMISE
CONCL
Nap
REQ
TYPE

((A=B) )
(A +REQ·~ B+ REQ)
1
T (for "term")
ALGEBRA

where REQ denotes the free variable C in the value of CONCL. If.REQ

is to be replaced by a term, then the term must have the same type label

as thatspecified1,lndertl1eattr:ip1,l1;e TYPE.

2. OR. The main connective of the single premise of AE can also

be one of the ineCJ.uality signs. The options, <, >, and =, could be

specified by listing each separatelY as a premise on the PREMISE lii3t be-

ginning with the atom OR. Such a list states that the rule has more

than one form which can be indicated by the same rule name. The value of

CONCLmust be a. list of pa,tterns corresponding to each optional (let .of

premises. Whichever set.Q;fpremises matches the referenced lines gener-

ates:the desireq. subptitution, (J", and then (J" is applied to the cor.-

responding item on CONCL, For AE the change is:

PREMIS;E
CONCL

(OR ((A ",B) ) ((A'<B) ) ((A > B))) .••....
((A +REQ = B+REQ)(A+REQ < B+REQ)(A+REQ > B+REQ))

3. ~' As long as the only difference between sets of premiSes

is the main connective, USe %%%, a sPecial atom, to indicate the optional
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list of main connectives. Then %%% is stoJ:"ed on>the pJ:"opeJ:"tylist as

theattJ:"ibute whose value is the J;:ist of main connectives; AE is now

PREMISE
NOP
%%%
CONCL
~'

TYPE

«A %%%B))
1
(=< »
«A + R~) %%% (B + ~))
T
ALGEBRA

4. RESTRICT. This attribute is used to cover the situations when

special restrictions on the use of a J:"ule must be specified. The value of

RESTRICT is an executable LISP lambda-expression. As an example, take the

divide equals rule (DE), in which the user is nota11owed to divide by

zero. The property list of DE might be:

PREMISE
NOP'
~

"TYPE
CONCL
RESTRICT

«A=B))
1"
T
ALGEBRA
(A/~ = B/~)
(CON)) «~,~ OHERR (QUOTE "YOU MAY NOT DIVIDE BY ZERO;")))

(T T))

That is, RESTRICT tests to see if the term requested, ~, equals

zeJ:"o, and, ;if so, pJ:"ints an error message. Note that if the main connective

of the premise were changed to %%% to include the inequalities, RESTRICT

would have to be extended to account for negative val'\les of R~.

To use the shortcut forms for theoJ:"ems inthefoI'm ofa conditional,

( rn ..., , ,i.)" the user :references thehallle of the theorem and an ordered list't'. ,
of proof lines whose conjunction' is a substitution instance of the antecedent

of the formula. The program' can then generate the corresponding instance of

the co!'sequent. If substitutable vaJ:"iablesoccu:rJ:"ing in the coni3equent do
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not occur in the antecedent, the program will as1< the student to complete

the destred substitution.

As a simple example, ta1<e the following derivation:

PROVE

PS:AXA.

lTBA

U: :~

R: :T

S(X,Y,W,T) ~ S(Y,X,W,T)

(1) S(X,Y,Y,X)~X

In the above proof, AXA. is the axiom, S(x,y,y,X)~X, and TEA is a

theorem, S(X,y,W,T)~T ~ S(X,y,U,R)~S(W,T,U,R). When the user tYped

ITBA, the computer determined whether line 1 was a substitution instance

of the antecedent of the theorem. If it had not been an instance of the

antecedent, an error message would have been typed by the computer. T1)e

computer then requested the user to type a term to be pai~ed with each

variable that appears in the consequent but not in the antecedent of TBA

(i.e., U and R). Then the computer generated the appropriate instance

of the consequent of TBA as the new line Of the proof.

A longer ProOf, to. which we shall refer again in the next section,

appears below. B is a three-place predicate -meaning; "betweenness,"

where B(X,Y,Z) states that point Y stands between points X and Z

on the straigb,t line they define. Suppose we have two axioms

AXA.: ((NOT X~Y) & B(W,X,Y» & B(X,Y,Z)4 B(W,X,Z), and

AXE: B(X, Y,Z) .~ B(Z, Y,X)

Then the proof 1001<s li1<e:
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(( (NOTY~Z) & B(X,Y,Z)) &B(Y,Z,W)) .... B(X,Z, W)

WP

1LC

2LC

2RC

1RC

3CE1

4AXB

:ZAXB

6.8.7AXA

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5 )

(6)

(7)

(8 )

(9)

((NOT Y~Z) & B(X,Y,Z)) & B(Y,Z,W)

(NOT Y~Z) &B(X,Y,Z)

NOT Y~Z'

B(X,Y,Z)

B(Y,Z, W)

NOT Z~Y

B(Z,Y,X)

B(W,Z,Y)

B(W,Z,X)

9AXB

L10CP

(10) B(X,Z,W)

(11) (((NOT Y~Z) & B(X,Y,Z)) & B(Y,Z,W)) .... B(X,Z,W)

The SHOW Command. The automatic availability. of short cuts for all

axioms and proved theorems, and the ability to derive new rules, means that

the program provides the student with miniature theorem-provers. Their

purpose is to cut down the number of proof-steps the student must produce

and to eliminate routine steps from the student's .explicitfocusof concern.

As students of mathematics'are introduced to more complex problems, they

tend to produce less rigorous proofs, yet ones clearly valid to the trained

eye. A simulation of such a "trained eye" can be realized by giving the

student access to an instruction by which he can communicate with,a

. 1
mechanical theorem-prover. Such a theorem-prover need not do the work

lIt is important at this point not to confuse this discussion on a
mechanical theorem-prover with that already given on the proof-analyzer.
The two theorem-provers are considered distinct for purposes of this
chapter.
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the same way the student does; its purpose is to verify whether or not a

desired new line is in fact a (trivial) deduction from the set of formulas

cited by the student. Before revealing how the simulation was carried out

and whether initial results seem promising, an illustration of the idea is

offered.

The problem rendered on page 229 and again in Figure 17 was given to

a number of college students. Those who solved it came up with proofs

ranging somewhere between seventeen and seventy lines. The length of the

proof shown earlier was reduced further by using a SHQW command to skip

sequences and commands for forming and separating conjunctions.

The SHOW command calls on a mechanical theorem-prover to verify that

a line typed in by the student is a valid inference. The student, in the

illustration, makes the claim that line (4) is a valid inference from

lines (1) and (3), and from an instance of axiom AXE. The theorem-prover

decides the claim is justified, and the new line is accepted. If the

formula on line (4) could not be proved by the theorem-prover, it does not

necessarily follow that it is indeed not derivable, This onlY suggests

that the formula does not answer some constraint within which the theorem

prover operates, perhaps some criterion for triviality, Note that the

student, not the theorem-prover, is required to specify the proper sub

stitution sequence for the axiom. Contrary to the usual aims of develop

ment and use of mechanical theorem-provers, the interest here is not in

having the prover do complex analyses. That is left to the student. The

theorem-prover is only to be used to cut out trivial manipulations;

the determination of proper instantiation often is not trivial.
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(((NOT Y=Z)& B(X,Y,Z»& BCY.Z.W»-> B(X,Z,W)

:*2AXB$

(1)

(2)

(3)

((NOT Y=Z)& B(X.Y,Z»& B(Y,Z,W)$

B(Y,Z,W)

B(W,Z,Y)

:*SHOW$ (4) (NOTZ=Y)& B(W,Z,Y»& B(Z,Y.X)$
FROM LINES OF THE DERIVATION?
:·:*1~'3$

FHOM AXIOr-S OR THEOREMS?
I :*AXB$
OK? *Y$
LINE 4 IS OK

:*4AXA$ (5) B(W,Z,X)

:*5AXB$ (6) B(X.Z,W)

:*1.6CP$ (1) ((NOT Y=Z)& B(X,Y,Z»& B(Y,Z,W»~> B(X,Z.W)

Fig. 17.--A proof using the SHOW command.
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To provide a SHOW command, the instructional system was connected to

1
a theorem-prover based upon the Resolution Principle (Robinson, 1965), a

refutation scheme by which a statement is proved true by showing that the

conjunction of its negation with all known true statements in the logical

system at hand is inconsistent. Successful interface or the prover with

the instructional system only requires computation of the set of clauses,

statements in prenex normal form, on which the theorem-prover performs

its resolutions. The set of clauses for the above problem is exhibited

in Figure 18 as axioms 1-5, the negation of the problem statement as

axiom 6, and a solution is given as the tree of resolvents.

Although basically this approach to the SHOW command works, numerous

difriculties were met in experimental endeayors. So~e were,'

apparently due to the interactive nature of the theorem-prover being used,

and to the refinement strategies, routines required in order to improve the

efficiency of the search fOr a proof (Luckham, 1970). For the most part,

published results seem to indicate a high dependency on the part of the

program for human intervention in order to add new lemmas or to change

the set of strategies. This need for intervention, while often suitable

for research, is not acceptable for the teaching purposes outlined above.

One stumbling block seems to be the determination of those settings of

the search strategies which will, in fact, permit a solution to be found,

within the time and space constraints set by the teacher. Since it is not

desirable to let the students interact with the theorem-prover, one set of

parameters for the strategies for a given group of problems has to be used,

IThe program was written by John Allen as reported in Allen and Luckham
(1970).
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Axioms

L ~E(Y,Z)

2. B(X,Y,Z)

3. B(Y,Z,W)

4. B(W,Z,Y)

5• .,B(X,Y,Z) B(Z,Y,X)

6. E(Z,Y) ..,B(W,Z,Y) .,B(Z,Y,X)

Resolution Tree

1

.,B(W,Z, Y) .,B(Z, Y,X)

.,B(Z,Y,X)

2

Fig. 18. Proof by Resolution Principle



anticipating the kinds of problems the students will try. Optionally,

internal routines could compute: the parameters.

The situation is not as problematic as the previous comments indicate.

We are only interested in carrying out ground resolution, examining perhaps

four or five initial clauses. Our definition of "trivial" also simplifies

the problem. "Trivial" is determined by the number of clauses generated by

the theorem-prover in its search for a solution. It is also the amount of

time the prover must spend in searching for that solution. Thus an acceptable

response to the student from the SHOW command is:

THE DEDUCTIOl'l IS l'IOl'lTRIVIAL.

PLEASE CARRY OUT MORE DETAILS YOURSELF.

3. Error-analysis for Commands--Syntax and Application

This section demonstrates how error messages are automatically provided

when either the syntactic formulation or the intended application of a com

mand is invalid. The question of how to use the same routines described here

for reteaching the use of a command is the topic of Section 4. Both sections

explain formally how the instructional system provides help to the student

while he is working on a problem and without his directly requesting such help.

The benefits of providing concise and explanatory error messages in an

instructional system are clear. Such messages serve to teach the stUdent how

to use the camnands by promptly pointing out his mistakes. Correcting syntax

errors is, in most cases, immediate. The stUdent should be able to construct

the correct format for a command by iterative corrections of each error the

program announces. The need for such strict command formats may be obscure,

but lack of free form is not solely, for the computer I sconvenience. The
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students are taught a language with which to discuss derivations and asked to

obey the rules of that language. This is definitely within the domain of

mathematical training.

Application errors occur when incorrect relationships between and within

lines of the derivation are detected. The error messages explain these struc-

tural relationships and thus help clarify the valid use of a command. Although

each rule is not explicitly built into the system, we can construct application

error messages by using the same routines which carry out the rule and by ref-

erencing the names of the symbols belonging to the vocabulary. The recursive

analysis is explained later in this section.

Now, suppose a student requests help in completing a proof and the tutor

suggests, say, that he try to form the antecedent of line i and apply modus

ponens. Perhaps the antecedent of line is a conjunction. If the student

has not mastered the FC or the AA rule, the advice is useless. Suppose a

problem in the curriculum is:

YOU'LL HAVE TO USE AR TWICE TO GET THIS ONE.

DERIVE
P

A + (3 + 4) ~ B + (3 + 4)
(1) (A + 3) + 4 ~ (B + 3) + 4

and the student wonders "what's AE?" Without (automatic) error messages and

teaching sequences, the student cannot turn to the computer-tutor for an answer.

Concise error messages should actually be a means of reteaching the commands.

Furthermore, the same routines used to form the error messages can be used to

teach the commands upon the student's request (Section 4), or when the computer-

tutor realizes that the student does not know the command.

The syntax for a command was presented in Figure 15. We shall not dwell

on how to match inserts with templates for error messages on invalid syntax.

There are several examples .ip Figures 12, 19, 20, and 21. A command which
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calls for the appl~cat~on of a der~ved rule of ~nference ~s carr~ed out by a

match~ng process wh~ch attempts to determ~ne whether two patterns are subst~-

tut~on ~nstanoes of one another. Recall that three ~tems appear on the prOp-

erty list of the name of a rUle: a list Of patterns forea(jh""prem~se, P~,

for ~:::: 1; a pattern for the conclus~on, R; and the number of prem~ses,

NOP. The match~ng compares each l~ne referenced, Li~ w~theach prem~se,

P~, for ~ ~ l, ••• ,NOP, ~n order to determ~ne whether L~ ~s a subst~tut~on

~nstance of P~ and whether that subst~tut~on ~s cons~stent with the ones al-

ready examined (~.e., for all 1 ~ j < i). If th~s process s~cceeds, a sub-

st~tut~on sequence ~s obta~nedwh:j;ch,when.appl~edto R, gene;rates a new

l~ne of the proof or der~vat~on. Thus, the analys~s of a der~vedrule depends

on the ability to determine whether or noi"the pattern for anexpress~on ~s a

subst~tut~on. instl>pce of the pattern for apremi~e. of the ruler'

Opt~onal attr~qutes on the PJ:'operty l~st of the, rule nam"" %%%, R~,

TYPE, OR, and RESTR;J:CT, must also be cons~dered,. ~h<:,se compl~9ate the

match~ng process. The OR opt~on is particularly cumb<:'r§ol!)e§~nge, ~f the

match does not succeed for one set of prem~ses, the search must cont~nue try~ng

to f~nd a match, at the same time remember~ng the reason why the earl~er set

d~d not match. In the sample output (F~gure 19), the error message for the

law of the b~cond~t~onal, L]3', demonstrates "remember~ng" multiple reasons

for match fa~lures.

~s a recursive rout~ne Wh~ch, as ~t compares each element

There are foW' cases ~n wh~ch tl+e match~ng process mayf''''1l: (a) L~ ~s

not the correct statement type (ma~n connect~ve improper), (b) a subl~st of L~

~s not the correct statement type,(c) L~ ~s not an ~nstance of P~, or (d)

~dent~cal to V~, but the correspond~ng T
j

~s not equal

to

tl+ere ex~sts a V.
J

Ma,tch~ng
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TYPE A DERIVE. PROVE ,OR RULE COMMAND

:*DERIVEI «AooB) & (BooC»-> (AooC)$

DERIVE «A = B)&<B = C~S">(A = C)

:*lAE$
::*P$

<1)

NOT A WELL-F ORMED TERM
-::*C$ C2> CA+ ·C)"CB' + C)

l*lDLU

:*WP$ C1> *(AooB)&(B..C)$

:*lAE:~

THE MAIN CONNECTIVE OF LINE 1 MUST BE ONE OF: < >

l*lLC$
,,";

A(2 .. B

i*lRC$ (3) B .. C

:*3.2.<. >REn
THERE IS NOT A FREE OCCURRENCE OF A IN LINE 3

1*2.3REl$ (4) A .. C

:*1.4CP$ (5) «A .. B) &(B .. C»->(A .. C)

CORRECT •••

TYPE A DERIVE. PROVE OR RULE COMMAND



TYPE A DERIVE. PROVE OR RULE COMMAND

I*DERIVE: P->R$

DERIVE P -> R

:*P$ <I) *<P& Q)-> R$

:*1II1P$
WP REQUIRES 0 LINE NUMBERS

:*WPI$
WP REQUIRES 0 OCCURRENCE NUMBERS

:*WP$ <3>

:*2DLL$
LINE 2 IS A PREMISE AND CANNOT BE DELEtED.

EVERY LINE AFTER IT HAS BEEN DELETED

(3)

:*3.2AA$
LINE 3 MUST BE A CONDIT IONAL

1*2.3AA$ <4 > Q

:*3.4FC$ (5) P & Q

1*5.2$
NO COMMAND REQUESTED?

1*5.3CP$
LINE 5 IS NOT A WORKING PREMISE

:*3.5CPP$
CPP IS NOT A RULE

<6> P -><P & Q)

:*1.5AA$
YOU MAY NOT USE LINE 5.

LINE 5 DEPENDS ON THE WORKING
PREMISE IN LINE. 3 WHICH IS NO
LONGER AVAILABLE.

1*1 .6HS$
ANTECEDENT OF LINE 6 MUST BE THE CONSEQUENT OF .LINE I

1*6.IHS$

CORRECT •••

(7) P -> R

Fig. 19, continued,



TYPE A DERIVE. PROVE OR RULE COMMAND

:*DERIVE: RIFF P$

DERIVE RIFF P

: *P$ ( 1 > *P & R$

:*IHS2$
HS REQUIRES 2 LINE NUMBERS

:*1.2HS2$
HS REQUIRES O. OCCURRENCE: NUMBERS

:*1.2HS$
LINE 1 MUST BE A CONDITIONAL

:*2.3HS$
ANTECEDENT OF LINE: 3. MUST BE: THE CONSEQUENT OF LINE 2

:*WP$

:*4.5CP$

:*3.1FC$

(4) *P$

(5) R

(6) P -> R

(7) (R -> P>&(P 8. R>

1*8LB$
THERE 15 NO LINE 8

:*7LB$
RULE LB HAS 2 FORMS.
NONE WERE SATISFIED BECAUSE EITHER:
RIGHT CONJUNCT OF LINE 7 MUST BE A CONDITIONAL OR
LINE 7 MUST BE A BICONDITIONAL.

:*DLL$

:*7LB$

CORRECT •••

(7 > (R -,. P>& (p - > R>.

(8) RIFF P

Fig. 19, continued.
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of L
i

with the element in the corresponding position of Pi' builds the

error message. The match starts with the message stating the line number.

Each constant or position of P.
l

has a name. As the program recursively ex-

amines each sublist of Pi' stopping when the sublist is an atom, the name

of the constant or its position is appended to the message being built. When

a substitution pair (V., T. > is formed,. the message M. is a precise descrip-
l l 1

tion of T.. The triplet (V., T. ,M. > is stored on a substit\1tion list, S.
. l l l l

Now, when the recursion finds a new V
j

' the program can look on the list S

to see if it already knows something about V
j

' If so, and if T
j

is not

the SBJlle as the stored Ti , then an error has been found. M
j

states what

is T. and M. states what T. ought to be. The message stating the error
J l J

in application is then: M
j

must be (the) Mi'

The derivations in Figure 19 point out the kinds of statements that can

be generated, depending on Whether the error was a mismatch of terms (as above),

a mismatch of constants or main connectives, or whether the OR option failed

for all possible sets of premises. If a well-formed term or formula is ex"

pected, the message merely states that the expression is improper.

Below cis an annotated trace of the matching process when the derivation

contains lines:

(1) A" B --> B '" G
(2) A '" B
(3) B '" A

The program will try to apply the AA r\11e. AA is not a derived rule in

the system, but it is processed as though it were. Because it is a familiar

rule, it is used for the illustration. The property list for AA is

PREMISE
Nap
GaNGL

((p --> Q)p)
2
Q
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The student types the command 1.2AA, which, syntactically, is a ,valid

command.

L

Line 1 must match the first premise

T~(A~B .... B~())

(p .... Q).

M ~ (LINE 1)

The main connective of V and T are the same, sO LINE 1 is a correct

statement type. S is empty.

T
l

~ (A ~ B) ~ ~ (ANTECEDENT OF LINE 1)

(~ A B), (ANTECEDENT OF LINE 1))).

T
2

~ (B ~ C) M
2

~ (CONSEQUENT OF LINE 1)

so we add the new triplet, (Q, (B'~ C), (CONSEQUENT OF LINE 1))

V ~ Q
23·

is not in S,

2. V
l

~ P

now equals ((p,

Q

S

to S. We continue to try to match the second line and the second premise.

is already inP

4. V ~ P
3

T ~ (A ~ B)
3

S with T
l

~ (A ~ B).

M
3

~ (LINE 2)

T
l

is, the same as so the

match is consistent.

We apply X to t he value of CONCL in order to obtain the new line: B~C.

What occurs when the command is L)AA? Traces 1-3 remain the same,but

we :now have:

4' . V ~ P
3

T =' (B ~ A)
3

T
3

is not the same as the term already saved on S

retrieved and the error message is

for P. is

LINE 3 MUST BE THE ANTECEDENT OF LINE 1.

4. Generating a Dialogue to Teach a Command

Observe the derivation in Figure 19 again. In the derivation of

the sentence RIFF P, the student made several attempts to use the HS
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rule (hypothetical syllogism). After two attempts to type the command with

the correct number of line and occurrence referenceq, the student continued

to receive messages pertaining to application errors. A correct HS command

which the student could have typed is: (n) R --> Q.

The student's freedom to explore the use of a rule is a feature of the

instructional system. He should not be willing to give up working on a

problem only because he tires of receiving error messages. He should be

able to ask the computer, as he would a human tutor, to (re)explainthe use

of the command. A tutorial dialogue aimed at reteaching commands can be

realized by utilizing the procedures for analyzing format errors and errors

of application given in'Section 3. A question mark (1) is added to the

d t
,1

comman syn ax. A question mark, appearing anywhere in a command, indi-

cates to the computer that the student needs information about the command

name. The purpose of freely placing the question mark is to allow the stu-

dent to tell the computer-tutor how much he already knows about the command.

The following discussion on the reteaching of commands is limited to

the cOmmands which result from derived rules of inference. The remaining

types of commands present straightforward problems of teaching because they

are programmed into the system or belong to a standard class of commands;

teaching their correct apPlications can be accomplished by algorithms pro~

grammed for each primitive rule and for the axioms, theorems, and lemmas

in general. However, derived rules of inference, because they are learned

lT would like to thank David Levine fOr suggesting this addition to
the instructional system, and for helping in some of the programming.



by the instructional system, reQuire computation of messages in a fashion

s~ilar to that put forth in Section ).

?;eaching about derived rules takes on three aspects.

1. Informing the student about the correct syntax. By ignoring the

question mark, and processing the rest Of the cO)ll)lland that the student ty'ped,

it is poss:lble to find out how much sy'ntax he already' knows. 'fhe progra!Jl

then proceeds to suggest what is lacking to lead hIm to complete a sy'n"

tacticl;lny correct cO)ll)lland. Note that this task is si!Jlplified by the fact

thl;lt cO)ll!Jll;\nd.s for derived rules only consist of a sequence of line refer"

ences followed by the name of the existil1g rule (see Figure 20),

2. Expla:ll1ing, for each premise ,line referenced by the rule,the

requIred statement ty'pe and any relationships within and among the

premises. This is si!Jlilar to the earlIer problem of providing error

messages for ,i!Jlproper applications of rules. The routineS are the sa!Jle,

with the modifica'tlion that the program ignores the T
i

(the terw in the

student's line), alld lets the pl;lrtial message M
i

describe the individud

varil;lble V. • The teaching sequence for the LB rule is shown in
l

FIgure 21. The monologue on the relationships between and within the

patterns associated with LB is quite wordy. This eXl;lmple does, however,

fUlly cl;lpture the recursive nature of the analYsis routines.

). Giving examples. The computer"tutor wants to know if there .are

any lines already in the student's work that can be used to illustrate the

cO)ll!Jll;\nd. It can then show the student how to construct a cO)ll!Jll;\nd thl;lt will

apply the rule to those lines. If no lipes cap be used as an example, the

program generl;ltes si!Jlple instances of the necessary premises.
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TYPE A DERIVE. PROVE OR RULE COl'lMAND

:*DERIVE: Q$

DERIVE Q

:*P$

. :*P$ (2) *Q OR P$

WHICH COMMAND DO YOU NEE~ HELP WITH?
*FC$
FC REQUIRES 2 'LINE NUMBERS.
HERE'S AN EXAMPLE: 1.2 FC

MORE1*N$
WOULD YOU LIKE AN EXAMPLE ?*N$

:*3••4FC$
A NUMBER MUST FOLLOW A PERIOD

:*3 ••4 ?FC$
FC REQUIRES 2 LINE NUMBERS.
LINE NUMBERS ARE SEPARATED BY SINGLE PERIODS
LIKE THIS: 3.4 FC

MORE1*N$
WOULD yOU LIKE AN EXAMPLE1*N$

:*3.2HS?$

WITHOUT 1. YOU TYPED THE CORRECT fORMAT.
MtRE1*N$
WOULD YOU LIKE AN EXAMPLE1*N$

:*DD11$
DD REQUIRES 2 LINE NUMBERS.
HERE-SAN EXAMPLE: 1.2 DO
THE COMMAND REQUIRES 0 OCCURRENCE·NUMBERS

MORE?*N$
WOULD YOU LIKE AN EXAMPLE?*N$

:*FIN$



DERIVE
P

P -> P
(I) P IFF Q

.*UHS
La REQUIRES I LINE NUMBER.
IlERE' S AN EXAMPLE' I LB

MORE?*YS
LB HAS 2 FORI!S.

IN FORM I'

LINE I MUST BE A BICONDITIONAL
THE NEW LINE WILL BE A CON~UNCTION

LEFT CON~UNCT OF THE NEW LINE WILL BE A CONDITIONAL
ANTECEDENT OF THE LEFT CON~NCT OF THE NEW LINE wILL BE THE

LHS OF LINE I .
CONSEQUENT CF THE LEFT CONJUNCT OF THE NEW LINE WILL BE THE

RHS OF LINE I
RIGHT CON~UNCT OF THE NEW LINE WILL BE A CctIlDITIONAL
ANTECEDENT OF THE RIGHT CON~NCT OF THE NEWLINE WILL BE THE

RHS OF LINE I AND CONSEQUENT CF THE LEFT
CON~NCT OF TIlE NEW LINE

CONSEQUENT OF THE RIGHT CON~UNCT OF THE NEW LINE WILL BE THE
LHS OF LINE I AND ANTECEDENT OF THE LEFT
CON~UNCT OF THE NEW LINE

IN FORI! e,

LINE 1 MUST BE A CON~UNCTION

LEFT CON~UNCT OF LINE 1 MUST BE A CONDITI ctIlAL
RIGHT CON~NCT OFtINEl MUST BE A CONDITIctIlAL
ANTECEDENT OF THE RIGHT CON~NCT OF LINE I MUST BE THE

CONSEQUENT CF THE LEFT CON~UNCT OF UNE 1
CctIlSEQUENT OF THE RIGHT CON~UNCT OF LINE I MUST BE THE

ANTECEDENT OF THE LEFT CON~UNCT OF LINE. I
THE NEW LINE WILL BE A BICONDITIONAL
LHS OF THE NEW LINE WILL BE THE ANTECEDENT OF THE LEFT

CON~NCT OF LINE I AND CONSEQUENT CFTHE RIGHT
CON~CT OF LINE I

RHS OF THE NEW LINEWIl..L BE THE CONSEQUENT (F THE LEFT
CON~UNCT OF LINE I AND ANTECEDENT OF THE RIGHT
CON~NCT OF LINE I

WOULD YOU LIKE AN EXAMPLE?*YS

FCR FORM I
THERE IS AN EXAMPLE OF THE LB RULE IN THE LINES OF YOUR DERIVATION.
A CORRECT COMMAND IS.
lLa

THE NEW LINE WOULD BE. (P -> Q)&(Q -> P)

FOR FORM e
IF YOUR DERIVATION CONTAINS LINES.
(2) (P -> Q)&(Q -> P)

THEN A CORRECT COMMAND WOULD BE'
eLB

AND THE NEW LINE WILL BE.
P IFF Q

Fig. 21. ~~Teaching the cormnands: Applications.
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Note that the teaching process, like the analysis of applications of

a command, is complicated by the optional properties which can be associated

with a rule name. Since the instructional system only knows about a de-

rived rule from the information on the property list associated with the

name of that rule, and, for the most part, the program itself computed the

property lists, the program's ability to provide error messages and teaching

se~uences represents a saving and service to the teacher.

This section, and the description of the instructional system, is

completed with five sample derivations (Figure 22) in which th~ student

is taught how to use some of the commands available to him. In problem

five, the student uses the INIT command to obtain the initiative to re-

~uest his own problems. In this case, he proves a lemma that is useful

in solving problem five. In problem four, the student learns about the

DS rule. Irrthe process of giving an example from the stUdent's own

work, the stUdent also receives a hint on how to continue the derivation.

Another feature of the system is highlighted in the second problem:

the teacher may re~uire that the student use or not use particular com-

mand(s) when constructing a derivation or proof. Since the decision was

made earlier not to interrupt the student's work, the computer-tutor waits

until the derivation is completed before examining it and checking to see,

that the derivation was done within the set constraints. The program com-

putes a list of lines and commands which contributed materially to his

solution by chaining backward through the line references, beginning with

the last line generated. Lines not in this list are called "irrelevant"

and are ignored. If rules which must be in the list are absent, or rules

which may not be in the list are present, the student is told so. He is
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1
DO NOT USE CONDITIONAL PROOF.

DERIVE
P

P - .. P
(1) P IFF Q

.*1 LB 1S

WITHOUT 1. YOU TYPED THE CORRECT FORMAT.
MCRE1*NS
WOULD YOU LIKE AN EXAMPLE?*YS

FOR FORM 1
tHERE IS AN EXAMPLE OF THE LB RULE IN THE LINES OF YOUR DERIVATION.
A CORRECT COMMAND IS.
1LB

THE NEW LINE WOULD BE. (P - .. Q)&(Q - .. P)

FM FORM 2 .
IF YOUR DERIVATION CONTAINS LINES.
(2) (P - .. Q)&(Q - .. p)

THEN A CORRECT COMMAND WOULD BE.
2LB

AND THE NEW LINE· WILL BE.
P IFF Q

(2) (P - .. Q)&(Q -> P)

.*21HSS
HS REQUIRES 2 LINE NUMBERS.
HERE'S AN EXAMPLE. 1.2 HS

MORE?*YS
LINE 1 MUST BE A CONDITIONAL
LINE a MUST BE A CONDITIONAL
ANTECEDENT OF LINE 2 MUST BE THE CONSEQUENT OF LINE 1

THE NEW LINE WILL BE A CONDITIONAL
ANTECEDENT OF THE NEWLINE WILL BE THE ANTECEDENT OF.LINE 1
CONSEQUENT OF THE NEW LINE WILL BE THE CONSEQUENT OF LINE 2

WroLD YOU LIKE AN EXAMPLE ?*NS

..aLCs

CORRECT •••

(3) P - .. Q

(4) Q - .. P

(5) P - .. P

Fig. 22. -- Teaching the commands: Giving examples.
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2
USE THE DC RULE <DENY THE CONSEQUENT)
IN THIS PROBLEM.

DERIVE NOT P
P (1) Q &CNOT S)
P C2 ) P ~> S

:*WPS (3) *PS

:*2.3AAS C4 ) S

:*IRCS CS) NOT S

:*3.4.SIPS (6) NOT P

CORRECT •••
YOU MUST USE THE DC RULE. TRY THE PROOF AGAIN.
DERIVE NOT P
P (I) Q&CNOTS)
P (2) P -> S

:*DC ?$
DC REQUIRES 2 LINE NUMBERS.
HERE'S AN EXAMPLE: 1.2 DC

MORE?*YS
LINE 1 MUST BE A CONDITIONAL
LINE 2 MUST BE A NEGATION
NEGATED FORMULA OF LINE 2 MUST BE THE CONSEQUENT OF LINE 1

THE NEW LINE WILL BE A NEGATION
NEGATED FORMULA OF THE NEW LINE WILL BE THE ANTECEDENT OF LINE

1

WOULD YOU LIKE AN EXAMPLE?*YS
IF YOUR DERIVATION CONTAINS LINES:
(3) P ~> Q

(4) NOT Q

THEN A CORRECT COMMAND WOULD BE:
3.4DC

AND THE NEW LINE WILL BE'
NOT P

(3) NOT S

(4) NOT P

CORRECT •••

Fig. 22, continue~.



3
DERIVE
P

CA < Ol->CCA + Bl < B)
<11 CO+Bl=B

C21

I*AE?S
AE REQUIRES 1 LINE NUMBER.
HERE'S AN EXAMPLEI 1 AE

MORE?"'YS
THE MAIN CONNECTIVE.OF LINE 1 MUST BE ONE OFI .. < >

THE MAIN CONNECTIVE OF THE NEW LINE WILL BE THE MAIN
CONNECTIVE OF LINE 1

LHS OF THE NEW LINE WILL BE A SUM
LHS OF THE LHS OF THE NEW LINE WILL BE THE LHS OF LINE 1
RHS OF THE LHS OF THE NEW LINE WILL BE A TERM YOU TYPE
RHS OF THE NEW LINE WILL BE A SUM
LHS OF THE RHS OF THE NEW LINE WILL BE THE RHS OF LINE 1
RHS OF THE RHS OF THE NEW LINE WILL BE A TERM YOU TYPE

WOULD YOU LIKE AN EXAMPLE?*YS
THERE IS AN EXAMPLE OF THE AE RULE IN THE LINES OF YOUR DERIVATION.
A CORRECT COMMAND 151
2AE
II <WELL-FORMED TERM>

THE NEW LINE WOULD BEl CA + <TERM»<CO + <TERM»
WOULD YOU LIKE ANOTHER EXAMPLE?"'YS
A CORRECT COMMAND 151
IAE
II <WELL-FORMED TERM>

THE NEW LINE wOULD BEl CCO + B) + <TERM»=CB + <TERM»

1"'2AES
II"'BS (3) CA + B)<CO + B)

1*3.1RElS (4) CA + B)< B

,"'2.4CPS (5) CA < O)->CCA + B) < B)

CCftRECT•••

Fig, 22, continued,
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USE THE FORM A DISJUNCTION CFD) RULE.

DERIVE CNOT R)->CNOT Q)
P CI) NOT P
P C2 ) S -><NOT Q)
P (3) <NOT R)-> P

C*WP$ <4 ) *NOT RS

C*?FDS
FD REQUIRES 1 LINE NUMBER.
HERE· S AN EXAMPLE C 1 FD

THE NEW LINE WILL BE A DISJUNCTION
LEFT DISJUNCT OF THE NEW LINE WILL BE LINE I
RIGHT DISJUNCT OF THE NEW LINE WILL BEA SENTENCE rou TrPE

WOULD rou LIKE AN EXAMPLE?*N$

(5) CNOT R)OR S

c*3.2.5DSS
LINE 3 MUST BE A DISJUNCTION

c*DS?$
DS REQUIRES 3 LINE NUMBERS.
HERE·S AN EXAMPLEc 1.2.3 DS

MM:e;?*rs
LINE 1 MUST BE A DISJU!'lCTlON
LINE 2 MUST BE A CONDITIONAL
ANTECEDENT OF LINE 2 MUST BE THE LEFT DISJUNCT OF LINE 1
LINE 3 MUST BE A CONDITIONAL
ANTECEDENT OF LINE 3 MUST BE THE RIGHT DISJUNCT OF LINE 1

THE NEW LINE WILL BE A DISJUNCTION
LEFT DISJUNCT OF THE NEW LINE WILL BE THE CONSEQUENT OF LINE 2
RIGHT DISJUNCT OF THE NEW LINE WILL BE THE CONSEQUENT OF LINE

3

WOULD roo LIKE AN EXAMPLE?*Y$
THERE IS AN EXAMPLE OF THE DS RULE IN THE LINES OF YOUR DERIVATION.
A CORRECT CCMMAND ISc
5.3.2DS

THE NEW LINE WOULD BEc P ORCNOT Q)

C*5.3.2DS$ (6) P 01HNOT Q)

:*4.7CPS

CmRECT •••

(7) 1Il0T Q

(8) <1Il0T R)-><NOT Q)

F:Lg. :22, G(lnt:Lnued.
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DERIVE,
P
P
P

,.INIT$

Q

<l) R -> Q
(2) S -> Q

(3) S OR R

251

YOU CAN NOW REQUEST A DERIVE OR PROVE
PROOLEM., OR DERIVE A NEW RULE OF INFERENCE.

THE INTERRUPTED PROBLEM WILL BE RESTARTED
IF YOU TYPE FIN •

TYPE A DERIVE. PROVE OR RULE COMMAND

,.PROVE,. (Q,ORQ) - .. Q$
PROVE (Q OR Q)-> Q

,*WP$ (1) ",Q OR Q$

,.WP$ (2 ) .NOT Q$

,.1.2DD$ (3) Q

t.e.2.3IPS (4 ) Q

,"'1.4CPS (5) (Q OR Q)-> Q

CCRRECT •••
NAME 1 • LEMMA$

TYPE A DERIVE. PROVE OR RUL~ C,OMMAND

,.FINS

NOi REDO THE PROBLEM YOU, INTERRUPTED

5
DERIVE Q
P (1) R -> Q

P (2) S -> Q
P (3) ,S ORR

,.3.2.1DS$ (4) Q OR Q

,.LEMMA$

,.5.4AAS

(Q OR Q)-> Q
(5) (Q OR Q)-> Q

(6) Q

CORRECT •••
LESSCf,J OVER...
GOODBYE ••• ADELE
T

*
F;ig. 221 Gontinued.
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then asked to try the problem again. Note that a re~uired rule may not

have been in the list because the student did not know how to use it and

did know how to do the problem without it. Thus he can type a ~uestion

mark to ask the computer-tutor for help,





CHAP'J;'ER VII

SUMMARY AND FINAL COMMENTS

The announced intention of this dissertation was to study the com

puter's ability to assume a tutorial role; the aim was to provide the

student of a computer-based teacher with the dynamic and perso~lized

interaction afforded him by an attentive human tutor. The importance

of understanding the extent and limit of the computer's ability to pro

vide individualized instruction is evident in light of the surge of

interest and aotivity in'using computers in actual classrooms.

The research was carried out by identifying characteristics that

distinguish the tutorial role, and by providing a concrete example of

the computer's 'ability to teach elementary mathematical logic. To de

termine how well the computer-teacher for logic performs, several

studies were carried out: caSe studies of students using the instruc

tional system, comparisons with other methods for tutoring logic, and

a comparison with the performance of experienced human tutors. The

basic principle underlying the investigation was that knowledgeable

computer-tutors, tutors. that know how to do the work the students are,

expected to do, could provide individualized attention to the bright

students as well as to the less skillful students. The emphasis in

developing the sample computer-tutor was on providing a response

sensitive teaching system; one that Can adapt to the student's' educa

tional requirements, especially when the student experiences difficulty
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in carrying out the tasks set for him. The instructional system for

mathematical logic, with a theorem-prover acting as a proof-analyzer,

is able to capture the flexible and adaptive nature of human tutoring.

So: the response strategies and techniques that form the basis of the

system are of significant interest in formulating computer-tutors for

other curricula.

The instructional system was designed'to increase.the active partici

pation of the students .with the computer-teacher. It embodies methods by

which a student can (a) experiment· freely with his new· skills in proof

construction; (b) receive immediate feedback on errors; (c) ask about

previously learned material; and (d) make up his own examples. These

examples can either be derivation problems requested within the theory

prespecified by a curriculum writer, or the student's ownaxiomatization

specified within a formalization of the full predicate calculus with

identity. In this manner, the student can.test out his own notions of

what is meant bya nonlogical axiomatic theory. Inherent in the teaching

system is the theme of free exploration of the sUbject matter, offering

the student an opportunity to practice, in varied contexts, his newly

learned skills. Nevertheless, the system retains tutorial capabilities

for providing feedback to confirm correct knowledge and to correct errors,

and to reteach the inference rules of the theory presently under considera

tion by the student. Such feedback always derives from material already

learned, or specified, by the student.

A unique feature of a good human tutor is the ability to give ad~

vice and suggestions toa student who requests help in completing the

task set for him. He does not make just any comment to the student;
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rather, he examines the work already done by the student in order to

extract information from which he can make remarks relevant to the stu

dent's individual needs. In develo8ing a computer-tutor for teaching

proof construction, a central question was how to analyze the proof steps

already constructed by the student in order to obtain information about

how to complete the student's proof. The computer-tutor for logic employs

a theorem-prover as the proof-analyzer. The theorem-prover is capable of

doing the proofs the students must do, and is able to take the student's

proof steps into account in its search for a solution. In Chapters IV

and V, the set of inference rules used by the theorem-pr~ver. and some

mathematical results about the generality and appropriateness of the

rules were offered.

The original intent in using the theorem-prover was to obtain a

set of possible ways to complete the student's work. It would then be

possible to devise strategies for deciding which completion .the tutor

should talk about, what the tutor should say to the stUdent, and how

the tutor might encourage the student to find other solutions discovered

by the theorem-prover. In developing the theorem-prover,the manner in

which the set of solutions was determined by the program was not as im

portant a consideration as knowing that the responses made to the student

were correct. However, in order to come up with hints the student could

understand and use, it became necessary to consider how the theorem-prover

actually operated. If the theorem-prover made use of search techniques

which simulated those thought to be used by good students, then the tutor

could simply give hints suggesting that the student try to use the search

methods already successfully used by the theorem-prover.



The computer-tutor, in employing a theorem-prover as a proof-analyzer,

attempts to provide the kind of tutorial dialogue that human tutors ought

to provide. In the versiotl reportedC'iBtl'..here::of, j:;he,diaiLogue,the,tutot does not

take into account errors made by the student in previous problems. How-

ever, it does try to emphasize the use of recently learned proof procedures

and inference rules in order to have the student practice using new solu-

tion methods. Routines which organize and save information about the stu

dent's past performance in the curriculum can be easily implemented. To

what extent, then does the computer-based tutor fail to perform as well

as a human teacher might? The answer to this question is based on the

ability of the human teacher to leave the present domain of discourse

and to borrow freely from general sources of knowledge. The human teacher

can let the student ask general questions, and can devise illustrations

from other subject areas in order to help the student understand the

answer to his query. The human teacher is not as restricted, as is the

present computer-tutor, in formulating the tutorial dialogue, or in

allowing interruptions from the student which could be useful in infer

ring problems the student may be experiencing. These sorts of abstractions,

or generalizations, were not dealt with in the computer-tutor for elemen

tary mathematical logic.

However, as the comparison of the behavior of the computer-tutor

with that of experienced human tutors demonstrated, the program performs

as well as, and in some cases better than, a human tutor. In:partricUlar, the

computer-tutor never makes a mistake, never tells the student to do

something which will not lead to a valid proof, and never fails to notice

work done by the student. These are all errors that the human tutors
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committed. The computer-tutor, like other computer-based teachers, is

able to handle several students simultaneously, and still give each

student the attention afforded him by a private tutor. The computer

is patient, and does not become irritated with the student. One of

the human tutors admitted that after awhile he becomes fatigued and

very mechanical in his answers to a student. (The' word ,"mechanical": here

auggests:·that: th'2 ';,tutor:.resorted: toancequivalent"ofC'S: sto:ted:J:1int d:,pproach

to helping the student.) The knowledgeable computer-tutor for mathe

matical logic is willing to try a variety of proof strategies, is able

to discover whether the student has started more than one proof that

can be successfully completed, and is truly sensitive to different in

formation available in the student's partial or erroneous work.

Further exploration in several areas will be needed in order to

realize improvements in the computer-tutor. For one, as pointed out

before, the actual generation of the tutorial dialogue is uninteresting

from a language processing point of view. The tutorial dialogue should

be changed to actually construct the comments. Moreover, it could be

extended to operate as a question-answering routine, as suggested by

the work of Simmons (1970) and Carbonell (1970). The theorem-prover

would compute the information about the student's work, as it does now,

and then this information would be used as the data from which the answers

to student questions are retrieved. It would be of further interest to

be able to prove that each answer is, in fact, correct; it is of both

mathematical and practical concern to determine (that is, to prove) that

the error messages and computed teaching sequences of the present instruc

tional system do what we are assuming they do on the basis of our testing

experienceG



Second, of especial import for improving the power of the instructional

system is the development of methods for providing a more satisfactory SHOW

command (Chapter VI, Section 2.3). The methods can either be new strategies

for a resolution-based theorem-prover and techniques for internally deciding

which set of strategies to use, or new, heuristic theorem-provers to perform

the verification task for individual theories. Curricula of a more complex

nature than that proffered in preceding chapters has yet to be implemented

in a ~I environment. Successful implementation of such courses might rely

on general facilities which allow the student to specify a theory and explore

the implications of the primitives chosen, but success will rely more on

those features which dictate the sorts of proofs the students can attempt.

These features include the miniature theorem-provers which enable the student

to skip trivial steps, large-scale provers capable of verifying nonrigorous

proofs (SHOW command), and the routines able to do the student's work and

thereby act as the proof analyzer.

The design of the computer-tutor for mathematical logic suggests a

style for ~I research which necessitates developing teaching systems that

depend more on the actual computer program and less on a curriculum-writer

armed with a multiPle-choice/constructed-response author language. System

statistics from our operational experiences show that the instructional pro

gram spends 80 to 90 percent of its time computing, contradicting the usual

assumption that ~I programs are tied to input/output processes. Use of such

an instructional program requires a reevaluation of the computer's operating

system. The ability to understand a COmmand language specified by a teacher,

or by a student, added flexibility to the structure of the teaching system

and increased the vari~bility of the content of the course. The
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theorem-prover/proof-analyzer described in Chapter IV is useful mainly in the

context of teaching proof construction. The theorem-prover is applicable for

teaching about Abelian groups--whether it can easily be extended is yet to

be determined. For new fields of study other than proof construction, the

course author would have to examine the particular tasks of the subject and

determine what sort of program is needed to carry out the response analysis.

However, many features of the instructional system which have been emphasized

in this dissertation would strengthen the framework of other computer-based

teaching systems; more notably, the integral role of an ideal tutor, one

which can effectively take into account the student's work in determining

relevant help se~uences, and one which provides a flexible environment in

which the students are encouraged to explore the structure of the subject

area.
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APPENDIX I

AXIOMS AND THEOREMS ON ADDITION

Axioms

CA Commute Addit j.on A+B~B+A

AS Associate Addition (A+B)+C~A+(B+C)

Z Zero Axiom A+O~A

AI Additive Inverse A+(-A)~O

N Negative Number Axiom A+(-B)~A-B

Theorems----
1- O+A~A 12. A+B~A ...., B~O

2. (-A)+A~O 13. - (-A) ~A

3· A-A~O 14. (-(A+B) )+B~-A

4. O-A~-A 15· - (A+B)~(-A)-B

5· O~-O 16. (-A)-B~Hl)-A

6. A-O~A 17. -(A-B)~B-A

7. A+B~A+C ...., B~C 18. (A-B)-C~A+((-B)-C)

8. A+B~C ...., A"C-B 19. (A-B)-C~A- (E+C)

9. A~C-B ...., A+B~C 20, A+(B-A)~B

10. A+B~O ...., A~-B 21. A-(A+B)~-B

11- Aro-B ...., A+B~O 22. (A-B)+(B-C)~A-C
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APPENDIX II

PROOFS FOR THEOREMS ON ADDITION

The following proofs (for theorems 1-22 of Appendix I, as well as

five problems solved by the SUBSET TEST rule) were generated by the

theorem-proving program. The format for these proofs is the same as

that available to users of the instructional system described in

Chapter VI. The program was initially given five axioms about addi-

tion. As each new expressiop was proven and assigned a name (usually

the letters "TH" followed by a number) the prover added the new theorem

to its list of axiom- and theorem-schemata.

An illustration of' the' format used in this appendix to present each

set of solutions' fntile form..of a dialogue between a user and the theorem-

prover is shown below. The user onlY types information preceded by a

colon and an asterisk (i. e. ,: 1'); all else is generated by the theorem-

prover. The ENTER key, $, indicates that the user's response is, completed.

TYPE A DERIVE} PROVE, OR R\)LE' C0I!\MAl'JD

: *PROVE: B+O=B$

PROVE B+O=B

: *HELP$

[Solution]
[solution]

The computer asks the user to
decide what kind of problem he
wants to try.
The user requests a derivation
problem.
The computer indicates that the
expression is well formed.
The user calls on the theorem
prover to solve the problem.

The theorem-prover offers
several solutions.

:*ENT$ (1)

CORRECT ••.
NAME: *LEMMA$

The user now enters the expres-
sion as a line of the proof.
The instructional system thinks
that the user has successfully
solved the problem and lets the
user give the expression a ~e
before going on to the next problem.
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'*HELPI

TYPE A DERIVE. PROVE OR RULE COMI'!ANQ

,*PROVE. (-I\)+A-05
PROVE (- A • AJ. 0

At A +(- A). 0
AUA (I) (A'" A>" 0
CA" A+S-S+A
AliA
B.,- A ca> (A"''' A).C- A + A>
haREI (3) (- A ... A). 0
3CEI (4) 0 DC- A ... A)
4CEI (5) c- A ... A). 0

APPENDXX Xl, continued.

Proofs for Theorems about ~ddition*

Theorem 2Tl:leorem 1

TYPE A DERI\1E. PROVE OR RULE COMMAND

.*PROUE. O+A.-AS
PROVE <0 - A). A

'*HEI..PS

C. .-a • a -.AUO
aUA <I>

<0 _
A)e(A • 0)

Z A_ 0 • A
AliA <a) <A - 0). A
a.eRtl (3) <0+ A). A

co A'" B .. B -.AliA
alia <I> (A ... O)·co -., AI A +(-A). 0
Z .-0 • • .... C1' CA_ A" a
AliA <a. (A ... 0>., A co .-a • a -.1.2REI (3' A-CO"+I\) AI'A
30EI <4> <O+i\)·A a.... A <a> <. - .. A>.C" A ... A)

I.SItE! <3> (- A ... A). 0

Z A + 0 .. A
AliA. C1> (A + 0). A Al A +C" A>. 0
C. A+ B .. B'" A AliA <0

<A _
.. A). 0

alia co A_ a • a
- AAliA <a. (A • O)eCO -.. AUA

l_eREI <3> (0+ A). A a.... A <a. CA_ ... A).C" A •. A>
heREI (3' (- A ... A). 0

CORRECT •••
NAME. *TH1$

Theorem ::;
TYPE A DERIVE... PRO"! DaROU COMMAND

CORRECr•••
NAME. *TH2$

Theorem 4
TYPE A DERIVE, PROVE OR RULE COMMAND

'.PROVE' A·A.*OS
PROVE (A .. A). 0 ••PROVE. O-A."A.S

PROVE (0 - A)•• A

AI A +C" A). 0
AI.A 0) (A.- A). 0
lCEl (2) 0 .(A + • A)
N A +(oo 8). A - B
A•• A
8•• A (3) (A + • A).CA -A)
a.3REI (/d 0 .(A • A)
liCE I (5) CI\· 1\)- 0

THI 0
_ A • •A•• - • <0 CO + - ••• - A

ICEl <a) - A-(O -. ••• A +C· a.· • - aA•• O
a••A <3> (0 + - A).CO -..
Z.3REI (4' .. A-(O - A)
IliCEI <5' CO - A). • A

TNI
o _

• • •AII- A <Il '0 - .. A)· • •• A. +C- 8).·- a
A.,O
8.,A ca'

<0 _
- A).(O -.,

1.2REl <3> <0 .. A). -.
.. A). 0

(A ... A)-(A - A)
CA- A)- 0

'a.
(3'

A +(- A)- 0
(I) CA +
B). A - a

AI
AliA
N A +C
AliA
aliA
l.eREl

CORRECT •••
NAME. .TM3S CORRECT•••

NAHEI .rR4s

*Proofs were generated by t~e theorem-prover in the same format
as in Figures 8 and 9.
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Tlleorem 5
TYPE A DEJUVE.t> PROV! OR RUlZ. eOMMl\ND

Theorem 7
TYPE A OI:R.IV&# PROve OR RlJl,l COM14I\ND

S$PROV'&;s o· ...os
FftOVI: (j \Ii '" C

R~PROV£' ("+S."+CJ-_CS_CJS
mov& UA • B) _(4 • cu-.. u -ell

«c • ., • · A)_(C + (A, • . .."
(~A <$' C) • · AhCC ... • .1>

,.. • fU_ •((4 ... CJ • • A)irCe • .,
,c • .,. c
«A • C) • · ~U. C
B • C

«A+ B' ilCA,. C»·.CB- c,

(~A +(4 '+ el)_CcA'. CJ ~ ~~)

H4 + CJ ..... AJ .. c(4 ... c' <& .. A)

~A .. CJ-C:C • Ai
(CA. C) •• A).CCC • ~J ~ ~ A~

+«8+ CJ

fA ... 8hCB 01)- All
(S • ~u-fAl + ell

CCB + A' •• 4).c«~ 4 C; ... 0 Ai
ca +(4 .- A».CIA • C; • ~ A»

(8 + 0). B
B,.«A • C> • ~,A'

t4 4,)11 l)
(8 O).ceA ... e' • - A)

. ..
...

<a',..

un
usn

B' B

ap «U
C~ A. I- B .-4
1\081\
85 I! 81
llsllRIQ....
Au'" A 4'//1)

-tlm& (!U
RX A ~( .. A)- 0
l\UA _~6)

!SCl6R'l1 «1)
t A.e- 0 • r1h
Aile e:Sll
'.BRSi! UJ
CA A ~ B • 8 ~ A
81 ac> iii
#IIU"" e tl nOll
~A A ~ 8 • B ~ A
SuA;) C
Ats'" A
10.llRE~

C4 It..eo

BUe
AHA
ua. UREa
AS (Po '>
clJe .. ~

911840
AUC ~8!~

14 .. a5REB (83'
kl A H<> Ah a
AHIt U1~

16.nRlI 08~
i; Ii,,~ 0 a\ A
Alie U9~

IS_19ftta «ao!
9$80R&1 (Qa ~

halCP uuu

eCiPROVEe A";"O"".
PRovs. (Po " Dhl A

Tlleorem 6
TYPE A bERivlI PROV! OR RUL$ COMMAND

CORREcr ... '"
NAMEi *tH5S

TH. i< • At .. 0
"tID cH t. 0 .,. 0
THO 0 .. A " '06 A
AUO U) <D . O)1IiiI . •iliaDI 13' • •• 0
:leiE' ,,,I o • . •

1H3 " . ".C
AtiO ," '0 .. (;I). 0
TH. 0 o it. .. . ..
All 0 !8' (0 .. CU- . 0
heMI (3' . o. 0

""E' ,., .0'... •

,I>
CORJU:CT _,;"
~! _tlf?,S

CA • ~ D)-fA .. 0)
(A .. tu- J\

o 0
tA 0). It.

it. .. 8

u)
<5'

0" A
(1)>

••,a'
(3'
8).

• •
"SRIH
N A .. C
AeaA
Bi:iO
a;;,-4iui

Z A"
AiilA
1'H5

CORRECT"" ..
NAM!:! 0)1H65
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Theorem 8 Theorem 9
TYPE A DERIVE. PROVE OR RlJL£COHMAND· tyPE A DERIVE. PROVt ~R,RUL£ COMKAND

,*PROVEI CA+B-C)-.CA-c-a)1
PROYE (CA +B). C)-.CA aCC;- a»

,*KELPI

,.PROVEI CA_e_B)".CA+SaC'1
PROVE CA a(C - 8»-.(e" + 8) .. 0)

(8 +-S). 0
(CO ... ~ 8) + B).(C + 0)

CCC + - B) + 8).(e +(- 8 + B»

CC • -a).co - 8)
CO .. B).CO + • S)
A ace ."" 8)

( ... 8 +B).(8 + • B)
(ce + ·.8) • B).(C +(B. - B))

(0+0)."
(cd +'m B) ... S)a C
CA • 9). 0

C" ace .. 8»"~«A • 8) • 0)

Theorem 10

'a'<3'
<4'
(5) (A + 'B). ceQ + ... B) + B)

CA + B)+ 0 • ,,+(B + 0)

,
YN A DERIVE. PROVE OR. fWLE COM(OjAND'

~ CI> A MCO - 8)
N A +(- B). A • a
AIIC
allB
acE!
1_3REI.......
AS
cue
au- B
Aile (6)
CA A + a _ 8 + A

BUB
Afl. a (7)
6_1REI (8)
AI A +C· A). 0
AilS (9)
Ih9R1:1 Cl0)
Z A+O-A'
Aile CII)
10_ltREI eta)
!i_12REI C13)
1-13CP (14)

- a'. a.
+(C+

+ B).(C +C- 8 + a»
S»aCC +C- B + 8»

co + O)a C
(8 +(C + .. 8». C
(CA+ S) • O)•• CA 8(Q .B)

(. S+ 8).C8. - B)
(S+(O + • 9».(C +(B •• 8»

•C8 ... B). 0
C8 +(C + - 8».(C + 0)

cec + - S)
CB +CO + ..
• •

(0 + .. B).CC
CC - 8)a(0 +
CCA +8) aca

• •
(S +(C+ - 8»aCCC .... B). 8)

C .. A +C8 + C)

(8 + A)aCA + B)
(CA + 8)·aC8 +CC

A • 8

,..
'0'• • a

(A + B 8 A + C)-.(8 • C)TK1
BUA
CIIC - B
A"a CI) (C8. A) aCD +CC * .8»)-.(A a(C - H»
CA A+Baa+A
...a
aliA (2)

heREI (3)
N A +,C· B)a
AilC
alia (·n
4C11 (5)
3.SRBI (6)
CA ,,+aaS
811e + B
"liB (7)
AS CA. 8)+
CUB·
BU- 8
...e
1.8REI
co ••
BuB
All,· B (10)
9.IOREI UI>
AI A.c- A).
A'-,S (12)
1t-laUI (13)
t A+ 0 • A
AUC C14)
13.14R1:1 CIS)
6to 15REI (16)

• • •

,"

,.,
<9'
ClO)

(A + B) .. C

CCA + 8) • -S)_(C + ·s)
(A +(8 + .. 8»a(C +.S)

'Hf <4 • a •
• +

C)"'looCB _ C)
altA
CU· B
AIIB ," "a ... A) aCB • • B» •• C~ a .. S)
CO •• a • a ••....
altA 'a' (8 + A)_CA + .,
haRE. <3' CCA • 8) a(8 + • B" .... C4 • .. B)

AI A +(. A). •Alia <4, C8 ... B)a 0,
3.4REI <5' CCA • 8) .·O)••(A _ • B)

'.PROVE, (A.8.0)-.C~.mB)i

PROVE «4. 11> 8, O)·.u • - 8)

,_ilEUS

- B»

(8 + ... B). 0
CA +O).CQ + - 8)

CA + 0). A
A aCC + • B)

co + - 8).(0 .. 8)
A aCC • B)

UA + S) • Q)".CA .CC

WP,..
AII- B ca)
2ARB (3)

AI A +C- A)a 0
AUB (4)

3.48£1 (5)

Z A+O-"
AliA (6)
5.6R11 (1)
N A +C- 8)a
...e
8UB
1_8REI
1_9CP

' •.INTI

CORRECT._·
HANE' .TH81 WP ell (A • B) • •.0£

411- • 'a> CCA + 8) + .. B)a(O •• B).... '3> (A +C8 + 8»a(0 + • 8)
AI A +( .. A). •AilS <4' (8 ... 8) • •3.IaREI ", (A + 0).(0 • . .,
• •• • • •.... <0' (I\+O)aA
5.6REI 'T' A .Ut ...... 8)
TH. •• • • •AII- 8 '.' (0 + .. B)... B
7_SUI '0' A • .. 8
"9CP ClO) «. • B) • 0)-.(4 • • a,

CORRECT._.
NAtIB. -THIOS
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Theorem 11
TYPE A DERIVE" PRove: OR miL! COMMAND

Theorem 12
TYPE A DERIVE. PROVE Oft RUIoB CONftAHD

,.PROVEI (A.·B)·~(A.8.0)1

PROVE CA .... 8)·.«1\ + BI .OJ

._HELPS

,.PROVE. C"+S-A)·"Ca.O's
~OVI ceA • BI ••'."(8 • OJ

'_HELPS

THO CA- e • BJ ..... CA • B • C)
AliA....
CliO (I> (1\ -co .. BU .... UA • BJ •
THO o •.- • A
A"8 C., CO ... 8)... 8
I.RREI (0, (A .... BJ ..... CCA • B)

_ 01

01

TN' C. .. -A • C)••,s • C,
aile
CliO.... CI> «A + 8) .CA + OJ)."(8 ... 0>• • • 0 - A.... (., (A • OJ. A
I..BREI 131 UA + BJ ... A)-"C8 ... 0,

(8 ... 0'. B
B .CA' ... AJ
O. 0

(tA ... 8) • 1\)·.(8

(.,
C3'

'"cs,
+c- AI. 0

(0'
(7)0-.co>
CO>
ClO.
UU - 01

(A + Bh A

(1\ AI. 0
(8 OJe(A ... • AI

CAo + B,-CS • AI
(8 • A). A

((8 + AI ... I\>-(A • '!' /u
(8 +(A + ~ A),-tA .... AI

VP <t)
CA .+8-,.8+11\....
a...
haREI...
A.... A....
AI •....
S.6REI
• A.....
7.SRlI
'.IREI
hue,:

CORRECT· ••
HAMIl *THIII

Theorem 13
TYPE A DERIVE. pROVEQK RULE 'CO~D

.. CI' A • ... 8
I"...s Ca' ( .. 8he- •..,
TIIa (. A'. A • 0
.IIS 13' (- .+ B). 0
a.3R11 cu (A • BJ. 0
••"cP CS. C' - • 8) ..... «1\ • 8) - O•

,.PROYE. "·AaAS
PROIJE .. ~ ,,- A

•*HEloPS

THIO
AliA
all-" cU
AI A-_C_ A'.
AliA (S)
I_8M (3)
3CII (II)

((A + ... A'
li
(A + .. AI. 0
A A
~ ,,_ A

CORRECT•••
NAME. *1HI2•

Theorem 14
1'YP& A DERIVE" PROVt OR' ROLE COHHMO

,.PROVEI ·(A+B).c••+8~.AS
~VE -C(A ... 8) +8)e .. A

'.FINS

TYPE A D!RJ'W. PROVE ORRUU' COMMAND

CORRECt•••.
NAIll, -'THI3S

,.PROVE' (-(A+8»+8.·4&
PROVE (·(A ... 8) ... 8)... A

CORRECT••••
NAME••TH1U
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Theorem l5
T'tPt A DERIVE, PROVE OR RULE COJiHAND

Theorem l6
TrPI: A DERIVE_ PROlJE OR .au;.!: COMMQD

,_pROUS' ·tA.8)~(·~)-81

PROVE -CA. B'.(- 4- 8)

,_KlLPS

'_PROVE, e-AI-a_e_SI_AS
PROVE e- A - B'-C- 9 ~ AI

,.Hi:LPI

CI' (-el + A' • A'- • 8
-eA +8'_C_A)_,8

(. 8 • - A)aC- .... A'
C- 8 .. A).C- A ~ • I)
-C8 • A'•• ~ •• - .)
ct- A• - I' • A)•• 8•••

,. .

c- A +.'. B).t-, - a.
ce- A - 8'. A•• ~ 8
C- A - B'_C_ 8 - A'

n'uo,
ellI

CI) ecc- A • 8' + A)
C-CA + S,'+ 8 • - A

TH8 CA + a a CI--(A • C - e)
Ali- A- 8
eii- B
S..A
tHl.....
S..A
tHIS....
BtiA C3' -C8 + A)aC- B ~ A)
CA A+e-a+·A
A.. • B
ati· A C_) (- 8 + a A)••• A + 6,8)
N A +(--B'. A- 8
Ali. 8
BU. cs'
_.5R11 e6'
3.6REI en
eti1REI (8)
It A H- 8)_
A..-A
a..s
a.fREt
I.IOAA

tH. eA • 8 • C)·~(A • C .. .,
A"-U • BJ
c.... A.... ,I> (C-CA + 8) + ., ... A'·JoC-CA • S) .c- A .. 8U
nU4 C-CA • 8»40 a iii .. A....
8ua ,., (.0(1\ • 8' + 8)... A
1.8M (3, -CA ...,.C- " -8'

•_PROVE. -(A-S,.S-Ai
PROVE .CA .. B)_(S .. AI

,_KlLP'

CORRECt...
'1Wm' .tHut

Theorem l7'
T'tP£ A bEaaVE. PROVE OR RlJU CONNAND

C8' CS." A'.(8 .. AI
.. .. A ,. A

(3) _ a
(4) 8 lit B
(5) (8 + .. A,.c- .. 8 .. AJ
(6) (e .. 8 .. A).(8 A)
(1' (. A .... B).~8 AI

-rA ~ 8).C- AI. 8
C- • + - B)aC- A - B'
e- A ... B,_C_ 8 + - A;
-CA. B'at- B • - A)
C- B .... A)eC· A ~ 8'
c~ A-S)aC- B.~ A'

e- A + B)aC- A- B'
c· B + - A'.(~ A .. B'
e- A - B)aC- B - A)
.e -A, ..aae-B)-AI

,.,
<5'
'61
<1,,.,

l3>..,
<5,

'"

CI' C- 8 .... A'-C- 8 - A)
-CA + 8'-C- A)-.8

It A+C- 8'. A-B
Alt- 8
a"A
THIS....
siia CB) -eA +8'_C_ A -8'
CA A + 8 _,.8 • A
A..... ' Aa.,- B (3) C- A + - B'.C~ 8 ...... A)
N A +( ... 8)a A - 8
A..• A
SII8
:b4REI
ati5REI
a.6REI
h1REI

It A .C- B'a It - 8
AIt- 8
BiiA Cl' e- B • ~ A)_C_ 8 ... A'
CA A + 8 - B + A
A..- 8
au- A (e, C- B'" AI-C- A •• 8'
H A +e- 8'a A - B
AIt- A....
a.3UI
t.4REI
••r;rfTl

eA ... B)-CA .. BJ
eCA .. B).(8 .. AJ

.-(A-.'·CS-A,.

-CA + .. 8).C- A 8)
c- A .... 8). -CA J
-CA + .. 8'.(8 + .. AI
-CA.· 8).C8 .. AJ

••

<.,,.,
ti~)

CiU
8). A

CORRECt•••
NAME' _rtll11

'_ENtl (I'

tNt6
AtlA
at.- I (1) C- A .... 8)~(- .. 8 .. A'
N A +C- .,. A ~ B
AttS
aliA
tHl3
AU.
300.
a."RE!
""0'
"'RlI
THiS
au· B
AU.
"01
.,.tall
10.8R1i
If A +C-....
8itS (la)
Ihilf\El (13)

CORRECt •••
NAMEI *1H161
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Theorem 18
t'fPI A DOIVI. PROY& OR Niu CGMlMNI;»

Theorem 19
1'YJlB A HRlVE.. ,ROVi 011. IlULi CiO~.

'.PHOUIt tA*')·C~A.C"C)I'
FROVt CCA ••J • a'.CA -fS .6"

'*HlLPI

,.PJIOV&' ..c...)... .
~ ,A.e•.• At)••.......

comet.." .
... -rRII'

Theorem 20 .
tYPIt Ai BU1Yl:. PJlOVI;OR IitL& COJlltWlD

tHll CA. 8)- C • A .C.~ 8). vi
Al ••'ti.Ct.c CI) ~C. ~ it ~ C)*CA .i- I ~ 0"
AS . CA ••»+ C Ii" '.C•• 0)'" .....
BI.·' I
Cti- C Ca)(CA + ••t • ~ ~».tA'.i••• ~CJ)

lOS. " C3> .CA ••• ••• c•••tt••• it •• ~ C)
• ••C- It- A • I .
Att- •
...e '.' (4' '~i.+"o).c-.,"C'
a.4., cn .A.•• '"._. (Uhl.CA'.'.,'.... olio OJ
.....r e6». ~c~ ~ It .• C••UA •• I" iilH
1".1 ,cnuA " .... " aG~~.A ••• _,," eU
1M'5 -eA. a)-c* At- • '...e
Alia CI) *ca. QJ••••• Gt
IDEI C,) c••• CJ. -CI • ~~
,.,... CIO' CCA. - ., •• OJ•••• -••• OJ'
•. A +C- .,.A ~ 8

::::,* •BCtit ceA.·.~ ••- C'~CCA.~ .,. a.
10"..... CII' ctA ••"1' ;:.-'ch.tA. "II.oH
• . A +C. 8)••• IAI,.Ii,. CIS' tA+·'.'.tA~ II
11.'1311I1 ..... ) ctA;; at '" O'.CA • 'lei" (tu
• A .C. B'. A * B
AliA
It'B • d CI.; CA + -~I • d').('~fi • 6;;
.".15111 Cit' CCA ~ .' .& OJ.CA-*_ • C~.

fe' ,- ••.• O'.C-8" ,OJ
eft 'I'.'~ It .. C'.CA +c- 8.. oi,

••11I1'1

AI CA. &;. a •• +ca'. OJ
All.

:::: : tit ce••• It + -C'-CA +c- • + • OJ)
•••C~·.). A" 8
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Theorem 21
TYPE .A DERIVE.. PJlQ"S: OR.. auLlc:OMMl\ND

Theorem 22
TYPE A DERIV!" PROVE OR RULSCOM;HMD

.*PROVI. "-("+8)·-81
PROV£ CA-CA + Bl).... 8

i*HELPI

••PRO~' (1\-8'+CS-OJ_A_OI
IROUB eeA ... B' +C8 - C»)aCA • dJ

'·HELPS

CORRleT•••
Nt\ME. *1H811

• 0'
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.. -<a;-c" (l +ca .....))
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""CA + - 8J+(8 + - C)
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Problem A
TYPE A DERIVE. PROVE OR RUJ.,I. COMMI\ND

Problem B
TYPE A DUIIIE. PROVE OR RULE CONNIAND

,.DERlVEI (4+8)-(8+.).01
DERIVE «A. 8) -(8 + Al)· 0

.*D£RlVE. (4+(-4»+(9+(-8»_01
DERIVE «A .... A> +(8 + .. a». 0

.-HELPS

••AIICA .... A)+(8 • - B)
(1) CCA.'" A' +CB .... 8»-«A + ... A> +(8 • - a»
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Problem C

TYPE· A DERIVE_ PRO"S oR HULl CONKAND

'.OERIVE. S+(4+C>a.+(S+C"
DERIVE (8 +CA • eJ).(A +(8 • eJ>

••!tITS

CORRECT•••
Problem D

TYPE A DERIVE. PROVE OR RULE COMMAND

••DERlVE. (A.S)+(C+D).(D.C)+CS+A)I
DERiVE «A + S) +(C + D».(CD • C) +(8 • A»
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APPENDIX III

'fHE THEOREM-PROVING ALGORITHM

The theorem-proving algor~thm given in this appendix constructs the

rule sequence ~[k] such that ~ [k] is a proof or derivation of the pattern

of some well-forme~ expression E', if no such ~[k] can be found, the algo-

rithm returns the value ~. Although not written specifically in each appro-

is constructed at thepriate step, we assume that the pattern sequence ~[k]

same time as ~k'

The subroutine, SUBGOAL, and the main routine, PROVER, are presented

with no further explanation since it is assumed that the interested reader is

familiar with the step-by-step execution of an ALGOL-like program. We clearly

took some liberty in writing English statements to describe several steps.

The algorithm refers to the following global variables with their

corresponding values.

1. AX is the set of patterns for the axioms of the theory.

2. PREMISE is the set of patterns that may be chosen as assumptions.

3. SUB is the set of attempted goals (subgoals). Once added to

SUB, no goal is deleted from SUB since, if a goal in SUB is already

proved, the algorithm should find it in the pattern sequence in steps 1

of SUBGOAL and 2 of PROVER.

4. LIMIT is an integer, the upper limit on the allowed depth of

recursive calls of PROVER.

The variables j, k, n, IN, I, G, and SG are local variables

saved with respect to each routine called.
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Step 1. Set SUB = SUB U [GJ.

Step 2. If there exists an i < n such that 1 i = G, then

and there exists an i < n such that S(1.,l)
- l

RETURN ~[n] * REP(i).

If ,e(O) is =Step 3.

= S(G,l + #S(G,l)) and S(1.,l + #S(1./1)) = S(G,l),
II

then

RETURN ~[n] * CE(i).

Step 4. If there exists aPE AX and a substitution sequence rr such

that P[rr] is well-defined and G = P[rr], then

Step 5.

RETURN ~[n] * SUB(rr,P).

If there exists aPE PREMISE such that P = G, then

RETURN ~[n] * AR(P).

Step 6. Set level = O.

6.1 Set IN = [I I is an initial pattern for GJ.

6.2 If IN = ep, then go to step 7.

6.3 Set I = first element of IN.

Set IN = IN - [IJ.

Set ~ [nH] such that ~ [nH] is obtained from t [n] by IRl,

IR3, IR5, or IR6 where 1nH =1.

6.4 Set D = D(I,G).

Set j = min (#G,#I) +1.

6.5 Set j = j - 1.

6.6 ;J:f j :s 0, then go to step 6.2.

6.7 If j ¢ D or SG(I,G,j) E SUB, then go to step 6.5.

6.8 Set ~ [k] = SUBGOAL(~[n+l]/SG(I,G,j)).



6.10

6.11

6.12

6.13

Step 7.
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If §[k] ~~, then go to step 6.5.

Set §[k+l] ~ §[k] * RE(n + l,k,j).

If ~k+l ~ G, then RETURN §[k+l]'

Set I ~ ~k+l'

Go to step 6.4.

If ~(O) ~ ~, then go to step 8.

7·1 Set §[n+l] ~ §[n] *AR(S(G.,l)).

7.2 Set §[k] ~ PROVER(§[n+l],S(G,l + lS(G,l))).

7.3 If .§[k] ~~, then go to step 8.

7.4 RETURN §[k] * CP(n + l,k).

Step 8. Set DE = {I I ~(O) is ~; and S(I,l + S(I,l)) is an initial

pattern for G; and I E PREMISE, or I ~ ~i' i::: n; or 1= p[cr],

P E AX, p[cr] well-defined}.

8.1 If DE ~~, then go to step 9.

8.2 Set I ~ first element of DE.

Set DE ~ DE - {I}.

Set §[n+l] such that §[n+l] comes from §[n) by IR1, IRS,

or IR6 where ~ 1 ~ I.n+

8.3

8.4

8.5

8.6

8.7

8.8

Set §[k] ~ PROVER(§[n+l]+S(I,l)).

If §[k] ~~, then go to step 8.1.

Set §[k+l] ~ § [k] * DE(n + l,k).

If ~k+l = G, then RETURN §[k+l]'

Set §[j] ~ PROVER(§[k+l],G).

If §[j] =~, then go to step 8.1.

RE;I'URN §[j]'



Step 9.

9.1

9.2

9·3

9.4

9.5

9.6

9·7

9.8

9.9
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Set G' ; G.

Set j ; 1.

J;f j > #G', tpen go to step 9.14.

Set k; 1.

If k> /G', then go to step 9·10.

If S(G',j) is identical to S(G',k), then go to step 9.8.

Set W[m); SUBGOAL(A,(S(G',j) ; S(G',k)).

If W[m];" <1>, then go to step 9·12.

Set k; k + 1.

Go to step 9.4.

9.10 Set j; j + 1

9.11 Go to step 9.2.

9.12 Set G' ; G' [j,S(G' ,k)).

9.13 Go to step 9.1.

9.14 If G' is identical to G, then RETURN <1>.

9.15 Set W[j) ; PROVER(W[n),G').

9.16 If w[j); <1>, then RETURN <1>.

9.17 Set I; G.

9.18 Go to step 6.4.
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SUBGOAL(~[n],SG)

Step 1. If there exists an i < n such that 'l'i = SG, then

*REP(i).

= and there 'eXists an i < n such that S('I'.,l)
~

= S(SG,l + #S(SG,l)) and S('I'.,l +#8('1'.,1)) = S(SG,l), then
~ ~

RETURN ~ [n]

If .e(0) isStep 2.

RETURN ~[n] * CE(i).

Step 3. If there exists aPE AX and a sUbstitution sequence a such

that P[a] is well-defined and SG = P[a], then

Step 4.

RETURN ~[n] * SUB(a,P).

If there exists aPE PREMISE such that P = SG, then

Step 5.

RETURN ~[n] * AR(P).

If level> limit or SG E SUB, then go to step 17.

Step 6.

Step 7.

Step 8.

Set level = level + 1.

Set SUB = SUB U {SG} •

Set IN = {I I I is an initial pattern for SG} •

If IN = <P, then go to step 17.

Set I first element of IN.

Set IN = IN - {I}.

Set ~ [n+l] such that ~[n+l] obtained from ~[n] by IRl, IR3,

Step 9.

Step 10.

IR5, or IR6 where 'I' = 1.n+l

Set D = D(I,SG).

Set j = min (#8G,#I) + 1.

Set j = j - 1.

Step 11. If j SO, then go to step 7.

Step 12. If j f D or SG(I,SG,j) E SUB, then go to step 10.



Step 11.
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If j SO, then go to step 7.

Step 12. If j ¢ D or SG(I,SG,j) E SUB, then go to step 10.

Step 13. Set w[k] ~ SUBGOAL(W[n+l],SG(I,G,j)).

Step 14. If W[k] ~ ~ or ?k ~ SG(I,SG,j), then go to step 10.

step 15. Set level ~ level - 1.

Step 16. RETURN ~[k] * BE(n + l,k,j).

Step 17. Set level ~ level - 1.

Step 18. RETURN~.



ApPENDIX IV

MATERIAL FOR THE STUDY OF EXPERIENCED HUMAN TUTORS

Practice Exercises

1- DERIVE (8+0 = 8+c) -'> (c = 0)

2. DERIVE ( (- (MC) )+A)+C 0

3. DERIVE A = 5+ -3

P (1) M3 = .5

Instructions

Suppose you are tutoring a student on the logic program. At a certain

point, the student asks your assistance on a problem he got stuck with,

either before having typed in any lines, or after a few lines. Your

response to him may be one of several types.

a. You may make an encouraging remark, such as: "Well, can't you

think of something?" or "I'm sure you can see what to do now."

b. You may ask him to give you some information about what he was

doing, such as: "What made you type line x?" or "Have you used axiom y?"

or "Why did you start with line z?"

c. You may actually make a helpful suggestion, such as: "Try using

rule x" or "Note the similarity between y and z."

You will receive 8 problems, each of which has a (possibly empty) set

of lines already in the proof. A student was given the derivation problem.

He generated all proof lines shown on the page. Your task is to help the

student successfully complete the problem, from the point at which you see

the command HELP. Please write down what you would say to the student as
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a f;irst comment or hint. Be concise; for example, write down a comment

which you would not mind having a teletypewrit~r type out to the student.

I am not interested in remarks of types a or b, only in remarks of type c,

i.e., what would be the first piece of information you would offer the

student. Also, write down everything yOU think of which helped you

decide what to say. Try to answer such ~uestions as: What would you

say to help the student? Why did you say it? What did you do in order

to make your decision?

Please do not hesitate to write down any tedious details you think

has something to do with making your decision. If there is some comment

or ~uestionyou think you would say to the student after he has responded

to YOUY first comment, go ahead and give it.

Warm-up Exercise

Student knows theorems 1-5 as well as the axioms.

DERIVE A-O ~ A

CEl
1.3REl
HELP

A+(-O) ~ A-O

O~-O

-O~O

A+O ~ A-O

(l)
O~-O

(2)
(3)
(4)

N A+-B~A-B

A::A
B: :0
TH5

Partial Solutions

L Student knows only the axioms

B+A

B+O

A+B '"
A ~ 0
A+B ~

(2)
(3 )
(4)

DERIVE (A~O )
P (1) O+B
CA A+B~B+A

A::A
B: :B
WP
2·3RE2
HELP
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2. Student knows only the axioms

DERIVE
P
rAE
A:: C+E
KELP

(C+E)+B ~ c+(E+(4+2))
(1) B ~ 4+2

(2) B+(C+E) ~ (4+2)+(C+E)

3. Student knows only the axioms

DERIVE (A+B)+(C+D) ~ A+(B+(C+D))
CA A+B~B+A

A:: A+B
B:: C+D (1) (A+B)+(C+D) ~ (C+D)+(A+B)
HELP

4. Student knows the axioms and theorems 1-2

DERIVE
LT
:: -A
TH2
A: :A
THI
A: :-A
3CEI
4.1REI
HELP

O-A ~ -A

(1) -A ~ -A
(-A)+A " 0

(2) (-A)+A ~ 0
O+A ~ A

(3) O+(-A) ~ (-A)
(4) (-A) ~ O+(-A)
(5) (-A) ~ O+(-A)

(2) A+(-A) =A-A
(3) A-A ~ 0

TH2
A: :5
CEI
3.1REI
HELP

5. Student knows the axioms and theorems 1-4

DERIVE 0 ~ -0
AI A+(-A)"O
A::A (1) A+( -A)~O
N A+(-B)~ A-B
A::A
B: :A
1.2REl
HELP

6. Student knows axioms and theorems 1-5

DERIVE (-5)+5 ~ (-0)
TH5 O~-O

(1) O~-O

(-A)+A ~ 0
(2) (-5)+5 ~ 0
(3) 0 ~ (-5)+5
(4) (-0) ~ (-5)+5



7. Stu~ent knows the axioms and theorems l-6

DERIVE 5+0 ~ 5-0
N A+( -B) ~ A-B
Jl.: :5
B::O (1) 5+(-0) ~ 5-0
TH6 A-O ~ A
A::5 (2) 5-0 ~ 5
HELP

8. Student knows the axioms and theorem$1-6

O~-O

(-O)~O

0-0 " (-0)
(-O)-O~ 0

3CE1
1.4RE1
1.4RE2
HELP

DERIVE 0-(-0) ~ 0
TH6 A-O~A

A::-O (1) (-O)-O~(-O)

TH6 A-O~A

A::O (2) 0-0 ~ 0
TH5 0,,-0

(3)
(4)
(5 )
(6)



APPENDIX V

SUMMARY OF THE COMMAND LANGUAGE PRESENTED IN CHAPTER VI

Our convention will be to underline items typed by the user; ~ll other

inform~tion is typed by the progr~m. E~ch user comm~nd is termin~ted by ~n

ENTER key which types as a dollar sign ($). In most cases,we will not

show the ENTER key. Note that the user can type an empty answer (ENTER

key) in order to escape from any command se~uence.

In the following, a is an individual variable, ~ is a term, and

~, W, W' are well-formed formulas (WFF).

INSTANCES OF AXIOMS AND ESTABLISHED THEOREMS

1. Proper substitution of a term for ~ variable.

(axiom, lemma, or theorem name)

(v~ri~ble):: (term of in~tantiation)

(variable):: (term of instantiation)

The substitution sequence continues for each universally ~u~ntified

v~riable whose scope is the entire formula in the axiom, lemma, or theorem.

Substitution is carried out simultaneously.

2. Proper substitution for predicate letters and of terms for variables.

PS : (n~e of ~xiom, lemma, or theorem)

., (variable) : (well-formed term)

(predicate letter) : (WFF)
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The substitution sequence continues until the user types the ENTER

key without one of the two possible substitution pairs. The substitutions

are carried out iteratively.

PROOF PROCEDURES

1. VIP

WP

2. CP

VIP

3. IP

VIP

i, j .kIP

Working premise

Conditional proof

(i) <jJ

(j) $

(n) <jJ -> $

Indirect proof (reductio ad absurdum)

(i) <jJ

(j) $

(k) NOT $

(n) NOT <jJ

4. Introduce a variable for universal generalization

GEN: (variable>

OK

5. UG

GEN: ex

If the variable does not occur free in any antecedent

lines, the program types 'OK'; otherwise, an error

message is given.

Universal generalization

or, alternatively:
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OK (i) <j>(a)

(i) <j>(a) iUG
:a (p) Va <j>(a)

iUG
:a (n) Vcx<j>(a)

This version of UG need on~y

check the last GEN introduced.

PRIMITIVE RULES OJ' rN:FERENCE

This version of UG requires

checking for a free in any

~ntecedent line.

1. AA Affirm the ~ntecedent (Modus Poneps)

(i) <j> --> *
(j) <j>

(n) *
2. Q~ntification rules

ES

iES
~

Existential specification

(n) <j>(~) where ~ must be new (or have been

introduced by us),

EG Existential generalization

a : ~ (n) :;w<j>(a) where substitute a for e~ch free occurrence

of ~ referenced,

US Universal specification
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iUS

a:: f:!. (n) <p(f3)

3. Logic of identity

IDC and IDS

iIDC(sequence of occurrence numbers)

m IDS

(m) \fa (a ~ f3 -> <p(a)) where substitute a for each

occurrence of f3 referenced.

4. Interchange rules RE and RQ

(i) <p(a)

(j) a~f3

i.jRE(occurrence number)

(n) <p(f3)

i.jRQ(occurrence number)

where replace f3 for the free

occurrence of a referenced.

where replace * for the oc-

currence of *' referenced.

5. Generalized interchange rules--short forms of axioms and theorems.

(line number) (axiom, lemma, or theorem name) (occurrence number)

(sequence of line numbers) (axiom, lemma, or theorem name)

MISCELLANEOUS COMMANDS

1, Delete the last line DLL

(line number) DLL
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All lines other than premises, beginning with (line number) and con-

tinuing to the last line generated, are deleted •. If IP and er lines are

deleted, the subsidiary derivation is no longer considered closed.

2. REVIEW the derivation problem

REVIEW

This command is a request to have the partially completed proof re-

typed, letting the student get a clean copy of his work.

3. Use of mechanical theorem-provers

SHOW is described in Chapter VI.

HELP is explained in Chapters I-V.

4. Obtain the initiative to request problems at runtime.

INIT

The student can now type one of the following commands:

a. derive problems

DERIVE:(WFF) .

The student can enter any number of

premise lines, continuing until he

enters a command different from P or DLL

b. prove problems

PROVE: (WFF)

NAME:: (alphabetic string)

After the proof is completed, the student may assign a name

to be associated with the WFF. This name becomes part of the

student's available command language.
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The student can type REPORT to learn how much of the problem

has been completed, which expressions were named as axioms, which:

_were proved as theorems, and which expressions entered into each

proof. Typing DELETE deletes an axiom or theorem name.

DERIVED RULES OF INFERENCE

The general format for a derived rule of inference is:

(sequence of NOP line numbers) (name of the rule ).

The line numbers refer to lines of the derivation Or proof which must match

the corresponding premises of the rule. The premises are saved as patterns

(under the name PATTERN) on the property list of each rule. RESTRICT options

are written as LISP S-expressions. The procedure which processes derived

rules evaluates these S-expressions in order to check for restrictions on

the values of the variables or the requested expressions (Rm), or to

(re-)compute substitution pairs for the substitution list,MAINSUB.
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